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Abstract
In this thesis, a design process for reactive systems using �-Charts, a visual formalismthat is similar to the speci�cation language Statecharts, is developed. The design processpresented here, comprises abstract description of reactive systems, systematic transfor-mation of abstract speci�cations into detailed speci�cations, formal veri�cation throughmodel checking, and centralized as well as distributed implementation. All design stepsare formally described.For the state-based description of reactive systems, we �rst de�ne the language �-Charts.�-Charts are a variant of Harel's Statecharts, which, however, avoid the semantic prob-lems and inconsistencies of the latter and are therefore better suited as a basis fordistributed implementation of a speci�cation. A formal semantics for �-Charts is devel-oped. While the core language of �-Charts merely consists of three di�erent syntacticconstructs, namely sequential automata, a composition operator, and an operator forsignal hiding, further syntactic concepts are expressed as syntactic abbreviations. Onesuch example is hierarchical decomposition. The lean core syntax of �-Charts eases theformal de�nition of all design steps and is a prerequisite for e�cient implementation.In order to support a systematic design process, we de�ne a re�nement calculus for �-Charts, which builds the basis for transforming abstract behavioral speci�cations intodetailed ones. The soundness of this calculus with respect to the formal semantics isproved.For formal veri�cation of reactive systems, a translation scheme for �-Charts to theformalisms of two well-known model checking tools is given. How to check safety criticalproperties of a speci�cation is demonstrated exemplarily by means of a running example.A technique that is based on using �nite state machines to generate centralized imple-mentations is described. The thesis concludes with an approach for distributed imple-mentation of �-Chart speci�cations. Problems that may occur while constructing a dis-tributed implementation are discussed and appropriate restrictions to avoid non-feasibleimplementations are made. The semantic equivalence between distributed implementa-tion and original speci�cation is veri�ed.
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Kurzfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird ein Entwurfsproze� f�ur reaktive Systeme unter Verwendung einesan der Spezi�kationssprache Statecharts angelehnten visuellen Formalismus mit demNamen �-Charts entwickelt. Der vorgestellte Entwurfsproze� umfa�t die abstrakteBeschreibung reaktiver Systeme, den systematischen �Ubergang von abstrakten zu detail-lierten Spezi�kationen, die formale Veri�kation durch Model Checking, sowie die mono-lithische und verteilte Implementierung. Alle Entwurfsschritte werden formal fundiert.F�ur die zustandsbasierte Beschreibung reaktiver Systeme wird zun�achst die Sprache �-Charts de�niert. �-Charts sind eine Variante von Harels Statecharts, die allerdings derensemantische Probleme und Inkonsistenzen umgeht und damit als Ausgangsbasis f�ur dieverteilte Implementierung einer Spezi�kation geeignet ist. F�ur �-Charts wird eine for-male Semantik entwickelt. W�ahrend die Kernsprache von �-Charts lediglich mit dreiunterschiedlichen syntaktischen Konstrukten, n�amlich sequentiellen Automaten, einemKompositionsoperator und einem Operator zur De�nition lokaler Signale auskommt,werden weitere syntaktische Konzepte, wie etwa die f�ur Statecharts typische hierarchi-sche Dekomposition, durch Abk�urzungsmechanismen ausgedr�uckt. Die schlanke Kern-sytax von �-Charts erleichtert die formale Fundierung aller Entwurfsschritte und istVoraussetzung f�ur eine e�ziente Implementierung.Zur Unterst�utzung eines systematischen Entwurfsprozesses wird f�ur �-Charts ein Ver-feinerungskalk�ul de�niert, der zur Transformation von abstrakten in detaillierte Ver-haltensbeschreibungen verwendet werden kann. Die Korrektheit dieses Kalk�uls f�ur dieformale Semantik wird bewiesen.Um die formale Veri�kation von reaktiven Systemen zu erm�oglichen, wird ein Anschlu�von �-Charts an zwei bekannte Model Checking Werkzeuge realisiert. Anhand einesdurchg�angigen Beispiels wird der Nachweis sicherheitskritischer Systemeigenschaften ex-emplarisch durchgef�uhrt.Ein auf endlichen Zustandsmaschinen basierendes Verfahren zur Erzeugung monoli-thischer Implementierungen wird angegeben. Den Abschlu� der Arbeit bildet ein Ansatzzur verteilten Implementierungen von Spezi�kationen mit �-Charts. Hierbei auftre-tende Probleme werden diskutiert und entsprechende Einschr�ankungen des Implemen-tierungsspielraumes vorgenommen. Die semantische �Aquivalenz der verteilten Imple-mentierung mit der urspr�unglichen Spezi�kation wird nachgewiesen.
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1 Introduction
In this thesis, a design process for reactive systems using �-Charts, a visual formal-ism that is similar to the speci�cation language Statecharts, is developed. The designprocess presented here, comprises abstract description of reactive systems, systematictransformation of abstract speci�cations into detailed speci�cations, formal veri�cationthrough model checking, and centralized as well as distributed implementation. Thissection is organized as follows: we start with a motivation for the thesis. After that, wepresent and discuss relevant related work. Then, we summarize the results of the thesison one page. Finally, to support the reader in navigating through this document, wesketch the latter's outline.
1.1 Motivation for this Thesis
Today's computer systems can be divided into three categories: (purely) transforma-tional, interactive, and reactive systems [HP85, Hal93b]. These systems are mainlydistinguished by the way they transform input into output. Transformational systemssimply transform input that is completely available at the start of a system executioninto output. This output is not available before the execution terminates. In such sys-tems, the user or, more generally, the environment is unable to interact with the systemand to inuence a running execution.In contrast, interactive systems, such as operating systems in personal computers, donot only compute output when terminating, but interact and synchronize continuouslywith their environment. Here, the interaction is determined by the system itself and notby the environment: whenever the system needs new input to continue its execution,the environment is prompted by the system. If the synchronization is determined by theenvironment, we speak of reactive systems.
Reactive SystemsSystems that do not continuously react to input coming from the environment (includingactors and sensors) at their own rate, but at a speed that is entirely determined bythe environment itself, are called reactive systems (Figure 1.1). Reactive systems havea widespread �eld of application: they occur, for instance, in avionics, automotive,
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1 Introduction
telecommunication, and chemical industry. Today, more microprocessors are used inreactive systems than in personal computers, and the former's number is continuouslygrowing.

Sensors System Actors
Figure 1.1: Reactive systemReactive systems can either implement control functions, or data communication andprocessing, or both. A number of speci�cation techniques to describe control-orientedreactive systems is based on automata-like languages [Har87, LT89, GKRB96, Bro97b].In this thesis, we concentrate on reactive, control-oriented systems, which we describe bya Statecharts-like visual formalism called �-Charts. Statecharts, originally introducedin [Har87], are a visual speci�cation language proposed for specifying reactive systems.They extend conventional state transition diagrams with structuring and communicationmechanisms. These mechanisms enable the description of large and complex systems.Due to this fact Statecharts have become quite successful in industry.The main features of reactive systems, which also are of importance in this contribution,are (see [Hal93b] for a more detailed overview): they are often concurrent, are requiredto be reliable and to guarantee timing constraints, can be realized both in hardware andin software, and may be implemented on a computer network.In this context, the notion \environment" not only refers to the natural surrounding inwhich the system acts, but also includes the controlled part of a larger system. Here, wesay that the complex controlling part, i.e. the system itself, is embedded in a mechanical,chemical, biological, etc. environment.The reaction of such a system in general consists of three steps. First, the system (thecontrolling part) samples data from the environment (the controlled part), processes it,and �nally gives a response [TBYS96]. For these systems their functional correctness isparticularly important for several reasons: �rst, human life may be at risk and second,from an economical point of view, time-to-market times can be delayed or already deliv-ered products have to be returned to the manufacturer and repaired. For instance, weexpect that a central locking system always unlocks the car doors in the case of a crash.In many applications, these operations have to be performed not only functionally cor-rect, that is, that the reaction yields a correct output, but also within speci�ed times,that is, neither too early nor too late. In this case, we also speak of real-time systems.Real-time systems can be classi�ed as hard or soft real-time systems depending on thetime frame that is available for a reaction. While hard real-time restrictions have to
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1.1 Motivation for this Thesis
be ful�lled accurately under all circumstances, that is, deadlines must not be exceeded,soft real-time restrictions are less rigorous and allow that reactions are performed withintolerance ranges.Thus, also the consequences a timing constraint violation entails are di�erent for hardand soft real-time systems: when deadlines are not accurately met in hard real-timesystems, life or health of human beings can be a�ected or technical equipment damaged.Violations of soft real-time timing constraints have less fatal implications. Typical exam-ples for systems with such constraints are navigation systems or central locking systemsof modern cars. Interactive systems, in contrast, do not have to meet deadlines, butmust be capable to give reasonably quick responses.One particularly interesting application �eld of reactive systems are aircrafts or auto-mobiles: reactive systems can, in the form of embedded systems, be a part of automobileelectronics. In a modern upper class car, more than 50 processors or electronic controlunits can be integrated. These electronic systems increasingly take over tasks of thedriver and assist him or her in safety critical or standard situations. Mostly, these pro-cessors are dedicated to solve a distinct task, like the opening or closing of doors as partof a central locking system. Other well-known systems of this type are the AutomaticStability Control (ASC) and the Anti Blocking System (ABS).More and more functions will be implemented by software in the cars of the future.However, these systems do not act standalone, but interact to solve complex problems.So-called \virtual functionalities" that consist of a number of already existing function-alities spring up [Spr96]. Today up to 30 percent of the development costs of an upperclass car are caused by electric and electronic units [Spr96]. Hence, every single unitmust have a high performance so that the additional costs to implement it in the car arejusti�ed. Thus, there is a growing interest in industry to use not only one processor for asingle task, but to appoint it to di�erent tasks which may not be related at all. However,the speci�cation of a task still should be implementation independent. Hence, a descrip-tion technique is needed that still leaves room for various implementation strategies, butnevertheless provides all necessary prerequisites for arbitrary implementations. Furtherreasons why reactive systems are implemented on distributed architectures are [Hal93b]:

� The distributed implementation is imposed by the target architecture throughsensor and actor locations.� The distributed implementation improves the overall performance of the reactivesystem as the inherent concurrency in the model can be (better) exploited.� Through several redundant implementations a higher fault-tolerance can be achieved.This is in particular important for safety critical systems.
Altogether, the design of reactive systems and their distributed implementation is achallenging task that requires elaborated and adapted design techniques. The aim of
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1 Introduction
this thesis is to give a complete design process for the development of reactive systemswith the visual formalism Statecharts. \Complete" in this context means that the de-signer is guided from the behavioral system speci�cation stage to the �nal, distributedimplementation on a processor network.To achieve this challenging task, we follow the subsequent strategy:

1. We de�ne the compositional Statecharts dialect �-Charts that is suited for bothcentralized and distributed implementation. For this language, also a precise se-mantics is formalized.2. We present a re�nement calculus for this dialect.3. We show how �-Chart speci�cations can be formally veri�ed by model checking.4. We discuss how single �-Chart speci�cations can be partitioned and implementedon both single processors and processor networks.
The remainder of this section contains a more detailed motivation for each of the abovetopics. It is structured in accordance with the chapters of this thesis.StatechartsFirst of all, we develop the theory of �-Charts. �-Charts are a dialect of Statecharts[Har87], a visual speci�cation language for reactive systems. They extend conventionalstate transition diagrams with structuring and communication mechanisms. A typicalapplication area is rapid prototyping of embedded systems [Spr96]. Among others, theirsuccess is explained by two facts. First, it is a relatively easy-to-learn language for de-sign specialists who have more often a degree in electrical or electronic engineering thana solid background in computer science. Due to the state-based speci�cation concept,these engineers have a better intuition of the meaning of automata than, for instance,of algebraic speci�cation techniques. Second, Statecharts are available as a descrip-tion technique in commercial products like Statemate [i-L90, i-L97]. Therefore, thesespeci�cations are also applicable for practitioners and have become quite successful inindustry.In recent years, much scienti�c work has been invested to improve the Statecharts lan-guage. However, up to now most approaches focus more on de�ning new semantics forStatecharts than on providing solid speci�cation techniques. Several informal and for-mal semantics for Statecharts and related dialects have been proposed (see [vdB94] fora good, but no longer complete overview). Some approaches, like Argos [Mar92, MH96],are closely related to the language Esterel [Ber91, BdS91, BG92]. When designingour dialect �-Charts we were inspired by visual programming languages like Argos.In this thesis, we de�ne the semantics of �-Charts in terms of sets of I/O behaviors or,in other words, I/O histories. We illustrate that three syntactic concepts, sequential au-tomata, signal hiding, and a composition operator including multicasting are su�cient
4



1.1 Motivation for this Thesis
to express also more complex Statecharts constructs; hierarchy and pure parallel com-position can be de�ned on top of them as syntactic sugar. This strategy has two mainadvantages. First, we restrict ourselves to the most essential language concepts and socan motivate that Statecharts are not as complex as assumed in the hitherto existingliterature. Second, we get a semantics that leads to simple proofs when reasoning aboutthe semantics itself. Third, treating hierarchical decomposition as parallel compositionand communication is an elegant way to establish distributed implementation of chartsin di�erent hierarchical levels.Our dialect features a formal semantics for non-deterministic Statecharts with instan-taneous feedback. Speci�cations with instantaneous feedback ful�ll the perfect syn-chrony hypothesis [Ber89]. As noted in previous works on the semantics of Statecharts[HRdR92, PS91], or Statecharts-like languages like Argos [Mar92, MH96], instantaneousfeedback can lead to causality conicts (causal loops or contradictions) if, for instance,trigger events with negation are allowed.Nevertheless, we prefer this kind of instantaneous feedback, since delayed communicationis not a suitable communication concept for behavioral re�nement. When re�ning asub-chart to a set of more concrete sub-charts, additional delays are introduced. Thus,the I/O-behavior of the Statechart changes. Re�nement rules would have to be morecomplex to compensate additional delays [Kle97]. As observed in [HdR91], this is not thecase for instantaneous feedback. Section 1.2.2 contains further motivation for choosingthis communication mechanism.Re�nementOur �-Charts formalism is considered to be a speci�cation technique rather than aprogramming language like Argos, Esterel, Lustre, or Signal. Therefore, we show inthis thesis how to use �-Charts in an incremental development process. We demonstratewhat it means to develop a system step-by-step. We present a re�nement calculus withrules that are easy to understand, but at the same time describe formal design stepstowards the �nal system. One of our goals is to show that �-Charts are more thana simple two-dimensional programming language. A design methodology is needed,supported by a set of purely syntactic re�nement rules that tell the user how to transforman abstract, under-speci�ed system description into a more concrete one. The essentialrules we present are thought to be applicable not only for �-Charts, but also for anyother version of Statecharts.On the semantic level, under-speci�cation is reected by non-determinism (see the de-sign process on Page 8). Talking about non-determinism we have to distinguish betweenintended and unintended non-determinism. In synchronous programming languages likeEsterel and others, non-determinism is entirely excluded. In particular, unintendednon-determinism that is obtained by composition with instantaneous multicasting isavoided by static analysis. Besides this unintended non-determinism by compositionthere is also intended non-determinism to express under-speci�cation of single com-ponents. Intended non-determinism is volitional by the user and reects that design
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1 Introduction
decisions for a component are still left open at an intermediate stage of development.The concretization of the latter then is called re�nement.Though in both �-Charts and Focus [BDD+93], the respective notion of re�nementfollows in principle the same idea of making a system more concrete, there exists animportant di�erence: while re�nement rules for decomposition are the central conceptin Focus, in �-Charts these are re�nement rules for composition. In Focus, there arere�nement rules for decomposing a speci�cation F into components F1 and F2 such thatF is equivalent to F1 
 F2, where 
 represents the composition operator in Focus. Inorder to guarantee that F1
F2 has the same properties as F , it is necessary to de�ne thesemantics of composition by the least �xed point. However, in �-Charts, there is no suchre�nement rule for decomposition. In Section 2.5.1, we will see that also hierarchicaldecomposition is de�ned through composition. In �-Charts, we therefore do not provideany re�nement rule for decomposition in the sense of Focus, but only for composition.Rather, we are interested in �nding syntactic requirements to guarantee that S1�L�S2is a correct re�nement of S1. Here, S1 is not decomposed, but the new chart S2 is addedto S1. The re�nement rule for composition that we will give in Section 3.2.2 securesthat the semantics of S1 is not a�ected when composing S1 with S2 to S1 � L � S2.Hence, though possibly introducing additional non-determinism for S2 by composition(see Page 8), S1 has exactly the same properties when it is composed with S2 as before.Veri�cationIn this thesis, we demonstrate how to use the semantic model we introduce as startingpoint for an e�cient formal veri�cation, based on symbolic model checking techniques.We give a scheme, demonstrated by an example, that translates �-Charts speci�cationsinto �-calculus formulae and the SMV input language. These formulae are checkedagainst temporal speci�cations using a �-calculus veri�er and the SMV model checker,respectively.ImplementationAs a further result of our work on symbolic veri�cation of �-Charts, we show how a �-Chart can be implemented as a �nite state machine, using a register and a combinationallogic block that represents the transition relation of the system.However, we do not only provide a strategy for centralized implementation, but in addi-tion discuss problems that occur and restrictions that have to be ful�lled when a �-Chartspeci�cation will be realized with more than one processor. The architecture templatewe focus on is a realistic architecture that is widespread in automobile industry: it con-sists of a number of electronic control units that get inputs from sensors, deliver outputsto actors, and are connected via one or more �eld busses.PartitioningBefore a single �-Chart speci�cation can be implemented on a network of processors,however, some deliberation is necessary. We discuss which problems occur when a spec-
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1.1 Motivation for this Thesis
i�cation is partitioned in order to implement it on a processor network.Apart from the aforementioned reasons, we had to develop our own dialect of Statechartsto bridge the gap between an abstract, formal system description and a distributedimplementation. The �-Charts language ful�lls several technical requirements that area prerequisite for distributed implementations.It only consists of three syntactic constructs: sequential automata, signal hiding, and acomposition operator that combines parallel composition and multicasting. Hierarchicaldecomposition is de�ned as syntactic abbreviation: it is achieved by parallel compositionand message passing. Thus, we can solve the question how to implement charts ofdi�erent levels of hierarchy on di�erent processors. With Statecharts semantics that treathierarchy on the semantic level this could not be achieved that elegantly. A syntacticallyrich language, in which every single construct has its own semantics would neither besuited as starting point for the de�nition of re�nement techniques nor for partitioningnor for distributed implementation.A further prerequisite for distributed implementation is compositionality of the under-lying description technique. The �-Charts semantics presented in this thesis is compo-sitional and therefore builds a solid basis for partitioning.Not every speci�cation can be implemented ad hoc on a processor network. In manycases, the speci�cation �rst has to be transformed in an equivalent one. We therefore givea transformation rule that guides the user to transform a given �-Chart speci�cation inone that is semantically equivalent, but better suited for the speci�c target architecture.Our target architecture consists of a �nite number of processors that are connectedthrough a set of busses.Since their syntax is de�ned incrementally with sequential automata as basic construct,�-Charts straightforwardly lend themselves to partitioning speci�cations on the granu-larity level of automata. A more �ne-grained granularity would yield a far too complexpartitioning strategy and a more coarse-grained granularity possibly would yield ine�-cient partitionings.When partitioning a speci�cation in �-Charts, care has to be taken that communicationbetween the di�erent parts is deadlock-free or, in other words, does not contain anycausality errors. The �xed point semantics we de�ne for the deterministic �-Chartsversion exactly reects the signal causality relationships within one instant and thereforealso the communication of distributed �-Charts components in detail. As a consequence,this semantics serves as mathematical basis to value the partitioning and to verify thatno communication deadlocks arise.As the overall result, this thesis o�ers a design process for a Statecharts dialect thatspans the gap between visual formalization of reactive systems up to their distributedimplementation on a processor network in an embedded system. Apart from the veryearly development phase requirements engineering, all important stages of system devel-opment (description, re�nement, formal veri�cation, partitioning, and implementation)
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1 Introduction
are covered. In each design step, we use equivalent formal semantics for �-Charts. Asa consequence, we do not loose any information between the di�erent stages. Thus,the user can be sure that the system he or she gets in the �nal product is semanticallyequivalent to the one that has been abstractly speci�ed, re�ned, and formally veri�ed.Hence, we follow the principle of \what you specify and verify is what you implement"and all concepts presented here harmonize with each other. For instance, the fact thatparts of a �-Chart speci�cation of di�erent hierarchy levels possibly are implemented ondi�erent processors has already been taken into account in the de�nition of the language.To demonstrate this with clarity, in the following, we will briey describe a process forthe design of possibly distributed reactive systems with �-Charts.Design ProcessOur design process for reactive systems starts with the state-based system description bythe Statecharts-like speci�cation language �-Charts. As a user might not have a preciseimagination how the system under development shall look like in detail in this phase,the system yet might be under-speci�ed. Roughly speaking, this means that designalternatives for certain system parts or, more precisely, certain sequential automata yethave been left open by him or her. In the context of this thesis, under-speci�cation is apurely syntactic notion that only refers to sequential automata. An automaton can beunder-speci�ed because of the following three reasons.First, the user may have speci�ed more than one initial state for the automaton. Second,the designer may have speci�ed more than one transition for at least one input eventin one or more states. Last but not least, no transition might be de�ned for at leastone input event in one or more states. The last type of under-speci�cation is termednon-responsiveness. If for every state and every input event of an automaton at leastone transition has been speci�ed, we call the automaton responsive because it can �rea transition in every state on every input event. This is not the case for non-responsiveautomata. In the �rst two cases of under-speci�cation, we say that the system un-der development is (syntactically) non-deterministic. An automaton where exactly onetransition is de�ned for each possible input event in each state and that only has onesingle initial state is both deterministic and responsive. We call such an automaton alsocompletely speci�ed. If all automata of a �-Chart speci�cation are completely speci�ed,we also call the overall �-Chart itself completely speci�ed and under-speci�ed other-wise. If all automata are responsive, we also term the �-Chart itself responsive andnon-responsive otherwise.Here, we would like to add a warning: apart from this purely syntactic notion of non-determinism, there also exists a semantic notion of non-determinism. A �-Chart is(semantically) non-deterministic if and only if its semantics contains more than oneinput/output history. For sequential automata, under-speci�cation is isomorphic tosemantic non-determinism. However, for the composition operator of �-Charts this is ingeneral not true. Later on, we will see that syntactic non-determinism also is semanticnon-determinism, but that the opposite is not true. With �-Charts, semantic non-determinism cannot only be caused by syntactic non-determinism or, more generally,
8



1.1 Motivation for this Thesis
under-speci�cation, but also by composition. This phenomenon is common to mostsynchronous languages (see Section 1.2.2). While syntactic non-determinism is intendedby the user, semantic non-determinism that is caused by composition is not. Detectingsemantic non-determinism caused by composition requires subtle analysis techniqueswhich have been discussed in detail for centralized implementations in the literature (cf.Esterel). In this thesis, we will present an approach for distributed implementation.Table 1.1 summarizes the aforementioned classi�cation.Syntax SemanticsA syntactically non-deterministic JAK non-deterministicA non-responsive JAK not de�ned

Table 1.1: Under-speci�cation of automaton A
Taking a look at Table 1.1, we recognize that non-responsive automata do not have a de-�ned semantics since the designer did not de�ne any behavior. In order to ease the math-ematical formulation of the behavior, that is, the semantics, and the mathematical rea-soning with it, we provide a technique to unify both syntactic notions, non-determinismand non-responsiveness, on the semantic level. The technique we use is chaos completion[Rum96]. It allows to interpret non-responsiveness as non-determinism, too. Whenevera sequential automaton of a �-Charts speci�cation is non-responsive in a state, we as-sume that this automaton can perform every possible reaction in this state, that is,outputs an arbitrary event that is included in its output interface and has an arbitrarysuccessor con�guration. The latter means that the subsequent control and data statescan have an arbitrary value within their admissible ranges. Once having started to reactchaotically, we cannot make any assumption how the automaton will behave in futuresteps. As a consequence, the overall system reaction (an in�nite stream of consecutivesteps) is chaotic.We de�ne chaos completion in a way such that the automaton carries on behavingchaotically forever. Instead of no system reaction we so get all possible system reactions.Therefore, we say that this part of the system behaves chaotically. The mathematicalresult of the discussion above is a stream semantics for �-Charts with chaos completion.This stream semantics is tailored for both the mathematical de�nition of the behaviorof possibly non-deterministic and non-responsive �-Chart speci�cations and the formalreasoning about how to get implementable speci�cations: since reactive systems mustbehave reliably and completely predictably in all situations, we want our �nal systemsto behave (semantically) deterministic.As a consequence, in the course of system development, under-speci�cation has to beresolved in order to get an implementable system. Hence, in the next design phase,the re�nement phase, we provide the system developer with easy-to-apply re�nementtechniques. These are based on a set of syntactic re�nement rules. Each rule supports the
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1 Introduction
designer with context restrictions that must be ful�lled in order to get correct re�nementsteps. All rules are combined to a re�nement calculus that guarantees the correct step-wise concretization of a system under development towards a �nal deterministic andresponsive description that �ts for implementation. We would like to mention thatthrough re�nement also those speci�cations that include (unintended) semantic non-determinism that has been introduced through composition may be transformed intodeterministic speci�cations.As soon as the system engineer comes up with a responsive speci�cation, which yet maybe non-deterministic, she or he can begin to formally verify certain properties of thesystem by model checking. Note that we do not support the model checking of non-responsive �-Charts. This is because of methodological and technical reasons. Oncea system has started to react chaotically, any system behavior is possible. Hence, thesystem does not have any longer a \reasonable" behavior, for which interesting propertiescould be veri�ed. Moreover, since our semantic view of non-responsiveness is chaos, wewould have to explicitly encode chaotic behavior with the input language of a modelchecker, too. If we skipped these explicit encodings, our model for formal veri�cation,a Kripke structure, possibly could perform deadlocks in those con�gurations where the�-Charts is non-responsive. However, the explicit encoding of chaos is impracticable. Asa consequence, we decided to support model checking of responsive �-Charts only, whichis not a strong restriction in practice. Notice that in contrast to the explicit encodingfor model checking, we can formulate chaos implicitly with the theoretical semantics.While the development phases description and re�nement can be formally treated withthe same semantics, we have to de�ne an extra semantics for model checking. The reasonfor this is as follows: while the stream semantics is excellently suited for formal reasoningof complete input/output histories of �-Charts, it is not an adequate means to formalizethe transition relations for model checking. Here, a step semantics is needed to encodetransition relations. We will prove that step and stream semantics are equivalent forresponsive speci�cations.Model checking must not necessarily be performed in a separate phase of developmentshortly before the implementation. Rather, system properties of di�erent levels of ab-straction can be veri�ed at di�erent phases of development. These properties can bedivided into liveness and safety properties. Informally, the �rst guarantees that even-tually something good will happen and the latter that nothing bad will happen. Oncehaving veri�ed a certain safety property, the application of correct re�nement rulesguarantees that this property still holds after the application of this rule. While safetyproperties are not a�ected by re�nement steps, liveness properties are. This is explainedby the fact that non-determinism is restricted through re�nement. As a consequence,behavioral alternatives that have been included on an earlier design stage possibly areexcluded by subsequent re�nement steps.When we �nally arrive at a complete speci�cation for which all required properties havebeen formally veri�ed, we can implement it either on a centralized or on a distributedtarget architecture. While the �rst is relatively unproblematic, this is not the case
10



1.2 Related Work
for the latter. Locations for every single sequential automaton have to be de�ned.We call this process, which can be optimized by tool support, allocation. However,before a complete speci�cation can be implemented on a distributed target architecture,a number of considerations is needed. First, this speci�cation has to be partitioned.However, not every partition is feasible. We discuss context restrictions and provide thesystem engineer with guidelines how to partition a �-Chart speci�cation.In order to reason about partitioning and distributed implementation, we consult theformal semantics of �-Charts again. However, the mathematical discussion of multicastcommunication in the case of distributed implementation requires a slightly di�erent se-mantic view: in each instant, distributed components send and receive signals accordingto a chain reaction until the overall system reaches a stable con�guration. This stabiliza-tion process can be mathematically understood as �xed point computation. Hence, weprovide a tailored semantics for deterministic and responsive �-Chart speci�cation to doso. For deterministic and responsive speci�cations this semantics is just a concretizationof the original stream semantics.
1.2 Related Work
This thesis was inuenced by a number of related approaches. Since the thesis spans thebridge between a number of theoretical and practical research topics that are usuallyconsidered as self-standing works, we highlight in the following the related work clusteredby research topics. The subsequent items are also reected to some extent in the overallstructure of the thesis.
1.2.1 Statecharts and Related Approaches
Statecharts were originally presented in [Har87] and later on implemented in the commer-cial tool Statemate [i-L90, i-L97]. The full Statemate Statecharts language, however,contains many mechanisms that cause problems concerning both syntax and semantics.A description of these problems together with an overview of some approaches can befound in [vdB94]. The most important weak points are: they su�er from the sharedvariable model that is used, the implicit interaction between so-called orthogonal states,possible in�nite chain reactions, and non-compositionality.These de�ciencies have been avoided in the �-Charts dialect that we present here; though�-Charts are much simpler than Statemate Statecharts, they are powerful enough todescribe large and complex reactive systems. Nevertheless, we can assign a concise, for-mal semantics to them. All aforementioned problems are avoided. The most importantrestrictions are that only explicit multicasting is featured by �-Charts and we neitherallow shared variables nor inter-level transitions. These are transitions between nodeson di�erent levels, which means that they cross the borderline of one or more states.
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1 Introduction
Without further assumptions, inter-level transitions impede the de�nition of a compo-sitional semantics. As a consequence, Statemate Statecharts cannot be developed ina modular way. However, �-Charts are clearly decomposed into sub-charts and can beconstructed by simply sticking them together.Argos [Mar92] and the approach followed in [HRdR92] provide steps into the same direc-tion. Our work extends their approaches in many respects. First, Argos does not o�erdata variables. Second, though Argos uses an explicit feedback operator for communi-cation it does not generate causality chains for signals as we do in our step semanticsthat is the basis for distributed implementation. Instead, it simply computes the setof broadcast signals by solving signal equations. In our step semantics used for imple-mentation, however, each system step consists of a number of micro-steps. In each suchmicro-step, further signals for multicasting in the current system step are added until a�xed point is reached. Furthermore, for Argos in [MH96] non-determinism is introducedby using external prophecy signals. This is di�erent from the approach we follow. In ourstream semantics, these prophecies are not necessary since non-determinism is treatedinternally. Finally, though in the Statecharts version described in [HRdR92] data vari-ables are available, it is not possible to construct larger charts by simply sticking itscomponents together as in Argos or �-Charts.A model that covers speci�cation, partitioning, and implementation of mixed software-hardware systems are Codesign Finite State Machines (CFSMs) [CGH+93a, CGH+93b,CGH+94]. They are based on potentially non-deterministic �nite state machines and areparticularly suited for a speci�c class of systems with relatively low algorithmic complex-ity. In contrast to �-Charts, CFSMs use a non-zero unbounded reaction delay model.Hence, though they can in principle be implemented both in hardware and in software,this time model is more dedicated to software than to hardware design [CGH+93a]. Asa general rule, CFSMs require to implement as much as possible in software, leavinghardware only the most performance critical components. The communication primi-tive for a network of interacting �nite state machines is, similar to most Statecharts-likelanguages, broadcasting: events are emitted by a CFSM or the environment and canbe detected by one or more CFSMs. In contrast to �-Charts and related approaches,an event is present and can be detected not only at the instant of its emission, butuntil it is either detected or overwritten by another event of the same type. WheneverCFSMs are composed to a network, there is the additional restriction that all outputinterfaces are pairwise disjoint. The CFSM model is not meant to be used directly asspeci�cation technique by designers due to its relatively low level abstraction. Rather,the language provides an intermediate format for Hardware/Software-Codesign [Buc95],where speci�cations in higher level languages will be directly translated into CFSMs.Their semantics is de�ned by timed event traces. Since events are not instantaneous,besides their causality in these traces, further conditions (see [CGH+93a]) are required toget meaningful descriptions. The CFSM model does not enforce any fairness restrictions.In the real-time object modeling language ROOM [SGW94], the high-level behavior ofan actor of a speci�c class is represented by a sort of extended state machines, termed
12



1.2 Related Work
ROOMcharts, which are based on original Statecharts [Har87]. In contrast to �-Charts,where both input/output interfaces and state-based behavior are included in one chart,actor behavior is shown separately from actor structure. In ROOMcharts, each non-initial transition must have an attached de�nition containing one or more port-signalcombinations and an optional guard function that must return true in order to �rethe transition. Di�erent from �-Charts, actions can be attached to both transitionsand states (as entry and exit actions). However, as we will show in Section 2.5.3,entry as well as exit actions can easily be introduced as syntactic abbreviations. Theaction code may be empty or contain detailed C++ code. On the level of ROOMcharts,there is no notion of parallel composition. Communication between ROOMcharts ofdi�erent actors is achieved by delayed (that is, strongly pulse driven in the sense ofFocus [BDD+93, BS97]) point-to-point communication. While parallel composition ofROOMcharts is not allowed, hierarchical structuring by means of decomposition is. Here,even inter-level transitions are possible. How for these a compositional semantics canbe de�ned is discussed in [GSB98].

In contrast to the automata-based languages discussed so far, I/O automata [LT87,LT89, GSSAL93, LV95, LV96, M�ul98] provide a model of distributed computation inasynchronous systems, where a strong analysis between a system and its environment ise�ected. This analysis captures the game-theoretic interplay between a system and itsenvironment. Input actions here have the unique property of being enabled from everystate, that is, for every input action there is a transition labeled with this action fromevery state. Hence, a system speci�ed with an I/O automaton must be able to acceptany input at any time. In �-Charts, the situation is slightly di�erent: though a �-Chartcan perform a reaction in every system state on every single input event, sometimes thisreaction can be chaotic (see Page 9). This happens if and only if the system reactionfor the speci�c input event has not been de�ned. In other words, there is no explicittransition labeled with the corresponding event. This chaotic behavior that stems fromnon-responsiveness can later on be re�ned by an appropriate calculus as we will demon-strate in Chapter 3. Besides enabledness, a further notion that plays a fundamentalrole in the model of I/O automata and that at the same time is contradictory to thenotion of re�nement de�ned in this thesis is fairness. Of course, it is possible to de�ne asemantic notion of re�nement for fair I/O automata based on game theory or temporallogic. However, we are interested in a notion of re�nement for which we can deduceeasy-to-apply syntactic rules for �-Charts. It would be rather complicated to de�nesyntactic re�nement rules that leave fairness invariant. We are not aware of any existingsyntactic calculus for I/O automata. Further note that for I/O automata a special kindof fairness is required [LT89]. Informally, an I/O automaton is fair, if for each of itstransitions holds that if the transition is in�nitely often enabled then it also is in�nitelyoften taken. This is not true for non-deterministic �-Charts.
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1.2.2 SynchronyIn the following, we give a brief motivation why we use instantaneous feedback or, inother words, perfect synchrony [BG92] to model multicast communication. The notionof synchrony is overloaded in computer science. In the literature, it is applied to at leastthe following three di�erent concepts:
Clock synchrony: Two concurrent components (inter-)act clock synchronously, if theirprocesses advance in lock-step with a common, so to say \global", clock. Bothcomponents always make a step simultaneously with respect to this clock. Thisclock can be de�ned explicitly or implicitly by certain stimuli from the environment.The clock of a micro-processor, for instance, is a special case of an explicit clockwith equidistant clock phases. However, in this thesis we consider the more generalcase, where timing intervals of the clock can be of arbitrary length. The transitionfrom one clock interval to the next one is called tick. Often, there is also an extrasignal that indicates the tick.I/O synchrony: Whenever no time elapses between receiving the input and sending theoutput, we speak of I/O synchrony. In this case, input and output occur in thesame clock interval and therefore are considered as instantaneous.Message synchrony: In the case of message synchronous communication, the sender ofa message is blocked if the receiver is not ready-to-receive.
Table 1.2 outlines a classi�cation for some prominent examples that all are to some extentrelated to synchrony. Less known is CIRCAL, a process algebraic approach to describethe behavior of hardware devices. It is similar to CCS or CSP, but models concurrencynaturally without recourse to the arbitrary interleaving used in these formalisms and soreconciles determinism and concurrency [Mil83, Mil84]. CIRCAL is exible enough tomodel both clock synchronous and clock asynchronous behavior. Discrete time can beintroduced easily by means of a special tick signal.Statecharts are considered as a so-called synchronous language, where all system com-ponents described by Statecharts work together in lock-step, that is, driven by a globalclock. As two di�erent semantics are realized in Statemate, Table 1.2 contains twoentries for clock and I/O synchrony, respectively. We already have discussed that reac-tive systems often have to satisfy the requirement of bounded response time. A furtherrequirement is that for their implementation in an embedded system only restrictedmemory is at disposal due to both cost and space restrictions. Hence, reactive systemsshould be implemented as e�ciently as possible. One possible design methodology todo this is to use a synchronous speci�cation technique like Statecharts.If a language is both I/O synchronous and clock synchronous we say that it is perfectlysynchronous. The notion \perfect" here comes from the fact that the assumption thatbetween input and output does not pass any time is an approximation of the reality.
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Synchrony Type Clock I/O MessageArgos yes yes noEsterel yes yes noLustre yes yes no�-Charts yes yes noStatemate Statecharts yes/no yes/no noCSP no no yesCombinational Hardware no yes noSequential Hardware yes no noSDL no no noCIRCAL yes/no yes/no yesTable 1.2: Classi�cation of synchrony

Clock SynchronyIn general, reactive systems consist of many di�erent, cooperating and communicatingcomponents. For speci�cation techniques for such systems it is therefore crucial thatthese interactions can be described in an easy-to-understand, implementation indepen-dently, and unambiguous fashion.Formalisms like Petri nets [Rei86], CSP [Hoa78, HH83, HJH90], Occam [Sch88], Ada[Gon86] or I/O-Automata [LT89, LV95, LV96, GSSAL93], which are based on (clock)asynchronous communication, have in contrast to synchronous languages a number ofdisadvantages. The following unnatural behaviors can arise if reactive systems are spec-i�ed with asynchronous languages [BG92].Reactive systems are concurrent systems, where di�erent reactions compete with eachother. New inputs can reach the system before the current system reaction is terminated.Here, actions and communications of the current reaction compete with the actions andcommunications of the newly starting reaction. Choosing a clock asynchronous seman-tics, there is possibility to express when a message will reach its receiver. Thus, thecommunication delay cannot be determined a priori. As a consequence, clock asyn-chronous communication for reactive systems leads to the following problems.The termination time of a reaction cannot be determined. The only practical solutionwould be to require that a reaction is atomic. This is, however, not a very elegantsolution since the concept of atomicity is not supported by most clock asynchronouslanguages, and, even more important, it is not very realistic. In order to meet deadlinesof real-time systems, reactions with low priority often have to be interrupted by reactionswith higher priority.If one uses clock synchronous description techniques like �-Charts rather for speci�cationthan for simple low-level programming, it is unrealistic to make assumptions on commu-nication delays already in the early system design phases. Remember that the concept of
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parallel composition and multicasting for Statecharts was introduced to avoid the stateexplosion problem. Parallel components are not necessarily implemented on hardwarethat operates in parallel. Hence, when specifying a reactive system with Statecharts, weare not able to say whether the multicast communication in the speci�cation will later onreally be implemented as physical communication among distributed processors. More-over, even if it was safe to say that a speci�c communication on the speci�cation phasealso would be a physical communication on the implementation phase, the designer isusually not capable to say how much time this communication would take. One possi-bility to bypass this problem is to use an instantaneous communication mechanism.If we used clock asynchronous communication, it would be much more di�cult to de�nethe concept of interrupt. With clock synchronous mechanisms, however, one is ableto not only reason about interrupts and their e�ects, but in addition can distinguishbetween di�erent levels of interrupts like weak or strong interrupts, for instance.Furthermore, a synchronous semantics can be implemented with bounded memory sinceit provides no possibility to model, potentially unbounded, message bu�ers of asyn-chronously communicating system parts. Apart from this reason, there is a second one:asynchronous communication possibly cannot be transacted in one single state but maylead to a large number of intermediate states, which are unnecessary for synchronouslycommunicating systems. However, note that though Statecharts components interactin lock-step, there are versions of semantics for Statecharts discussed in the literature,especially one of the two semantics implemented in the Statemate tool, which requireintermediate steps within one interaction: as we will see in the remainder of this thesis,one system step often has to be divided into a chain of micro-steps.In the remainder of this thesis, we will speak of synchronous systems whenever clocksynchronous ones are meant unless explicitly noted. However, note that the term syn-chronous language refers to perfect synchronous languages as discussed in the following.Perfect SynchronyAll aforementioned problems do not appear if we use perfect synchrony as communicationprinciple [BG92]. Perfect synchrony assumes that each reaction is instantaneous, thatis, it consumes no time. Of course, \to consume no time" must not be misinterpretedand needs some further explanations. This hypothesis is discussed in the literature indetail (see [HG91, BG92, Ber98], for instance). In the following, we will summarize themost important characteristics.Perfect synchrony assumes an ideal reactive system, where each reaction is carried outby an in�nitely fast machine. Thus, time only is consumed when the system resides in acertain system con�guration. Transitions, however, do not take any time at all. Surely,this is an abstraction of reality, but simpli�es controller programming. In addition, well-known, sophisticated implementation, optimization, and veri�cation techniques fromhardware design can be exploited [Ber96].For reactive systems, it is important to know how much time elapses between input
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and the resulting output [HG91]. There are several approaches to solve this problem.First, for each step of the system the concrete amount of time can be speci�ed. This istoo troublesome and forces the designer to think about quantifying time from the verybeginning. The approach we aim at is more abstract. Hence, we could �x the reactiontime for each step to a �nite, uniform delay. Though this approach is a bit simpler thanthe �rst one, it is still not abstract enough. This technique has further disadvantages.First, in practice, a �xed delay de�nes an upper bound for the reaction time of theimplementation of the reactive system. Thus, single executions possibly have to bearti�cially delayed. However, real-time systems often have to react as fast as possible.Second, �xed execution times of a reaction impede the re�nement of this reaction by achain reaction. As re�nement plays a central role in this work, we have to �nd anothersolution. Third, hierarchical decomposition could not be de�ned by parallel compositionand communication if we assumed �xed reaction times. One possibility to remedy thisis to de�ne that each reaction takes an arbitrary positive amount of time. Of course,this approach now is abstract enough, unfortunately too abstract, because it introducesa lot of non-determinism and it is therefore impossible to prove any interesting systemproperties at this design stage.The solution that remains is to assume zero reaction time. Here, we simply assume thatthe physical time the implementation needs for the execution of one system step is shorterthan the rate of the incoming events. This assumption of perfect synchrony has thefollowing advantages. First, all reaction times are known already on the stage of abstractspeci�cation. Second, reaction times do not depend on the concrete implementation.Third, these times are as short as possible and no arti�cial delays have to be introduced.Fourth, each reaction can be re�ned to several sub-reactions, as the timing behavior isnot changed (0+0 = 0). These and further advantages of perfect synchrony also can belooked up in [HG91, Ber98].However, we want to point out once more that clock synchronous languages do notnecessarily base on the existence of an explicit clock that generates equidistant clocksignals (ticks). Rather, the time intervals between ticks can be arbitrary. The essentialpoint is that at any system con�guration all transitions are �red synchronously withrespect to a speci�c signal, maybe the tick.Synchronous LanguagesSynchronous languages have been introduced to make the programming of reactive sys-tems easier. They are based on the principle that all parallel components share the samediscrete time scale. This has several advantages. First, time reasoning is made easier,and second, interleaving based non-determinism (like in I/O automata) disappears. Thismakes program debugging and veri�cation easier [CGP94].Apart from the already discussed perfect synchronous language Argos, Esterel [BCG86,BG88, Ber91, Ber92, BG92, Ber93, SBT96, Ber96, Ber98] is a further candidate. Es-terel is an imperative, parallel programming language, where statements can be di-vided into commands to manipulate local variables or signals. Similar to �-Charts,
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there are no shared variables. Signals are used to express interaction of parallel compo-nents that communicate through instantaneous broadcasting. To this respect, �-Chartsand Esterel do not di�er. However, there are conceptual di�erences between them:while �-Charts are an abstract speci�cation technique, Esterel is an imperative pro-gramming language. Non-determinism is not possible in Esterel programs, neitherfor components nor for composition. Hence, to check the determinism of an Esterelprogram requires subtle compiler techniques. Esterel provides commands like assign-ment, signal emission, sequential composition, case analysis, loops, exits and explicitparallelism that do not consume any time at all; the assumption is that they can beoperated in zero-time. However, temporal expressions like watchdogs do consume time.The interrupt mechanism of Esterel is more complicated than the one of �-Charts:instead of two, four di�erent kinds of interrupt exist. Though Esterel is tailored forprogramming of both hardware and software, its focus is more on hardware.Another high-level language for programming complex temporal behaviors and theirtranslation into synchronous circuits is YASL (Yet Another Synchronous Language)[CHF97]. The precursor of YASL and its circuit translation has been developed with-out knowledge of the body of works on synchronous languages. Since their developersbecame aware of it, they have been inuenced by Esterel. However, there are someminor di�erences between YASL and Esterel; a comparison is given in [CHF97]. Forinstance, the termination behavior of their parallel composition operators di�er. InEsterel, the composition of two processes terminates if both terminate. In YASL,the composition already terminates if just one process terminates; the other is reset.Hence, both languages follow a di�erent philosophy. While the composition operatorin Esterel includes synchronization, the one of YASL includes preemption. UnlikeEsterel, in YASL nested interrupts by the trap-exit mechanism are not possible. Onthe other hand, YASL contains a temporal projection operator that is not included inEsterel. However, there are possibilities to �nd workarounds for the description ofboth mechanisms in the other language, respectively.In [Bou91], an extension of the C programming language, called Reactive C (RC), isdescribed. The main notions of RC directly come from Esterel. However, there arealso some di�erences between Esterel and RC. A comparison is given in [Bou91]; wejust give a brief overview here. Loosely speaking, RC is more general than Esterelin several aspects: similar to �-Charts, conditions in RC are Boolean expressions andare not restricted to single tests for signal presence as in Esterel. Moreover, RC givesa way to explicitly break one instant into several micro instants and to join it again.Furthermore, the operator for parallel composition in RC is, in contrast to �-Chartsand Esterel, not commutative. Finally, the main di�erence to Esterel| and also to�-Charts| is RC's communication mechanism: two di�erent kinds of broadcasting areavailable. The �rst one is the instantaneous broadcasting from Esterel. However, thecausality analysis here is not performed before runtime by a compiler, but the correctaccess to signals is dynamically checked. This dynamic analysis is not necessary for thesecond broadcasting type, where the reception of one signal is not in the same instantas its emission, but in the very next one.
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1.2 Related Work
In contrast to the imperative language Esterel, Lustre and Signal are data owlanguages. Synchronous data ow languages restrict data ow systems to only thosethat can be implemented as bounded memory, automata-like programs in the sense ofEsterel. Due to graphical data ow diagrams and operator networks Lustre [PC87,HCRP91] provides a comprehensive programming technique for software engineers. Onthe other hand, it is closely related to temporal logic [PH88] and therefore also is basedon a precise and formal semantics. Lustre can even be considered as a subset oftemporal logic [PH88, HCRP91]. Causality problems, already encountered in Estereland �-Charts, appear in Lustre as cyclic de�nitions, if a variable depends on itself.Lustre provides data operators that only operate on operands sharing the same clock,like addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Besides these operators, Lustre has fourtemporal operators: a previous, a followed by, a sample, and an interpolation operator.The �rst two operate on synchronous ows, where all data elements share the sameclock. The last two, however, are used to down-sample to a slower or interpolate to afaster clock. Hence, similar to Esterel, Lustre also provides a mulitform concept oftime, where more than one clock is relevant for the overall program. Though more thanone clock is around, all of them can be down-sampled to the unique basic clock of thespeci�c program.However, Signal does not have one unique minimal basic clock. Thus, in contrastto Signal, Lustre does not allow basic clock time intervals to be split into smallerones. Apart from the data operators as in Lustre, Signal provides three temporaloperators, a delay, an extraction (similar to the sample operator in Lustre), and adeterministic merge operator. The latter speci�es the union of two clocks. ThoughLustre and Signal are both declarative languages, they di�er, apart from the justmentioned points, signi�cantly: Lustre is a functional language, where any operatorde�nes a function from its input sequences to its output sequences, whereas Signal isa relational language. A Signal program de�nes a relation between input and outputows. Hence, the way an output ow is used may also constrain the input ow. Thus,any Signal component induces its own constraints. The consistency and completeness,that is, the existence of a unique solution for the conjunction of all constraints must bechecked by a compiler. As clocks play a much more important role in Signal than inLustre, this compiler is based on a rather complicated clock calculus.
1.2.3 State Based Re�nementJosephs [Jos88] presents a state-based approach to CSP including a sound and completecollection of simple rules by means of which one process can be shown to be a re�nementof another and various CSP operators are investigated. These rules are based on the ideaof downward and upward simulation [Bro93]. Soundness and completeness are achievedby exploring a normal form for processes.For the state-based, behavioral speci�cation of non-deterministic components in objectoriented software systems the theory of spelling automata is developed in [Rum96]. For
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1 Introduction
these automata, a re�nement calculus is de�ned. In contrast to �-Charts, the automatapresented in [Rum96] do not provide any composition or decomposition mechanism anddo not have a perfect synchronous semantics.While the approach in [Rum96] introduces the notion of re�nement for object orientedsystems quite formally, [CHB92] only outlines a pragmatic and informal approach forsub-typing. To this end, so-called Objectcharts are introduced that combine object-oriented analysis and design techniques with Harel's Statecharts. Since Objectchartsdescribe the behavior of a class, they can be used to determine whether a proposedinheritance conforms to sub-typing. A class here can inherit from another in two ways:the descendant class can add new behavior through the addition of new services or bya re-de�nition of an existing service. Hence, in [CHB92], an inheritance is a sub-typeinheritance if and only if the speci�cation of the parent holds also for the descendant,although the descendant may add behavior. This is in contrast to �-Charts, where there�ned chart is not allowed to add behavior, but just can reduce the non-deterministicbehavior of the original chart.In [Kle97], reactive transition systems are presented that are similar to I/O automata,but here both input and output can occur on one and the same transition. Also di�erentfrom I/O automata is the concept of explicit time actions, where the time is incremented.For these transition systems exists a formal semantics, which provides a basis for formalre�nement. In [Kle97], upward and downward simulation are de�ned. The resultingcalculus is similar to the one of [Rum96], but provides more general techniques: amongothers, rules for sequential concatenation of transitions are presented. The presentedrules and their soundness proofs are relatively complex, since transitions are not takenin zero-time as in the case of the perfect synchrony hypothesis. Rather, each transitionconsumes a positive amount of reaction time.In [EGKP97], a categorial approach to de�ne re�nement morphisms for a subset ofStatemate Statecharts is presented. This contribution was developed independentlyof and simultaneously to the re�nement calculus for �-Charts. Therefore, both ap-proaches do not have much concepts in common. Transformations are studied in analogyto techniques for graph transformation systems and Petri nets. With the approach in[EGKP97], only two re�nement techniques are possible: decomposition of automata andparallel composition, which are there called horizontal and vertical structuring. How-ever, for these kinds of re�nement no syntactic and therefore for the software engineerapplicable rules are given, and modi�cations of single automata are not possible at all.This approach su�ers from a further weakness: since the semantics of Statecharts isnot de�ned in terms of input/output histories, but as \runs" of subsequently enabledsystem states, also their notion of re�nement is not based on reducing non-deterministicbehavior. Rather, in order to de�ne behavior, compatibility for every system state ofthe re�ned chart the corresponding state of the original chart has to be constructed.Hence, re�nement cannot be de�ned by restricting the set of possible input/output be-haviors, but must be de�ned by morphisms that relate state spaces of re�ned and originalcharts. The idea is that a state of the original chart is always reected in one or more
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1.2 Related Work
corresponding states of the re�ned chart.A notion of behavior preserving transformations for Statecharts based on morphismsis also very briey discussed in [Per95]. However, these discussions are merely basedon a negation-free variant of Statecharts with an event-structure-based compositionalsemantics of so-called timed con�guration systems [Per93]. Hence, they are based on avery speci�c semantics, and no syntactic transformation rules are given at all.In [US93, US94a], a process algebraic semantics for Statecharts via state re�nementagreeing with the semantics of [PS91] is presented. In particular, a translation of Stat-echarts into a process algebra with state re�nement is provided. The semantics of aStatechart is given by the labeled transition system [US94b] of its translation. Thisapproach represented one of the �rst attempts to capture hierarchically structured statespace within a purely process algebraic setting.
1.2.4 Formal Veri�cation with StatechartsIn [Day93], an operational semantics for Statemate Statecharts has been formalized byembedding them in the logical framework of an interactive proof-assistant system calledHOL. HOL is used in combination with a binary decision diagram based veri�cationtool, and a model checker for Statecharts, which tests whether an operative Statechartsspeci�cation satis�es a descriptive requirement speci�cation. The target language ofHOL is a subset of higher order logic that can be informally regarded as a functionalprogramming language. The model checking procedure has been integrated as a sim-ple higher-order logic function which executes the Statecharts' semantics. Combininga model checker with a theorem prover allows us the use of mathematical reasoningtechniques, like induction and abstraction, to prove results beyond the capacity of amodel checker (see also [M�ul98]). Furthermore, properties of the semantics itself, likecorrectness of de�nitions, can be directly veri�ed with the theorem proofer.Further scienti�c work on abstraction techniques that are suitable for Statecharts canbe found in [Kel96].Independently from [Day93], further investigations on integrating Statemate State-charts and model checking have been presented in [HSD+93]. Here, requirement speci�-cations are expressed by timing diagrams, a graphical formalism for a subset of propo-sitional linear temporal logic [BW98].In [PS97b], we have demonstrated how a Statecharts semantics with instantaneous mul-ticasting can be model checked using a precursor version of �-Charts. This precursordi�ers in both syntax and semantics from the version that is presented in this thesis. Inparticular, parallel composition and multicasting have not been integrated into a singleoperator, and hierarchical decomposition has not been de�ned as syntactic abbrevia-tion in [PS97b]. In the semantics, we have explicitly modeled chain reactions caused byinstantaneous feedback as the least �xpoint of a transition relation. This chain of transi-tions has been embedded into the outer transition relation that described the observable
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1 Introduction
behavior. The well-known causality conicts that arise under instantaneous feedbackfrom negative trigger conditions have been resolved semantically through oracle signalsin [PS97b]. However, the approach presented in this thesis is more general, mathemat-ically easier, and therefore also more e�cient for formal veri�cation. The semantics ofinstantaneous multicasting now is not de�ned as a least �xed point of a chain reaction(this view is merely necessary for distributed implementation of deterministic charts; seeSection 5.1). Instead, the semantics here includes not only the least one, but all �xedpoints. Hence, the least �xed point is not explicitly computed for yet under-speci�edcharts in this semantics, and therefore we do not need oracle signals, which predict thepresence or absence of the corresponding signal, any longer. Since for formal veri�cationone step now does not have to be partitioned into micro-steps, we get a more e�cientmodel checking procedure.
1.2.5 Code DistributionThe code distribution proposed for Signal is based on the structure of the sourceprogram [Hal93b, BG97]. Ideally, from a Signal program that consists of a numberof data ow statements composed in parallel, one would like to compile all statementsindependently and run them on distributed processors. However, not every partitionleads to distributed programs that have the same semantics as the original one. Oftencode restructuring measures have to be taken. We will discuss this further in Section6.2.Another approach to generate distributed code, which initially was developed for Lus-tre, is presented in [Hal93b, Gir94, CGP94, CFG95, CCGJ97]. As it works on theso-called object code OC, a common intermediate format for Argos, Esterel, andLustre, it also is applicable to Argos and Esterel. An OC program is a �nite deter-ministic automaton with a �nite memory for performing operations over in�nite types[CGP94]. The principle assumption of the code distribution algorithm for OC is thateach site (processor) is responsible for the computation of some variables of the automa-ton. The basic algorithmic idea is as follows: �rst, the code of the entire automaton, i.e.the overall OC program, is replicated on each site. Second, in each replication, the in-structions (on the transitions) that do not concern the considered site are deleted. Then,sending and receiving statements are inserted in order to communicate values of the nowonly locally available variables. Finally, auxiliary communication has to be introducedto synchronize the distributed code replications. This approach di�ers signi�cantly fromthe one we propose in this thesis. While the goal of the distribution method for OC isto localize computations of single variables, we aim at the distributed implementationof entire sequential automata. In order to keep the memory consumption of the overallreactive system as small as possible, we do not replicate any parts of the code. In theOC approach, however, the control structure as a whole is replicated several times.The problem of partitioning a program into several parts and to implement it on apossibly heterogeneous target architecture, consisting of both hardware and software
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1.3 Results in a Nutshell
is generally known as Hardware/Software-Codesign. A good, but no longer completeoverview of relevant literature can be found in [Buc95], and a general introduction inthis topic is given in [RB95, DS96].
1.3 Results in a Nutshell
In this section, we summarize the most important aims and results of this thesis:

1. A lean, non-deterministic Statecharts dialect, �-Charts, is presented. In contrastto related approaches, for this dialect su�ce three syntactic constructs: Mealymachines, signal hiding, and a composition operator including multicast commu-nication. Concepts like hierarchy, inter-level transitions, entering, exiting, andinstate signals are eliminated in the core language. These constructs are de�nedby means of syntactic abbreviation. Additional semantic concepts are not neces-sary.2. For �-Charts, a precise, formal semantics is developed, where under-speci�cationis mathematically treated as non-determinism.3. Pathological speci�cations that stem from signal causality conicts are discussed.Due to non-determinism, in �-Charts some of these examples yet have a well-de�ned semantics whereas related languages have to reject these speci�cations asnot being well-de�ned from the very beginning.4. A framework for behavioral re�nement for Statecharts-like languages is provided.Apart from the related literature discussed in Section 1.2.3, we are not aware ofother approaches in this direction. A formal re�nement calculus is given. Thesoundness of all re�nement rules is proven. In particular, it is demonstrated un-der which circumstances hierarchical decomposition indeed can be considered asbehavioral re�nement.5. A translation scheme from the formal semantics for �-Charts to the input languagesof model checkers is given. As an example, we provide translations to the inputlanguages of two wide-spread model checking tools SMV and �cke. This enablese�cient formal veri�cation of safety critical system properties for speci�cations in�-Charts. In contrast to more complex dialects, model checking is very e�cient inour case.6. Problems that arise when a �-Chart speci�cation is partitioned with the aim ofdistributed implementation on a processor network, where each part is realizedas �nite state machine, are discussed and solutions are proposed. Restrictions forpractical application are pointed out.
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7. The allocation problem for �-Charts on a processor network is formalized by integerlinear programming.8. The distributed implementation of multicasting is described mathematically. Guide-lines to achieve e�cient communication schedules are given.9. An approach to realizing a �-Chart speci�cation as a single �nite state machine isproposed. Problems that arise when one wants to implement the same speci�cationon a processor network are outlined. In addition, restrictions that are requiredin practice to obtain feasible distributed implementations are pointed out, andanalysis techniques to detect these restrictions are presented.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows. First of all, in Chapter 2 we introduce the visualformalism �-Charts. We start with the description of our running example, a centrallocking system for cars. This example will support the reader throughout the entirethesis. Then, core syntax and semantics of �-Charts are presented. After that, wediscuss some pathological cases that potentially occur when dealing with instantaneousfeedback. Finally, we show how more complex syntactic constructs like hierarchy andinter-level transitions can be de�ned as syntactic sugar of the core syntax.Chapter 3 deals with re�nement techniques for �-Charts. We develop a calculus forbehavioral re�nement that is based on the core syntax. We give a set of syntacticre�nement rules and prove that these rules are sound.Chapter 4 contains a translation scheme from �-Charts to the input languages of twosymbolic model checkers, �cke and SMV. By the aid of our running example, we showthat model checking is e�ciently carried out by these tools.In Chapter 5, we �rst discuss problems that can occur when a �-Chart speci�cationis partitioned in order to be implemented on a network of communicating processors.Then, we formalize the allocation problem by an integer linear program. We discuss twodi�erent allocation strategies. In the remainder of this chapter, we analyze the schedulingof messages in a processor network, which implements a �-Chart speci�cation.In Chapter 6, we present an implementation scheme for �nite state machines with �-Charts. We �rst introduce a strategy how to implement a �-Chart speci�cation by asingle state machine. These concepts are extended to distributed synthesis with �-Chartsin the rest of this chapter. We here mainly discuss problems that possibly occur when aspeci�cation in �-Charts is distributed on a processor network and point out restrictionsthat are necessary to obtain realizable implementations.Section 7 concludes the thesis and gives some outlook for future work.
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2 Speci�cation
Statecharts are a graphical description technique for the state-based, behavioral spec-i�cation of control-oriented systems. In this chapter, we introduce a Statecharts-likelanguage, termed �-Charts, which we have developed as basis for design and distributedimplementation of reactive systems. The chapter is organized as follows. First, we givean informal introduction to Statecharts and related approaches. Then, we present therunning example of the thesis, an abstract version of a realistic central locking system.Third, the core syntax of �-Charts is illustrated. The syntax section is �nished witha second example. Fourth, the stream semantics for the core language is formalized.Finally, the chapter concludes with syntactic extensions for �-Charts.
2.1 Introduction to Statecharts-like languages
The graphical speci�cation language Statecharts was developed in [Har87] for the de-scription of reactive systems. They combine the operational notions of Mealy machineswith graphical structuring mechanisms to concisely describe large state spaces. In recentyears, extensive reactive systems have been developed using this graphical formalism orrelated approaches [LHHR94]. In the sequel, we will �rst informally introduce the basicideas that are common for all Statecharts-like languages and then concentrate on ourStatecharts dialect, termed �-Charts.The main concept of Statecharts are sequential automata. These automata consist ofstates and transitions. An automaton's state denotes a section of a complex state ofa reactive system. Transitions connect those states that describe consecutive systemstates. A transitions can be labeled with a pair, consisting of the condition that mustbe ful�lled in order to establish the transition and an action that speci�es more detailedsystem behavior when taking the transition. Most graphical notions follow the conven-tion that this pair is separated by a slash, condition=action, and we adopt this notationfor �-Charts, too.To enable description of practically relevant systems, these automata can be composedto larger speci�cations using two principal structuring mechanisms: parallel compositionand hierarchical decomposition. Here, the basic assumption is that automata composedin parallel proceed in lock-step with respect to a common clock. Without any further
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2 Speci�cation
assumptions, these automata do not interact at all. However, if speci�ed by the user,they also can interchange messages in order to inuence the behavior of each other.Reactive systems possibly have complex system states. Hence, single automata statesmay not be appropriate for a detailed description of these systems, and more elaboratedtechniques are needed. Statecharts enable to further structure single states of sequentialautomata by hierarchical decomposition. The Statechart that describes the systemsbehavior in a speci�c state in more detail is simply (graphically) inserted into this state.The behavior of an hierarchically decomposed Statechart is comparable with the one ofprocedure calls in an imperative programming language. An automaton of an higherlevel of hierarchy \calls" sub-routines, that is, Statecharts of a lower level, whenever adecomposed state is entered. After this general introduction to Statecharts, we now givesome informal explanations directed to �-Charts.A �-Chart is a speci�cation of a component in a reactive system that displays cyclicbehavior. In each cycle, input is read, output is emitted, and the component changesits con�guration, consisting of data and control state. In this respect, �-Charts aresimilar to ordinary Mealy machines [Bro97a] or, synonymously, sequential automata.They have a �nite set of control states, one or more initial control states, an inputand output interface (alphabet), and a transition relation de�ned as a relation overcurrent con�guration, input signals, output signals, and next con�guration. In contrastto Moore machines, the current output of a Mealy machine depends not only on thecurrent control state, but both on current control state and on current input.For a reactive system, the input alphabet can be regarded as a set of signals generatedeither by the system's environment or the system itself. Similarly, the output alphabetusually consists of events (= sets of signals) that inuence the future behavior of boththe system's environment and other system components.The time between two cycles is non-zero and �nite. Between two cycles more than onesignal that is a relevant input for the system can occur in the environment. The idea isthen that these signals are all collected in a set, and this set, which we call event, is usedas input to the component. More than one output signal can be produced in one suchcycle. Hence, the output is then a set of signals. To ease the writing of speci�cations,transition labels on the syntax level are not simply signal pairs, but consist of a Booleanexpression over input signals and local variables, the so-called trigger, and an action.The action itself is described by a small imperative language. Of course, the action alsoconsumes time in practice. However, our assumption is that time passes in the controlstates and that transitions are �red instantaneously. Hence, time passes in states and noton transitions. Theoretically, signals from the environment could be lost if they occurredduring the system reaction. If, however, the system is su�ciently fast in comparison tothe environment, we can disregard this problem [Ber98], and arrive at the synchronoustime mode. Since system reactions are assumed to run in�nitely fast (see Section 1.2),they just divide time ow into �nite intervals; at each interval border there is a systemreaction where input is read and output produced.Even when input and output are abstracted to sets of signals, Mealy machines are not
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2.1 Introduction to Statecharts-like languages
always adequate as a speci�cation formalism for large reactive systems. The reasonis simply that using state machines for speci�cations often yields diagrams that aretoo large to be written down and comprehended. For this reason, Statecharts weresuggested by Harel. In the remainder of this thesis, we will use the notion \Statecharts"to express this principle language concept for a visual formalism, that is, to combineMealy machines by parallel composition, broadcasting, and hierarchy.These principle language concepts are also included in �-Charts. As already discussedin Section 1, original Statecharts su�er from a number of weaknesses because they o�ervarious possibilities to specify systems that result in non-modular speci�cations, aredi�cult to understand from a methodological point of view, and possibly yield ine�cientimplementations.Compared with the graphical language of Statemate Statecharts, the syntax of ourdialect does not include some notations which are included in the original Statecharts.Notable notations are static reactions, hierarchical decomposition, inter-level transitions,references to state names, and global variables. Some of them are relatively easy toinclude as syntactic sugar, others are not. Global variables, for instance, have beenomitted on purpose since they do not allow the de�nition of a compositional semantics.Basically, Statecharts-like languages are de�ned inductively as follows. Notice that ourdescription di�ers from the one presented in [Har87].

� A Mealy machine where input and output alphabet are powersets of signals is aStatechart.� The parallel composition of two Statecharts is a Statechart. Parallel compositionis the main technique to reduce the number of states needed for the speci�cation.To express communication between charts that are composed in parallel, broadcastcommunication is used.� A Mealy machine, where states are further decomposed by Statecharts is itself aStatechart. This construction is called hierarchical decomposition and is the maintechnique to reduce the number of transition arrows needed for the speci�cation.
In the rest of this section, we explain parallel composition and hierarchical decomposi-tion in more detail. Other language concepts that are not discussed here can be lookedup, for instance, in [Har87]. In the remainder of this thesis, we will see that hierar-chical decomposition can be syntactically de�ned by means of parallel composition andcommunication.
Parallel Composition and CommunicationThe main technique to reduce the state complexity in the speci�cation is the parallelcomposition of two or more state machines. The state space of the parallel composition
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2 Speci�cation
is the algebraic product of the state spaces of the machines composed in parallel, andtherefore, the size of the speci�cation grows only linearly.Intuitively, the components composed in parallel operate in lock-step: for each inputsignal set, each component makes a transition and emits an output signal set. Theoutput of the composition is the union of the component outputs, but charts composedin parallel do not interact.However, since reactive systems mostly consist of many components that have to in-teract, only rarely can a component be speci�ed by the independent composition ofsmaller speci�cations. In practice, the state machines composed in parallel often haveto communicate. Typically, the standard communication mechanism that is used byStatecharts-like languages is broadcasting. We also adopt this mechanism in a restrictedform (multicasting) as it �ts well with the �nal target architecture we aim at: a numberof electronic control units that are interconnected via one or more busses. Communi-cation on a bus is reected by broadcasting. When a state machine emits an outputsignal, this signal is visible to the other machines of the speci�cation; there it can thencause further outputs, and so on. Thus, communication can lead to chain reactions oftransitions. In these cases, a system step is further divided into a series of micro-steps.However, only the result of the chain reaction with the accumulated output is then thevisible reaction of the system.Together with our synchronous time model, communication can lead to causality con-icts: for example, assume that a machine A1 produces an output b if and only if itreceives input a, machine A2 produces output a only if it receives input b, and chartA is the parallel composition of A1 and A2 with internal communication of a and b.When neither a nor b is input from the environment, should the output of the composedchart be the set fa; bg or the empty set? In Sections 2.4.4 and 5.1, we will discuss howpathological examples, that is, speci�cations with causality conicts including the onejust outlined are treated with our �-Charts semantics.Intuitive and at the same time mathematically sound semantic de�nitions of communica-tion are quite intricate, and they are the major di�erence between the various Statechartsdialects found in the literature [vdB94]. The communication semantics of our �-Chartslanguage is de�ned in Section 2.4. We have decided to use one single syntactic constructto express both composition and communication together. Pure parallel compositionwithout any communication is then just a special case of this more complex compositionoperator (see Section 2.4.3).In Chapter 1, we have already discussed that the usage of a synchronous descriptiontechnique for the speci�cation of reactive systems has the advantage that it leads tosystems with bounded memory usage. However, if the communication semantics is toocomplicated, this advantage can quickly disappear. Hence, de�ning a semantics forbroadcasting, care has to be taken that the number of micro-steps that build one systemstep is restricted. One remedy is to require that each Mealy machine can �re just onesingle transition in each system step. Though this may, in contrast to Statemate,
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2.1 Introduction to Statecharts-like languages
prevent systems from in�nitely long chain reactions with alternating transitions, never-theless non-terminating sequences of micro-steps can appear in the case of pathologicalspeci�cations (see Sections 2.4.4 and 5.1). Fortunately, such speci�cations occur onlyvery rarely, and we will show later how system steps can be restricted to a �nite numberof micro-steps.Note that if a system is implemented on a single processor, details of these chain reactionsare not visible to the system's environment since the transition relations of communicat-ing charts are combined to one single transition relation which is used for the centralizedimplementation (see Section 6.1). We would like to mention that only if the system ispartitioned and implemented on a distributed target architecture, the chain reactions arevisible as messages on the communication medium by which the distributed processorsare connected. To take this e�ect into account, we explicitly use a �xed point semanticsto model distributed implementations of deterministic �-Charts. This semantics will bepresented in Section 5.
Hierarchical DecompositionThe second technique to reduce the syntactic complexity of a speci�cation is the intro-duction of hierarchy: groups of states with transitions which labels and destination statesare identical can be gathered in a sub-chart (Figure 2.1). In our graphical descriptions,we follow the convention that basic control states are denoted by ellipses, hierarchicallydecomposed charts by rectangular boxes, and initial states by double frames (warning:do not confuse this with the graphical notation for �nal states in �nite automata). Thisway, the number of transitions needed for a speci�cation can be reduced. The decom-posed state is termed controller or, using notation known from ip-ops, master andthe chart within the box controllee or slave.
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchical decomposition
In �-Charts, as in most Statecharts dialects, however, hierarchical decomposition is notonly employed to cluster states with identical transitions. Instead, hierarchy is also used
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2 Speci�cation
to model preemption (see Section 2.5.1). In Section 2.5.1, we will also de�ne hierarchyby means of syntactic abbreviation. We will motivate that hierarchical decompositionis, like pure parallel composition, merely a special case of a more complex operator thatincludes both parallel composition and communication.Hierarchical decomposition, too, gives rise to interesting semantic questions. One ofthese questions is, for example, what the proper behavior should be when the signalnecessary to leave the controllee, that is, to withdraw the control from it, is produced bythe controllee itself? We will discuss this phenomenon, which we call self-termination,together with preemption mechanisms also in Section 2.5.1.
2.2 Running Example: Central Locking System
As the running example we use a simpli�ed speci�cation of a central locking system(CLS) for cars. This example was inspired by a case study from car industry. Theprincipal structure of the CLS is sketched in Figure 2.2 and the corresponding �-Chartis pictured in Figure 2.3; it speci�es the locking system of a two-door car.In our graphical syntax for describing the structure of a system we follow the conventionthat each sequential automaton is represented by a box, including an additional namefor the automaton and its input and output interface, denoted by transparent and �lledcircles, respectively. In the system structure, we also describe the signal ow betweendi�erent automata by arrows, which connect output and input interfaces of possiblycommunicating charts.Table 2.1 shows the signals used for the speci�cation. We distinguish between signalsthat are input from the environment, so-called external input signals or stimuli, andsignals that are generated by the system itself (internal signals). Recall that ellipses de-note basic states of sequential automata while boxes denote states that are hierarchicallydecomposed by other �-Charts. Double frames denote initial control states. All signalsthat potentially can be broadcast between the composed charts are collected betweenthe two dashed lines that express parallel composition. In our syntax, also signal hidingis expressed by an explicit operator. It is graphically indicated by the box on the bottomof Figure 2.3.Our central locking system consists essentially of three main parts: the Control andthe two door motors MotorLeft and MotorRight. These parts are composed inparallel. Note that names for sequential automata like Control, MotorLeft, andMotorRight are merely syntactic annotations in our graphical syntax to enhancereading and do not have any inuence on the semantics of the speci�cation. The defaultcon�guration of the system is that all doors are unlocked (Unld) or locked (Locked)and both motors are Off. Having more than one initial state in a chart expresses thatat the current stage of development the designer is not capable of deciding which oneof the possible initial states will be the initial state of the �nal implementation. This
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2.2 Running Example: Central Locking System

MotorLeft MotorRight

Control
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c ocrash ignition

lup rup

ldn rdn
Figure 2.2: Central locking system | structure

is still under-speci�ed, but can be made more concrete in a later design step. Themathematical means to express under-speci�cation is non-determinism. The processof making a speci�cation more concrete is called re�nement. Section 3 addresses thisproblem.The Control is the basic automaton of the central locking system. Initially, theControl is in its Normal state. The system remains in this state until a crash signaloccurs. The crash sensor is a sensible device that also can be actuated if the car isparked, that is, without having a crash. Thus, we specify that the locking system onlythen can react on this signal when the ignition is on. In such a case, automatically twosignals lup (for \left motor up") and rup (for \right motor up") are generated to causethe motors to unlock the car doors. This feature of unlocking all doors in case of a crasheases the rescue of passengers who have been hurt in an accident.The driver also can unlock the car if the central locking system is in its Normal state.To specify this, the Normal state has been decomposed by an extra automaton. Thedriver can unlock or lock the doors either from outside by turning the key or frominside by pressing a button. Locking and unlocking the doors leads to complex signalinteractions. Both actions generate the external signals c (for \close") or o (for \open").For an overview see Figure 2.2. The Control generates the internal signals ldn and rdnand enters its locking state Lockg, which is decomposed by the automaton in Figure2.4.Instantaneously, inuenced by ldn and rdn, respectively, both motors begin to lock thedoors by entering their Down states. These states are decomposed by the sequentialautomata pictured in Figure 2.5 (in the �gure, substitute xmr by lmr forMotorLeftand by rmr forMotorRight). Thus, the motors are additionally in their Start states.
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2 Speci�cation
Signal Meaning Sourcecrash Crash sensor Externalo Open/Unlock car doorsc Close/Lock car doorsignition Ignition onlmr Left motor ready Internalrmr Right motor readylup Left motor upldn Left motor downrup Right motor uprdn Right motor downready Un-/Locking process ready

Table 2.1: Signals used in the central locking system
As the speeds of the motors depend on external inuences like their temperature, eachmotor either needs one or two time units to �nish the lowering process. Thus, also thispart of the speci�cation features a non-deterministic behavior. Only when both motorshave sent their ready messages lmr (stands for \left motor ready") and rmr (\rightmotor ready"), the Control enters the Both state and produces the signal ready.The e�ect of this signal is twofold: on the one hand, the Control terminates itselfimmediately and enters the Locked state. On the other hand, also both motors aretriggered by this signal and are switched Off.Whenever the crash signal occurs and the ignition is on, the Control changes from theNormal state to the Crash state and generates the signals lup and rup. In Section 4,we will prove that the crash signal indeed causes the doors to unlock.
2.3 Core Syntax and Informal Semantics
In this section, we formally introduce the essential concepts of our Statecharts dialect.Having given an informal explanation at the beginning of this chapter, we assume thereader to be familiar with the basic ideas of Statecharts now and refer to [Har87, HN96]if a more detailed introduction is necessary.In this thesis, all elements in the set S of �-Charts can be built from only three syntacticconstructs: non-deterministic sequential automata, signal hiding, and parallel compo-sition including multicast communication between charts composed in parallel. Othersyntactic concepts, which are of interest for Statecharts, like pure parallel compositionwithout communication and hierarchical decomposition, can be derived from these threeconstructs (see Section 2.5).
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Figure 2.3: Central locking system | behavior
All syntactic constructs provide syntactic input and output interfaces. For componentS 2 S, elements in In(S) and Out(S) are termed input and output signals, respectively.If we do not care whether it is input or output, we only say signal. Each element x
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lmr ^ rmr=ready rmr=ready
lmr=ready

Figure 2.4: Decomposition of Lockg and Unlg
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2 Speci�cation

Start Stop
=skip

=xmr
=xmrTwo

Figure 2.5: Decomposition of Down and Up, xmr 2 flmr; rmrg
in I(S) =df }(In(S)) and O(S) =df }(Out(S)) is called an input and output event,respectively. As a consequence, input and output events are sets of signals in In(S) andOut(S), respectively. If we abstract from input or output, we simply speak of events.For each signal s we say s is present in (the event) x if and only if s 2 x. Otherwise, wesay that it is absent in (the event) x.
2.3.1 Sequential AutomataIn the de�nition of sequential automata, we use the following syntactic, pairwise disjointsets: M a set of signal names, States a set of control states, and V a set of variablenames. The 7-tuple (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)in the sequel abbreviated to A, is an element of S if and only if the following constraintshold:

1. I �M is the input interface.2. O �M is the output interface. We assume I and O to be disjoint.3. � � States is a non-empty �nite set of all control states of the automaton.4. �0 � � represents the set of initial states.5. Vl � V is the set of local (integer) variables of the automaton.6. For each initial state �0 2 �0 the function '0(�0) 2 Vl ! Z initializes the localvariables. We abbreviate the possible valuations [Win93] Vl ! Z of automaton Ato E(A).7. � : �! }(Bexp(I+Vl)�Com��) is the �nite state transition relation that mapsa state to a �nite set of triples, where each triple consists of a Boolean expressionsBexp(I + Vl) over the algebraic sum of I and Vl as transition predicate (guard,pre-condition, trigger) paired with a command com 2 Com and the successor(control-)state. This relation will be explained in more detail in the following.Note that � is neither total nor deterministic.
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2.3 Core Syntax and Informal Semantics
In our graphical syntax, the interfaces I and O are omitted because they can easily bederived from the transition labels. We assume that I and O are the set of those signalsthat occur on transition triggers and commands, respectively.In our semantics, a transition takes place in exactly one instant, that is, between twoconsecutive signals of the common system clock. In a speci�cation with several automataworking in parallel, all automata �re their transitions simultaneously; for parallel au-tomata, all transitions taken are assumed to occur in the same instant. Recall, however,that every single sequential automaton only is allowed to make one transition in oneinstant.Transition Labels: Trigger Conditions and ActionsIn the sequel, we characterize the transition relation � for sequential automata in moredetail. We introduce the transition syntax of �-Charts with local variables and integer-valued signals. In this thesis, we only consider integer numbers as data values. State-charts in Statemate support both integer and oating point arithmetic. Our semanticmodel also is easily extendible to a formalization of oating point arithmetic, based ona suitable underlying data type model. However, notice that model checking can onlybe carried out for �nite data types. Thus, we found it both reasonable and justi�able tolimit ourselves to integers. In practice, these can be easily restricted to �nite intervals,which is a prerequisite for formal veri�cation with model checkers. Further �nite datatypes such as enumerations etc. can be introduced straightforwardly.In this context, arithmetic expressions a 2 Aexp, Boolean expressions b 2 Bexp, andcommands c 2 Com have the form:a ::= n jY j a1 binop a2b ::= true j false j a1 = a2 j a1 � a2 j si j :b j b1 ^ b2c ::= skip jY := a j so j c1 ? c2In the syntax of transitions, we follow the convention that n 2 Int is an integer, Y 2 Vlis a local integer variable, si 2 I is an input signal, and so 2 O an output signal.In our graphical notation, we separate condition and action (command) on transitionsby a slash: b=c. Though we merely have de�ned Boolean expressions b 2 Bexp usingnegation and conjunction, we also can introduce all other binary operators in our syntaxas abbreviations. Here binop stands for any of the usual binary operations on integers,such as addition, subtraction or multiplication.In the sequel, we informally introduce the semantics of transitions. The meaning ofBoolean and arithmetic expressions is straightforward whereas the meaning of commandsneeds some explanation. Y := a assigns the value of the arithmetic expression a to thevariable Y . In this context, Y is local with respect to the automaton that contains thetransition. The command so sends the output signal so 2 O in the instant in whichthe transition is taken to the automaton's environment. Single skip commands can beomitted in the graphical notation. For example, in Figure 2.3, we simply write ldn and
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2 Speci�cation
lup instead of ldn=skip and lup=skip, respectively. Triggers that are equivalent to theBoolean value \true" can be omitted (see Figure 2.5) as well.
The command c1 ?c2 stands for the parallel composition of the two commands c1 and c2.This construct has to be treated with some care. In traditional Statecharts, when twoor more commands want to change the same variable in the same step, so-called raceconditions [HN96] can occur, which have to be detected by Statemate's simulationand dynamic test tools because the values of the variables are unknown before runtime.To us, this seems complicated and superuous: message passing and shared memoryare orthogonal concepts, and in principle, each of them can be used to simulate eachother. As a consequence, we have decided to follow another approach in order to get anon-ambiguous meaning and to avoid dynamic analysis needed to detect race conditions.
Hence, in earlier attempts at providing a semantic foundation for Statecharts [Sch96a,Sch96b], we have chosen sequential execution of commands c1; c2 instead of parallelcomposition. However, the program counter needed for sequential execution makesboth hardware implementation and formal veri�cation more complex since this wayeach transition reaction would run down in a series of subsequent steps. Apart fromthese technical reasons contra sequential composition, there are also methodologicaldraw-backs: in our opinion, the way of composing charts in Statecharts is not easy tounderstand for software engineers because of the subtle communication concept. Thesubsequent sending and receiving of messages that is introduced by composition yieldsa | in the case of �-Charts always �nite | chain of reactions. Hence, each stepof a reactive system described by Statecharts consists of several, causally dependentmicro-steps. To use sequential composition of commands on transitions would mean tofurther split one micro-step into di�erent, so to speak pico-steps. We doubt that this isreasonable from a methodological point of view.
As a consequence, we have decided to realize a compromise between the two aforemen-tioned approaches in �-Charts. Instead of the sequential composition c1; c2 proposed in[Sch96a, Sch96b] we use the parallel composition c1 ? c2 as in [HN96], but avoid raceconditions by requiring that c1 and c2 ful�ll the so-called weak Bernstein condition. Thiscondition requires that no common variable of c1 and c2 is allowed to occur on the left-hand-side of an assignment in c1 and c2. Take the following composition as example:\X := 1 ? X := 2", abbreviated by c1 ? c2. The unique common location of c1 and c2 isX. However, in both c1 and c2 we have a write access to X and therefore c1 ?c2 does notful�ll Bernstein's condition. Such commands are not valid with respect to this conditionin our setting. Notice that a procedure that decides whether a command is valid ornot, is based on the syntax only and can easily be implemented and therefore is partof the static analysis. Note further that Bernstein's condition implies commutativity,that is, c1 ? c2 is equivalent to c2 ? c1. Thus, commutativity is a weaker condition thanBernstein's. Hence, the meaning of commands composed in parallel does not depend ontheir sequential ordering.
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2.3 Core Syntax and Informal Semantics
2.3.2 CompositionParallel composition is used to construct independent, concurrent components. To allowinteraction of such components, our language provides a restricted broadcast commu-nication mechanism (multicasting). The broadcasting communication primitive is low-level enough to be implemented e�ciently and yet general enough to allow higher-levelmechanisms, such as channels, to be de�ned by the designer [CGH+93a]. In [Har87],for example, this mechanism already is integrated in the parallel composition of State-charts. Broadcasting is achieved by feeding back all generated signals to all components.In Statemate Statecharts, this means that there exists an implicit feedback mechanismat the outermost level of a Statechart. Unfortunately, this implicit signal broadcastingleads to a non-compositional semantics and speci�cations that are hard to grasp. Weavoid this problem by introducing communication by explicit feedback in the compositionoperator.In the literature, di�erent semantic interpretations of the feedback mechanism can befound [vdB94]. For the deterministic version of our language [NRS96, Sch96a, SNR96],we examined several communication operators with di�erent timings. We believe that fornon-deterministic, abstract speci�cations instantaneous feedback is the accurate concept(see the advantages discussed in Chapter 1).Suppose that S1; S2 2 S are arbitrary �-Charts and L is the set of signals that can bepossibly multicast between S1 and S2, then their composition, syntactically de�ned byS1 � L� S2is also in S. Graphically, this construction is denoted as signal set between the dashedlines that separate S1 and S2 (see Figure 2.6). This set L has to be a subset of (In(S1)[In(S2))\ (Out(S1)[Out(S2)) to get readable speci�cations. Here, In(Sn) and Out(Sn)denote the input and output interfaces of Sn for n = 1; 2, respectively. The interfaces ofthe composed chart S are de�ned as follows:In(S) =df (In(S1)nL) [ (In(S2)nL)Out(S) =df Out(S1) [Out(S2)We call input signals in In(Sn)nL external input signals or stimuli as they are input fromthe external environment of Sn, and input signals in In(Sn)\L are termed internal inputsignals (also see Page 120). The latter are signals that are generated by the system itselfand made available by multicasting. Like for signals, a similar distinction for externaland internal input events can be made.Note that to compose two charts S1 and S2 does not mean to mutually feedback theoutput of S1 only to the input of S2 and vice versa, but to feedback both outputs to bothinputs. However, this composition operator does not reect full broadcasting in the sensethat the output of a component is fed back to the input of all other components. Rather,to combine the charts S1 and S2 by S1�L�S2 means that merely all sub-components of
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L
S1
S2

Figure 2.6: Composition | graphical representation
S1 and S2 can participate to the broadcasting of all signals that are included in the setL. We automatically get this restricted form of broadcasting, the so-called multicasting,using the composition operator. This operator can be used in a nested form. Theunique solution to admit full broadcasting between all system components would be tonot allow nested usage of the composition operator but rather to use one single feedbackconcept on the outermost level. However, in this case, we would have to deal withimplicit feedback which would destroy compositionality and would yield the well-knownproblems.
2.3.3 HidingSpecifying large reactive systems possibly leads to large charts with many signal names.This may promote name clashes which could be avoided by the utilization of local signalhiding, which can be compared with the declaration of local procedure variables in ahigh-level programming language. Output signals that are multicast using the ternaryoperator :� :� : are still visible by the environment of S. If signals in K shall be hiddenfor the part of the speci�cation not belonging to S, we use the hiding operator [S]K ,where In([S]K) =df In(S)Out([S]K) =df Out(S)nKThe construct [S1�L�S2]L, for instance, hides all output signals that are fed back. Likefor multicasting, there is also a graphical counterpart for hiding; it is a box, attached tothe bottom of S, which contains the signals K that are hidden (see Figure 2.7). To seethe interplay of all just introduced syntactic concepts, we �nally conclude this chapterwith another example, a digital stopwatch.
2.3.4 Stopwatch ExampleAs an example for a �-Chart with local variables we consider a three-digit stopwatch.Each digit is implemented as a seven-segment display (cf. Figure 2.8). The stopwatch
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S
K

Figure 2.7: Hiding | graphical representation
is part of a benchmark collection for hardware design and veri�cation [Kro94]. Thecorresponding �-Chart speci�cation is shown in Figure 2.9.

1 0 23 564
Figure 2.8: Seven segment displayThe initial state of the stopwatch is Off. The stopwatch is controlled by two buttons:\start/stop" (s) and \reset" (r). The watch is started by pressing the start/stop button.Here, the speci�cation requires that the reset button is not pressed simultaneously. Inits On state, the display then shows the stopped time, where the rightmost display (Lo)shows tenths of seconds and the remaining two (Med and Hi) show seconds and tens ofseconds, respectively. Thus, the watch can display times from 00.0 up to 99.9 seconds.Table 2.2 provides an overview over the signals in use. Local variables are denoted byX. To emphasize that all variables are local with respect to one speci�c sequentialautomaton, we have not chosen di�erent variable names, but X for all of them, Lo,Med, and Hi. In our graphical syntax, we follow the convention that initial data valuesare de�ned by assignments in square brackets like [X = 0], for instance.Signal Meaning Sources Start/Stop Externalr Resettime Tenths of seconds Internalmed Secondslow Tens of seconds

Table 2.2: Signals used in the stopwatch
The stopwatch is driven by a 1 MHz external clock, hence every 100,000 clock pulsesthe lowest digit on the display increases by one, if it is less than nine; otherwise, it is
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2.4 Core Semantics
reset to zero, and the medium digit increases by one. When the reset button is pressed,the watch returns to its Off state, and the display shows 00.0. If, however, instead ofthe reset button, the start/stop button is pressed again, the watch stops counting untilthis button is pressed again.The stopwatch in Figure 2.9 is modeled with �ve sequential automata: SStopwatch, ST imer,SDisplay�Hi, SDisplay�Med, and SDisplay�Low. The watch contains two basic control states:On and Off. The former is decomposed into two parallel components, namely Displayand Timer: [[SDisplay]fmed;lowg � ftimeg� ST imer]ftimeg. There are two boxes to expresshiding: one around SDisplay, and one around the decomposed On state. The transitionswith label t1 are in each case representative for two transitions with labels :s ^ X <105=X := X +1 and :s^X � 105=X := 0 ? time, respectively. Similarly, the transitionwith label t2 actually stands for two transitions with labels s ^ X < 105=X := X + 1and s ^X � 105=X := 0 ? time, respectively.Analyzing Figure 2.9 in more detail, it becomes clear that a kind of parameterizationfor sequential automata would be helpful to obtain more compact speci�cations. It isstraightforward to extend �-Charts by a technique that provides this feature. However,this is beyond the scope of this thesis and therefore has been neglected here.The external clock signal that is needed to generate the 1 MHz clock does not explicitlyappear in the speci�cation. Nevertheless, we assume that an appropriate clock signal issent 105 times per second.
2.4 Core Semantics
In this section, we present a stream semantics for �-Charts to denote their completeinput/output history, that is, their externally visible behavior. Hence, changes of con-�gurations (= control and data states) are not visible for an external observer. Before westart presenting this semantics, we �rst illustrate some preliminaries that are necessaryto formulate the semantics mathematically.
2.4.1 Preliminaries
Like other Statecharts dialects [Mar92], �-Charts are a synchronous language based ona discrete, clock synchronous time model. They follow the principles of the perfectsynchrony hypothesis [BG92]. We assume a basic clock, which divides the time intoconsecutive instants. The transition between two consecutive instants is termed a step.A system reaction of a �-Chart consists of a sequence of steps. At each step, the systemreceives a set of signals from the environment (see also Section 1.1). Upon reception ofthis input set, the system produces a set of output signals, modi�es local variables, andchanges its control state. Since we deal with instantaneous feedback, the output signals
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2 Speci�cation
are assumed to be generated in the same instant as the input signals are received. Asignal is said to be present in a given instant, if it is either input from the environmentor generated by the system. Otherwise, it is said to be absent. The entire set of signalsthat are present in one instant is termed event (see also Page 32).To collect signals to sets that are generated by the system itself means that we abstractfrom the concrete time points within the instant when the signals become present. Thisis a feasible solution as we assume that these, possibly complex, internal reactions cannotbe perceived by the environment. Though these relations are not visible in the semanticsthey play a crucial role when mathematically describing the interaction of components.As a consequence, we are interested in the causality relations between the signals withinone instant. These relations describe which signal presence depends on which othersignal presence. Causality cycles therefore have to be avoided by an explicit analysis ofthe speci�cation (see Section 5.2.3). In the remainder of this thesis, we will discuss thistopic more thoroughly.Reactive systems interact continuously with the environment. Hence, their completeinput/output behavior can be described using communication histories. We model thecommunication history of �-Charts by pairs of input/output streams, where each streamelement consists of a set of signals. One such pair of two in�nitely long streams is thencalled a system reaction. Mathematically, we describe the behavior of �-Charts byrelations over streams. Thus, we briey have to discuss the notion of streams in thefollowing. For a detailed description we refer, for example, to [Bro93] and [Ste97].
2.4.2 StreamsIn this section, we briey discuss the notion of streams which we will use throughoutthis thesis. First of all, we have to mention that there is no unique notion of streams inthe literature. For a good overview see [Ste97].Logicians often use the notion of \streams over set M" as a synonym for \!-wordsover M", which are just in�nite countable ascending enumerations of elements in M .Since such an enumeration is always order isomorphic to the natural numbers N , thenotion \!-words" is used, according to the ordinal !. For some authors [BDD+93]\streams over set M" are the union of all !-words over M with the collection of all\�nite sequences over M". In this thesis, we will follow this convention and use M1to characterize all \in�nite sequences over M". We take the notion \reactive" literallyand assume that reactive systems never halt, but continue to react forever. Therefore,we are merely interested in in�nite sequences and disregard �nite ones. In practice, thisis no restriction at all since we can model systems that do not provide any informationafter a �nite number of, say, n steps by streams that consist of the empty signal setbeginning with the (n+ 1)st step.Our notation for the concatenation operator is &. Given an element m of type M anda stream s over M , the term m&s denotes the stream which starts with the element m
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2.4 Core Semantics
followed by the stream s.
In order to formulate operations over streams we need discriminators and destructorsfor the type of streams. The destructor ft selects the �rst element of a stream. Whenapplied to m&s it yields m. The destructor rt selects the rest of a stream. When appliedto m&s, it yields s.
The constructor & and the destructors ft and rt together with a �xed point operatorare basically all the operations we need to formulate other operations on streams in-cluding stream processing functions. However, throughout this thesis we sometimes useequational systems together with local de�nitions (\let" terms) to formulate recursiveoperations on streams (in Section 5.1, for instance). Clearly, every such equational sys-tem can be re-cast into a pure de�nition using just �-abstraction and the �xed pointoperator [Win93]. As an example for an auxiliary operation on streams consider theoperation #where s#n yields the n-th element of stream s.
By the aid of this brief technical background the reader should be able to understandthe stream semantics for �-Charts presented in the following section. The semanticspresented there is based on relations over streams. However, this overview does by nomeans give a precise or even complete introduction to streams and related notions. Toprovide more mathematically profound explanations, a huge technical machinery wouldbe necessary.
For instance, to be more precise, we would have to discuss what implications we getwhen introducing streams over the cpo (complete partial order) M as the initial solu-tion of the domain equation X ' M 
 (X?) where 
 denotes the strict product ofcomplete partial orders with bottom ?. This approach stems from domain theory andexploits the techniques from [Pau87, Fre90, Gun92]. The technical details as well asthe formalization of the theory in the theorem prover Isabelle [Pau94] are extensivelydiscussed in [Reg94]. A short survey can be found in [Reg95]. A certain school in thecomputer science community namely builds so-called \domain equations" over certainbasic domains including M and refers to distinguished solutions of these equations as\the type of streams over M". There are several variants of this domain theory around,heavily depending on the topologies used to solve (up to isomorphisms) the aforemen-tioned equations. Just to note a few, there are approaches which use ideal completion[M�ol85], information systems [Sco82, Win93] or di�erent kinds of complete partial orders[Sco76, Sch86, Pau87, SG90, Gun92]. Also, there is a large amount of work in categorytheory about domain equations [LS86, Fre90, AL91].
Material that is more directed towards practical application of streams together with abrief introduction to the speci�cation of distributed systems using the Focus method-ology can be found in [SS95]. For a detailed description of Focus we refer to [BDD+93,BS97]. A further, easy to read introduction to Focus provide [Fuc94, Spi98].
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2 Speci�cation
2.4.3 Semantic De�nitionsIn this section, we formalize the input/output behavior for each �-Chart construct.This semantics is de�ned inductively following the syntactic structure of the languageas presented in Section 2.3. In the semantics, �-Charts are synchronized by a global,discrete clock. However, do not forget that distances between consecutive clock ticksneed not necessarily be equidistant (see Section 1.2). The parts of the system reactionthat are visible for an external observer, that is, the input and output of signals, buildthe stream elements. The relationship between two consecutive elements is de�ned bytransition relations. Moreover, each transition relation formally denotes the relationshipbetween two system con�gurations, i.e. the set of all currently valid control states of allsequential automata between two consecutive instants.For a chart S 2 S we denote its non-deterministic I/O behavior by the relation JSKio 2}(I(S)1�O(S)1). Remember that elements in In(S), Out(S), I(S) =df }(In(S)), andO(S) =df }(Out(S)) are called input signals, output signals, input events, and outputevents, respectively. If we do not care about their direction, we only say signal or event.The interfaces of each syntactic �-Chart construct are denoted as follows:In((I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)) =df IOut((I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)) =df OIn(S1 � L� S2) =df (In(S1) [ In(S2))nLOut(S1 � L� S2) =df Out(S1) [ Out(S2)In([S]K) =df In(S)Out([S]K) =df Out(S)nKRecall that for each signal s we say s is present in event x if and only if s 2 x and absentotherwise. The pure I/O semantics is de�ned using an auxiliary relational semanticsJSK 2 }(C(S) � I(S)1 � O(S)1) that reects in addition to the input and outputstreams also the current con�guration C(S) of chart S. The I/O semantics then isde�ned as follows: JSKio =df f(i; o) j 9c:c 2 Init(S) ^ (c; i; o) 2 JSKgwhere Init((I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)) =df f(�0; '0(�0)) j�0 2 �0gInit(S1 � L� S2) =df Init(S1)� Init(S2)Init([S]K) =df Init(S)denote the initial con�gurations. The notion of con�guration plays a central role inthe auxiliary relation. The con�guration of a sequential automaton with respect to thecurrent instant is a tuple that consists of the automaton's current control state and thecurrent valuation of all its local variables. The application of the composition operatorcombines the con�gurations of its components by the algebraic product. Signal hiding
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2.4 Core Semantics
does not a�ect the con�guration at all. More formally, a con�guration of chart S is anelement in C(S), which is inductively de�ned by:C((I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)) =df �� (Vl ! Z)C(S1 � L� S2) =df C(S1)� C(S2)C([S]K) =df C(S)To ease reading, instead of the explicit tuple we often simply write c to denote anarbitrary con�guration whenever it is clear from the context what we mean.
Expressions and CommandsWith this background we are able to de�ne the semantic functions for the transitionsof an automaton A =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �). To de�ne the denotational semanticsof automaton transitions we �rst have to introduce a valuation " as a total function" : Vl ! Z. The set of all valuations of A is denoted by E(A). Note that E(A) containstotal functions: variables have a de�ned and unique value at every single instant. Wede�ne the semantic functions for arithmetic and Boolean expressions, and commandsthat perform a reaction:AJ:K : Aexp! (E(A)! Z)BJ:K : Bexp! ((E(A)� I(A))! B )RJ:K : Com! (E(A)! (E(A)�O(A)))where B =df ftt;�g. We de�ne the denotation of an arithmetic expression by structuralinduction following the notation of [Win93]:AJnK" =df nZAJY K" =df "(Y )AJa1 binop a2K" =df AJa1K" binop AJa2K"where nZ denotes the value of the (syntactic) number n in the carrier set Z, and binopdenotes the corresponding operation on Z to the syntactic sign binop. The denotationof a Boolean expression is also de�ned by structural induction:BJtrueK("; x) =df ttBJfalseK("; x) =df �BJa1 = a2K("; x) =df AJa1K" = AJa2K"BJa1 � a2K("; x) =df AJa1K" � AJa2K"BJsiK("; x) =df si 2 xBJ:bK("; x) =df :(BJbK("; x))BJb1 ^ b2K("; x) =df BJb1K("; x) ^ BJb2K("; x)
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2 Speci�cation
The de�nition of the reaction RJcK of a command c is a bit more subtle than thede�nitions of AJ:K and BJ:K:RJskipK" =df ("; ;)RJY := aK" =df let n = AJaK" in ("[n=Y ]; ;)RJsoK" =df ("; fsog)RJc1 ? c2K" =df let ("0; y) = RJc1K" in (let ("00; z) = RJc2K"0 in ("00; y [ z))We here write "[n=Y ] for the function obtained from " by substituting its value in Y byn. The assignment Y := a to a local variable Y induces an update of the valuation ",and the statement so outputs a pure signal and adds it to the set of signals generatedso far in the current instant. In the following, we will see that while the �rst projection,the valuation of RJcK will be valid in the very next instant, the second projection, theset of current output signals will not. The presence or absence of signals is determinedin every single instant anew. Since the semantics of parallel composition of commandsdoes not depend on their ordering, RJc1 ? c2K" equals RJc2 ? c1K" for arbitrary valuation".The imperative language fragment we use does not provide any means to express non-determinism. Once having \decided" to take a speci�c automaton transition there is nopossibility to introduce further non-deterministic behavior. Non-deterministic reactionsof sequential automata are solely included beforehand, that is, when a speci�c transitionis chosen.Sequential AutomataBefore we now will de�ne the auxiliary semantics JAK of the sequential automaton A =df(I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �), we �rst have to introduce some further de�nitions. For each � 2 �,�(�) denotes the | possibly empty | set of all outgoing transitions from control state�. Each such transition is de�ned by a triple, consisting of trigger condition, command,and successor state. Since both trigger condition and command are syntactic terms, we�rst have to de�ne the semanticsJ�K 2 C(A)� In(A)! }(C(A)� Out(A))of � in order to determine JAK. The set J�K((�; "); x) denotes A's reaction upon receivingthe input event x in con�guration (�; "). This reaction yields, due to non-determinism,all possible subsequent con�gurations (�0; "0) together with the output event y. Thoseare collected in one set. Here, J�K is de�ned from the transition relation � as follows,where the brackets J:K are overloaded to ease reading. For all (�; ") 2 C(A) and x 2 I(A):J�K((�; "); x) =df f((�0; "0); y) 2 C(A)�O(A) j9t; com:(t; com; �0) 2 �(�) ^ ("; x) j= t ^ ("0; y) = RJcomK"gHere, ("; x) j= t is true if and only if the trigger t can be evaluated to true with respectto the valuation " and the current event x. For instance, the following holds: (Y 7!
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2.4 Core Semantics
8; fa; bg) j= (5 � Y ) ^ a. More precisely, for every sequential automaton A, input eventx 2 I(A), valuation " 2 Vl ! Z, and trigger condition t 2 Bexp(I + Vl) we de�ne theshort cut: ("; x) j= t()df BJtK("; x) = ttTo join all such pairs in one set, we write:JtKA =df f("; x) 2 E(A)� I(A) j ("; x) j= tgFinally, the tuple RJcomK" consists of the next valuation "0 and the output event y thatare obtained when the command com is executed with respect to the current valuation".The auxiliary semantics JAK 2 }(C(A)�I(A)1�O(A)1) of a sequential automaton A isnow de�ned as the greatest solution with respect to the subset ordering of the followingrecursive equation:JAK = f(c; x&i; y&o) j 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 JAK) _ J�K(c; x) = ;g (2.1)where c 2 C(A), x 2 I(A), i 2 I(A)1, y 2 O(A), and o 2 O(A)1. Informally, JAK isthe set of all those tuples (c; x&i; y&o) such that one of the following two cases is true:either A generates the output event y and changes its current con�guration from c to c0while reacting on input event x and then behaves similarly in the new con�guration c0processing the rest i of the input event stream or the reaction is (yet) unspeci�ed. Inthis case, the predicate J�K(c; x) = ; is a characterization for the chaotic behavior of A,as the choice of i, y, and o is not restricted at all. In Chapter 3, we will present a set ofsyntactic rules that allow to resolve under-speci�cations and to get more de�ned, thatis, more concrete speci�cations. \Chaotic" here means that whenever for the automatonA in the current con�guration c a transition relation for the current input event x is notde�ned, it can produce an arbitrary output sequence y&o and can change to an arbitrarysuccessor con�guration c0. Later on, in the design process this under-speci�cation canbe reduced; mathematically, this means to transform chaotic behavior into well-de�nedbehavior. Finding the greatest solution for Equation 2.1 is equivalent to �nding thegreatest solution for the alternative equationF (X0) = X0i.e. the greatest �xed point gfp(F ) of F with respect to the subset ordering, where F isde�ned by the lambda abstractionF =df �X:f(c; x&i; y&o) j 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X) _ J�K(c; x) = ;gNotice that ; is always the least �xed point, if J�K(c; x) 6= ; for all con�gurations c andinput events x. Least �xed points yield �nite objects, whereas greatest �xed points arerelated to in�nite solutions. As we deal with in�nite I/O histories, we therefore look forthe greatest �xed point gfp(F ) which is characterized by[fX 2 }(C(A)� I(A)1 �O(A)1) jX � F (X)g
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2 Speci�cation
Because of the dualism between sets and predicates, the set-theoretic greatest �xed pointcorresponds with the least �xed point with regard to the implication of predicates. Apartfrom the greatest �xed point further �xed points of F exist. As already mentioned, theempty set is in most cases the least �xed point. In our approach, non-determinism ofsequential automata is characterized by an arbitrary choice of all enabled transitions.We do not require any fairness properties. However, if we included fairness in ourautomata model, we would have to choose a �xed point between the least and greatestone in order to describe the automaton's behavior with the formal semantics. Fairness,however, leads to problems when developing a syntactic re�nement calculus. Hence, wehave decided to take the greatest �xed point for the construction of the semantics. Thiscoincides with the idea of de�ning a loose semantics for automata or �-Charts in general.As a consequence, we exclude exactly those input/output streams in our semantics thatare not part of an automaton's behavior, but allow all remaining.Due to the theorem of Knaster and Tarski [Win93], the monotonicity of F is a su�cientcondition for the existence of the greatest �xed point. Indeed, as F is a monotonicfunction on a complete lattice, namely the power domain, a greatest �xed point alwaysexists. The monotonicity follows straightforwardly from the fact that X only occurspositively in the de�nition of F . Now, the interesting question arises whether F is inaddition continuous so that Kleene's iteration scheme can be used to compute gfp(F ).If we restrict ourselves to �nite sets of control states as well as �nite data types, thecontinuity of F is ensured. With the limitation to �nite sets of control- and data-states,unbounded internal (that is, not visible for an external observer in the communicationhistory) non-determinism [Fra86] cannot occur. The following theorem summarizes ourinformal explanation.Theorem 2.4.1 (Continuity of F )Let A be the sequential automaton (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) and F the lambda abstractionof its auxiliary semantics JAK as de�ned above. Furthermore, let (Xn)n2N be a descendingchain of sets, i.e. Xn � Xn�1 for all n 2 N . If the number of con�gurations of A is �nite,i.e. jC(A)j <1, then F is a continuous function, i.e. Tn2N F (Xn) = F �Tn2N Xn� : 2Proof 1 We �rst prove the � direction. As for all n 2 N the set inclusion Tm2N Xm �Xn holds and F is a monotonic function, the proposition follows immediately. It re-mains to prove the opposite � direction, i.e. (c; x&i; y&o) 2 F (Xn) ) (c; x&i; y&o) 2F (Tm2N Xm) for all natural numbers n. This is equivalent to showing the followingimplication:8n:(n 2 N ) 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 Xn) _ J�K(c; x) = ;))9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ 8n:(n 2 N ) (c0; i; o) 2 Xn)) _ J�K(c; x) = ;To prove this implication we have to swap universal and existential quanti�ers. First,we notice that neither the variable c0 nor n occurs free in J�K(c; x) = ;. Therefore, toprove the above implication is equivalent to showing:8n:(n 2 N ) 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 Xn _ J�K(c; x) = ;)))9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ 8n:(n 2 N ) (c0; i; o) 2 Xn _ J�K(c; x) = ;))
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2.4 Core Semantics
Notice that in general existential and universal quanti�ers cannot be swapped [EFT92].It remains to be veri�ed whether this is possible in the case under consideration. Assumethat the theorem's premise is true. Then we have in�nitely many natural numbers, butonly �nitely many con�gurations in C(A). Therefore, there exists at least one c0 2 C(A)such that for in�nitely many n 2 N the following is true:(c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 XnSince (Xn)n2N is a descending chain, this is not only true for in�nitely many, but for alln 2 N and the proof is completed. 2Since we restrict ourselves to �nite con�gurations in order to get speci�cations that canbe formally veri�ed using model checking techniques (see Chapter 4), we conclude thatF is continuous in all practically relevant cases.CompositionWhen two charts S1 and S2 are composed to S1�L�S2, the outputs of both components,say o1 and o2, respectively, are collected to, say o, and instantaneously fed back. Hence,the input of Sn for n = 1; 2 now does not only consist of the external input stream i thatcomes from the environment with respect to S1 � L� S2, but also includes the outputstream o. Formally, the semantics of the composition with instantaneous feedback isde�ned as follows. Recall that In(S) = (In(S1) [ In(S2))nL. This input interface andthe following formula are reected in Figure 2.10: apart from the external input signalsin In(Sn)nL also internal input signals in In(Sn) \ L are available for chart Sn in eachinstant. Following the perfect synchrony hypothesis, we assume that the internal inputis produced in the same instant by either S1 or S2. Hence, we can conclude that a signalis present in an instant if it is either input from the environment or generated by thesystem itself. However, for internal input merely signals in (Out(S1)\L)[(Out(S2)\L)come into question. Informally, these signals are available on a virtual bus (the boxbetween S1 and S2 in Figure 2.10) for exactly one instant. This strategy reects multicastcommunication between S1 and S2. More precisely, the semantics of composition isde�ned as follows:JS1 � L� S2K =dff((c1; c2); i; o) 2 C(S)� I(S)1 �O(S)1 j9o1; o2:o1 2 O(S1)1 ^ o2 2 O(S2)1 ^ o = o1 d o2 ^(c1; (i d ojL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K ^(c2; (i d ojL)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2Kg
where d here is the pointwise extension of the set-theoretic union on streams of sets andsjX the pointwise restriction of stream elements (events) in s to signals in X.Our notion of instantaneous feedback, that is, feedback in the same instant, was inspiredby Argos. It resembles Argos' technique for solving equations [Mar92], but adds non-determinism and chaotic behavior in an elegant way. The pure parallel composition
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S1
S2

In(S1)nL Out(S1)nL

Out(S2)nL
Out(S1) \ L
Out(S2) \ LIn(S2)nL

S1 � L� S2

L

Figure 2.10: Composition | feedback
S1kS2 of two components S1 and S2 is de�ned as special case; S1kS2 is regarded to be asyntactic abbreviation for S1 � ;� S2:S1kS2 =df S1 � ;� S2The semantics of JS1kS2K of the pure parallel composition can be simpli�ed to:f((c1; c2); i; o) j 9o1; o2:o = o1 d o2 ^ (c1; ijIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K ^ (c2; ijIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2KgWhenever the input and output interfaces of S1 and S2 do not harmonize, that is, thesignal sets In(Sn), Out(S1)[Out(S2), and L are disjoint for n = 1; 2, then JS1�L�S2Kequals JS1kS2K. The proof follows directly from the de�nition of composition.In synchronous languages, composition is very complex. Therefore, it is worthwhilediscussing the composition operator of �-Charts in detail. First of all, we would like tomention that, according to the results of [HG91], there exists no semantics for reactivesystems that is I/O synchronous, modular, and causal at the same time. However, itis possible to union arbitrary two of these three properties in one semantics. This is avery strong result which we had to keep in mind when de�ning the formal semantics ofcomposition. Thus, as it is impossible to de�ne a I/O synchronous, modular, and causalsemantics, we have decided to de�ne a semantics that is synchronous and modular. Forinstance, also Esterel follows this approach; its semantics is I/O synchronous andmodular, but not causal [HG91]. However, in general, a non-causal reactive systemcannot be implemented, neither centralized nor distributed. Therefore, in Esterel,causality has to be achieved by an additional, subtle causality analysis or, in otherwords, a semantic analysis. In order to get implementable speci�cations, we also providea semantic analysis for �-Charts. In Section 5.2.3, we will present this analysis, which isbased on so-called signal graphs, and will recognize that it is equivalent to the causalityanalysis of Esterel.Since the semantics presented here is not causal, it does not only include causal �xedpoints, but all existing �xed points. Note that even if we had restricted ourselves to
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a semantics that merely deals with least �xed points, this semantics still would not becausal as it cannot be guaranteed that the restriction to least �xed points leads to causaland therefore realizable implementations (for instance, see the pathological example withlabels a=b and b=a in Sections 2.4.4 and 5.1). As a consequence, we have decided to de�nea semantics that captures all �xed points. This approach has several advantages. First,a formal semantics that includes all �xed points is mathematically easier than one thatis restricted to least �xed points. Reasoning about the semantics itself is thereforeeasier, too. In particular, this alleviates the soundness proofs of the re�nement rulesin Chapter 3. Second, this decision has been determined by methodological reasons.There are speci�cations that may have more than one causal �xed point due to under-speci�cation. Since all of these �xed points are causal, it is not advisable to restrictoneself to the least one; otherwise, we would exclude certain re�nement alternatives apriori. Third, there may exist both causal and non-causal �xed points, but neverthelessthe speci�cation can be re�ned to a speci�cation that merely has one single, causal �xedpoint. In Chapter 3, we will give an example for this.Signal HidingTo hide all output signals from K in chart S, we use the local hiding mechanism [S]K .The formal de�nition is straightforward:J[S]KK =df f(c; i; ojOut(S)nK) j (c; i; o) 2 JSKg
2.4.4 Semantic PropertiesOnce we have de�ned the formal semantics for �-Charts we can now examine someinteresting semantic properties of our language. Properties that come into question are,for instance, commutativity and associativity. A software engineer who uses �-Chartsto specify reactive systems has to be aware of these properties. Otherwise, it might bethe case that the speci�ed system is not the intended system. For instance, there existbinary operators, like addition, which are associative and others, like subtraction, whichare not associative. It is important to know for a designer that composition of �-Chartsis in general not associative.The commutativity of the composition operator is also an important feature, since we donot only give a textual, but also a graphical syntax for �-Charts. In a two-dimensionalvisual formalism, it should not matter whether the charts S1 and S2 are sticked togetherthis or that way in order to graphically express the composition S1�L�S2. If an operatoris commutative it should be represented graphically by means of symmetric notation,and vice versa. The next theorem guarantees the commutativity of the compositionoperator.Theorem 2.4.2 (Commutativity)Let S1 and S2 be two arbitrary �-Charts and L a set of signals. Then the compositionof S1 and S2 is commutative, i.e. JS1 � L� S2K = JS2 � L� S1K. 2
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2 Speci�cation
This theorem follows immediately from the fact that the binary operators d and ^ arecommutative. One also is tempted to assume that composition is in addition associative.However, in general this is not the case. In particular, the following is not true in general:JS1 � L� (S2 � L0 � S3)Kio = J(S1 � L� S2)� L0 � S3KioCounterexamples can easily be constructed if we assume, for example, that a part of theinput interface of S1 can be connected either to a part of the output interface of S2 or toa part of the output interface of S3. This problem occurs, for instance, if In(S1) \ L \Out(S2)\Out(S3) is a non-empty set of signals. In such cases, S1 potentially can receiveinput of both S2 and S3. However, the construct S1 �L� (S2 �L0 � S3) connects boththe output of S2 and the output of S3 to the input of S1, whereas (S1�L�S2)�L0�S3only establishes a connection between S1 and S2.With a number of further context conditions we can, however, establish a property thatsomewhat resembles associativity. These conditions restrict the input interfaces of thesub-charts S1, S2, and S3. In particular, we require that S1 is not able to receive anysignals that are included in L0 or in L\Out(S3). The former is needed to ensure that S1cannot react to any input messages in L0 if it is embedded in the rest of the speci�cationby (S1 � L� S2)� L0 � S3. This is because it also cannot react to these signals if it isembedded by S1�L� (S2�L0�S3). Furthermore, in (S1�L�S2)�L0�S3, the chartS1 cannot react to any input signals in L \Out(S3) whereas in S1 � L� (S2 � L0 � S3)it potentially can. Hence, this possible di�erence also has to be excluded by contextconditions. We require similar conditions for S2 and S3.Theorem 2.4.3 (Pseudo Associativity)Let S1, S2, and S3 be three arbitrary �-Charts and L and L0 two sets of signals. Thenthe equation J(S1 � L� S2)� L0 � S3K = JS1 � L� (S2 � L0 � S3)K holds, if the inputinterfaces are restricted as follows:

1. Input interface of S1:(a) In(S1) \ L0 = ;(b) In(S1) \ L \Out(S3) = ;2. Input interface of S2:(a) In(S2) \ L \ L0 = ;(b) In(S2) \ L0 \Out(S1) = ;(c) In(S2) \ L \Out(S3) = ;3. Input interface of S3:(a) In(S3) \ L = ;(b) In(S3) \ L0 \Out(S1) = ; 2
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Proof 2 On the one hand, the semantics J(S1�L�S2)�L0�S3K is denoted as follows:f((c1; c2; c3); i; o) j 9o1; o2; o3:on 2 O(Sn)1; n = 1; 2; 3 ^ o = o1 d o2 d o3^ (c1; ((i d ojL0)j(In(S1)[In(S2))nL d o12jL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K^ (c2; ((i d ojL0)j(In(S1)[In(S2))nL d o12jL)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2K^ (c3; (i d ojL0)jIn(S3); o3) 2 JS3Kgwhere o12 =df o1 d o2. On the other hand, the semantics JS1 � L � (S2 � L0 � S3)K isdenoted as follows:f((c1; c2; c3); i; o) j 9o1; o2; o3:on 2 O(Sn)1; n = 1; 2; 3 ^ o = o1 d o2 d o3^ (c1; (i d ojL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K^ (c2; ((i d ojL)j(In(S2)[In(S3))nL0 d o23jL0)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2K^ (c3; ((i d ojL)j(In(S2)[In(S3))nL0 d o23jL0)jIn(S3); o3) 2 JS3Kgwhere o23 =df o2 d o3. Both sets are obviously equal if the following three conditionshold:

1. ojL\In(S1) = ojL0\In(S1)nL d o12jL\In(S1)2. ojL\In(S2)nL0 d o23jL0\In(S2) = ojL0\In(S2)nL d o12jL\In(S2)3. ojL\In(S3)nL0 d o23jL0\In(S3) = ojL0\In(S3)In the remainder of this proof, we shall verify that the three above requirements areindeed ful�lled by the theorem's restrictions. Condition (1) holds since ojL\In(S1) equalso12jL\In(S1) due to Requirement (1.b) of the theorem and ojL0\In(S1)nL = ; due to Re-quirement (1.a).To prove Condition (2) is slightly more costly. Due to Requirement (2.a), it is su�cientto show: ojL\In(S2) d o23jL0\In(S2) = ojL0\In(S2) d o12jL\In(S2)Because of Requirements (2.b) and (2.c), ojL0\In(S2) and ojL\In(S2) are equivalent too23jL0\In(S2) and o12jL\In(S2), respectively and left-hand-side and right-hand-side of theabove equation coincide.Condition (3) holds since ojL\In(S3)nL0 = ; due to Requirement (3.a) and ojL0\In(S3) equalso23jL0\In(S3) due to (3.b). This concludes the proof. 2As a direct consequence of this theorem, in particular the equation J(S1 � L � S2) �L� S3K = JS1 � L� (S2 � L� S3)K holds if for all input interfaces the following holds:In(Sn) \ L = ; for n = 1; 2; 3. However, this is a fairly restrictive condition as itrequires that S1, S2, and S3 cannot receive any signal at all from each other. Thus, in
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this special case, associativity is restricted to charts that are composed in parallel, butdo not interact at all; in particular, J(S1kS2)kS3K = JS1k(S2kS3)K. Though Theorem2.4.3 gives hints when associativity for the more general composition can be establishedwe recommend that the designer should not apply this theorem because its applicationmight be error-prone as long as he or she does not have any computer assistance.Altogether, we realize that a bracket-like concept is also needed for our graphical syn-tax. We achieve this by drawing a box for each pair of parentheses. Figure 2.3gives an example. Here, the corresponding textual syntax would read [SControl � L �(SMotorLeftkSMotorRight)]K , where L and K are as indicated in the picture. Would thereader now be capable to judge whether [(SControl � L� SMotorLeft)kSMotorRight ]K has anequivalent behavior? Unfortunately, we have to give a negative answer. Both motorssend their ready signals to the control. While the �rst speci�cation can react on theready signal of both, the second cannot if sent by the right motor.Idempotence and distributivity are other properties that, due to non-determinism, donot hold for �-Charts; instead we have in general:

� JSkSKio 6= JSKio� J(S1kS2)� L� S3Kio 6= J(S1 � L� S3)k(S2 � L� S3)Kio� J(S1 � L� S2)kS3Kio 6= J(S1kS3)� L� (S2kS3)Kio
Redundant speci�cations in general increase the non-deterministic behavior of the systemor, strictly speaking, JSKio � JSkSKio. The opposite direction JSkSKio � JSKio generallydoes not hold for non-deterministic speci�cations, but JSKio = JSkSKio is true if S isdeterministic. However, notice that in general even for a deterministic chart S in generalthe equality JSKio = JS�L�SKio is not true. Furthermore, it is straightforward to showthat in general, J[S1 � L � S2]KK 6= J[S1]K � L � [S2]KK; only if K and L are disjointfollows J[S1�L� S2]KK = J[S1]K �L� [S2]KK. However, the following equivalences aretrue: J[[S]K ]LK = J[S]K[LK = J[[S]L]KK.The following theorem is essential for distributed implementation (see Sections 5.3 and5.4). Let us assume that the speci�cation that shall be distributed is (S1�L�S2)�L0�S3.Recalling the de�nition of composition (see also Figure 2.10) we remember that ournotion of communication is multicasting instead of broadcasting. Output signals inL of S1 and S2, respectively are merely locally fed back. Intuitively, this feedback isperformed by a virtual bus that connects S1 and S2. This bus does not transport anyother signals than those in L. The composition S1 � L � S2 is connected with S3 by adi�erent virtual bus, which is capable of performing communications of signals in L0.The notion of a virtual bus is introduced by the composition operator that enables ex-plicit multicasting between composed charts. The advantage of this concept is �rst, thatwe get a compositional semantics and second, that we can localize communications. Thelatter, however, also has a practical draw-back. If we implement a �-Charts speci�cation,
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2.4 Core Semantics
not all internal signals can be transmitted by one and the same physical bus. Rather, ifwe did not establish any further algebraic rules, for each virtual bus also a real, physicalbus would have to be implemented.Recall that our composition operator is not associative in general. Hence, without anyfurther transformation, all feasible implementations would require that S1 and S2 areeither implemented on one single processor or on di�erent ones but communicate via aspeci�c bus that is not used by component S3. The reader may agree that this procedureis too restrictive. What we rather need is an equivalent version of (S1�L�S2)�L0�S3so that S1, S2, and S3 can communicate via a single bus without modi�cation of theoriginal behavior.We can remedy this restriction and achieve the desired communication scheme by syn-tactic transformations. Under certain assumptions, the above speci�cation is equivalentto (S1kS2)�L[L0�S3. This syntax now enables a further distributed implementationalternative, where S1, S2, and S3 can communicate using one and the same bus. Whichrestrictions have to be ful�lled in order to guarantee sharing of one bus is discussed in thenext theorem. In Section 5.4, we will discuss yet another reason why this theorem playsan essential role for distributed execution of �-Chart speci�cations. For the moment, wehave to postpone this discussion because it requires further technical framework whichwe have not presented so far.Theorem 2.4.4 (Signal Extrusion)Let S1, S2, and S3 be three arbitrary �-Charts and L and L0 two signal sets. Then forl 62 L[L0 and l 62 In(S3)[Out(S3) the following equation holds: J(S1�L[flg�S2)�L0 � S3K = J(S1 � L� S2)� L0 [ flg� S3K. 2Proof 3 On the one hand, the semantics J(S1 � L [ flg� S2)� L0 � S3K is denoted asfollows:f((c1; c2; c3); i; o) j 9o1; o2; o3:on 2 O(Sn)1; n = 1; 2; 3 ^ o = o1 d o2 d o3^ (c1; ((i d ojL0)j(In(S1)[In(S2))n(L[flg) d o12jL[flg)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K^ (c2; ((i d ojL0)j(In(S1)[In(S2))n(L[flg) d o12jL[flg)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2K^ (c3; (i d ojL0)jIn(S3); o3) 2 JS3Kgwhere o12 =df o1 d o2. On the other hand, the semantics J(S1 �L� S2)�L0 [ flg� S3Kis denoted as follows:f((c1; c2; c3); i; o) j 9o1; o2; o3:on 2 O(Sn)1; n = 1; 2; 3 ^ o = o1 d o2 d o3^ (c1; ((i d ojL0[flg)j(In(S1)[In(S2))nL d o12jL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K^ (c2; ((i d ojL0[flg)j(In(S1)[In(S2))nL d o12jL)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2K^ (c3; (i d ojL0[flg)jIn(S3); o3) 2 JS3KgBoth sets are equal if the following three conditions hold:1. ojL0\(In(S1)n(L[flg)) d o12j(L[flg)\In(S1) = oj(L0[flg)\(In(S1)nL) d o12jL\In(S1)
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2 Speci�cation
2. ojL0\(In(S2)n(L[flg)) d o12j(L[flg)\In(S2) = oj(L0[flg)\(In(S2)nL) d o12jL\In(S2)3. ojL0\In(S3) = oj(L0[flg)\In(S3)First, we prove Condition (1):ojL0\(In(S1)n(L[flg)) d o12j(L[flg)\In(S1) = ojL0\(In(S1)n(L[flg)) d o12jflg\In(S1) d o12jL\In(S1)= ojL0\(In(S1)n(L[flg)) d ojflg\In(S1) d o12jL\In(S1)= ojL0\(In(S1)n(L[flg)) d ojflg\In(S1)nL d o12jL\In(S1)= ojL0\In(S1)nL d ojflg\In(S1)nL d o12jL\In(S1)= oj(L0[flg)\(In(S1)nL) d o12jL\In(S1)since l 62 Out(S3) and l 62 L and l 62 L0, respectively. The proof of Condition (2) isup to renaming (substitute In(S1) by In(S2)) equivalent to the proof of (1). Finally,Condition (3) holds since l 62 In(S3) by assumption. 2This theorem immediately implies that for L \ In(S3) = ; = L \Out(S3) the followingholds: J(S1 � L� S2)� L0 � S3K = J(S1kS2)� L [ L0 � S3Kwhich �nally yields the desired result. This form opens a wide spectrum of possible imple-mentations or, in other words, distribution alternatives. With Theorem 2.4.4 available,a systems engineer now might be tempted to develop all designs by simply combiningall charts in parallel without any communication and then use one single compositionoperator at the outermost level to establish multicasting. However, this possibly leadsto inscrutable speci�cations. Compared with a sequential programming language, thisspeci�cation style would be similar to merely use global variables and to avoid any encap-sulation principles. Thus, the designer should continue applying the principle of localityand leave it to the compiler to transform local signals to global ones by renaming. Let� denote an arbitrary automaton (;; ;;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) with empty input and outputinterfaces. Then it is always possible to transform a �-Chart speci�cation consisting ofn sequential automata S1; : : : ; Sn to an isomorphic one that has the syntactic form(S1k � � � kSn)� L�� (2.2)by renaming conicting signals. This speci�cation then has up to renaming an equivalentbehavior as the original one. We call this form (�-Charts) normal form. Since � doesnot inuence the rest of the speci�cation, we abbreviate the normal form by4L(S1k � � � kSn)However, note that, should the occasion arise, an hiding operator has to be added. Inorder to implement a �-Chart speci�cation S on a distributed hardware, we assume thatS is in normal form (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4).
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2.4 Core Semantics
Having discussed the essential properties of the �-Charts semantics that mainly are re-lated to the speci�c composition operator we use, we will outline some semantic problemsthat are caused by this operator. Fortunately, these problems arise only very rarely inthe case of so-called pathological speci�cations, which are the subject of the followingsection.
Pathological CasesInstantaneous feedback can lead to well-known causality conicts [Ber96, Ber98]. In thesequel, we will discuss some of the pathological examples from the literature [Mar92]in the context of �-Charts. As basis for these examples serves the (generic) chart Snpictured in Figure 2.11. We distinguish the following three cases for the labels t1 and t2:

A Bt1
X Yt2fa; bg

Figure 2.11: Problems with �xed points
1. t1 =df a=b and t2 =df b=a2. t1 =df :a=b and t2 =df :b=a3. t1 =df a=b and t2 =df :b=a

Since all other possible input events do not lead to causality conicts, we merely con-centrate on the input event ; and assume that the current con�guration of chart Sn forn = 1; 2; 3 is the initial con�guration (A,X).In the �rst case, the semantics JS1Kio contains pairs of input/output event streams thatstart with ;=; or ;=fa; bg. This means informally that either S1 remains in its currentcon�guration (A,X) and the output event is the empty signal set or both transitions �reand the next con�guration of S1 is (B,Y).We realize that our semantics still leaves room for non-deterministic choices and laterre�nement steps (see Section 3). At this design stage, we do not bother whether thesystem should be capable to act without causal reason. When it comes to implementationin Section 5.1, we de�ne a �xed point semantics for deterministic charts that only allowssystem reactions with a proper signal causality ow.
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2 Speci�cation
Notice, however, that this kind of non-determinism does not stem from non-deterministictransitions within one single automaton, but from composition. Though each automatonof S1 taken for its own is deterministic, the composition can lead to non-determinism.This kind of non-determinism has to be distinguished from that one that stems fromintended under-speci�cation. Non-determinism that is additionally introduced by com-position may be unintended by the designer.Synchronous programming languages like Esterel or Argos avoid this kind of non-determinism right from the beginning. Since they are pure programming languagesthat directly serve as basis for later implementation, this is the only way to avoid in-determinable system behavior. The �-Charts language, however, was developed as aspeci�cation language, where systems also can be described on an abstract level. As aconsequence, abstract speci�cations still can contain non-deterministic behavior whichis re�ned later on. In Chapter 3, we will present syntactic rules that allow to re�ne thisexample with two �xed points to a speci�cation with only one �xed point, namely theempty signal set.Also in the second case, the semantics JS2Kio is non-deterministic through composition.Both event pairs ;=fag and ;=fbg are valid pre�xes of pairs of input/output streams inJS2Kio. Including both behaviors in the semantics informally means that either the upperor the lower automaton can change its current control state. The other remains in itscurrent state. This chart can be used to describe reading data from a scarce resource likea bus, where only one component can access to the resource at one instant of time. Inthis example, this means that only one of the two automata can access to the resource,but at this design stage we are still not capable of saying which one.For the last case, we get JS3Kio = ;, i.e. this chart does not have a well-de�ned streamsemantics as we cannot �nd any pair (i; o) of input/output streams such that the premise9o1; o2:o1 2 O(S31)1 ^ o2 2 O(S32)1 ^ o = o1 d o2 ^((i d ojL)jIn(S31); o1) 2 JS31Kio ^((i d ojL)jIn(S32); o2) 2 JS32Kiois ful�lled, where S3 is de�ned as S31 � fa; bg� S32. As a consequence, this chart doesnot have a de�ned behavior. We will continue the discussion of pathological examplesin Section 5.1, where also a classi�cation will be given.
2.5 Syntactic Extensions
In the last sections, we have de�ned the core syntax of �-Charts together with its precisemathematical semantics. So far, many syntactic constructs that can, for instance, beexpressed in Statemate, are not valid in �-Charts because they are not included in thelatter's core syntax.
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2.5 Syntactic Extensions
While the developers of Statemate started with a graphical syntax that included manyfeatures and later on tried to �nd an appropriate semantics, we decided to do it just theother way around. We start with a lean core language, de�ne a formal semantics for it,and then enrich this core language by further syntactic constructs. All constructs notcontained in the core language and presented in this thesis are abbreviations of alreadyexisting constructs or, in other words, syntactic sugar. In Section 2.4.3, we alreadyhave seen that pure parallel composition is considered a special case of compositionincluding communication. This construct and a lot of others do not require new semanticde�nitions. Furthermore, we are able to extend our �-Charts language by the followingconstructs by means of syntactic abbreviations:

� Hierarchical decomposition� Signals that are generated when entering or exiting a state� Signals that are generated if a state is part of the current con�guration� Inter-level transitions� Timeouts
Partly, the de�nition of these syntactic concepts as abbreviations might yield large spec-i�cations. Though these transformed speci�cations do not have to be visible to the user,they form the basis for code generation, simulation, and veri�cation. For these tasks, itmay be more e�cient to introduce these constructs not as syntactic abbreviations of thecore language, but in a semantic way. For hierarchical decomposition, this has been donefor instance in [PS97a]. However, notice that this strategy is more error-prone than ours.Hence, it must be guaranteed that the \e�cient" semantics and the derived semanticsthat results from our transformations are identical. To de�ne an extra semantics foreach syntactic construct is not within the scope of this thesis.
2.5.1 Hierarchical DecompositionTo express hierarchical decomposition, which plays a key role in the concept of State-charts, we do not need a principally new syntactic construct, but derive hierarchy fromthe composition operator. This facilitates the de�nition of both formal semantics andre�nement calculus. Furthermore, to express hierarchy by parallel composition and mul-ticasting is a convenient way to provide a basis to implement charts of di�erent levelsof hierarchy on di�erent processors. With Statecharts semantics that treat hierarchy onthe semantic level this could not be achieved that elegantly. In the following, we showhow to de�ne hierarchical decomposition on top of composition.The syntactic notation for hierarchical decomposition is A� (�d; %), where A is de�nedby (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �). Here, the total function % : �d ! S de�nes for each state
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2 Speci�cation
in �d � � the sub-chart by which it is decomposed. Hierarchy can be consideredas an abbreviation mechanism. We can translate hierarchical speci�cations into atones applying the following algorithm (hereby we call the sequential automaton A thecontroller or master and all sub-charts %(�) with � 2 �d the controllees or slaves). Thealgorithm works di�erently for weak and strong preemption [Ber93] (we will give anintroduction to preemption in the subsequent section). It has to be recursively appliedfor nested hierarchy.
1. Composition: controller A and all controlled charts in S�2�d %(�) are composed inparallel. Since composition is commutative, controller and controllees can be com-posed in arbitrary order.2. Modi�cation of the master: the new signals go(�) for all decomposed states � 2 �dare added to the output interface of A. In the case of weak preemption, for every� 2 �d, the command com of every outgoing edge is replaced by com?go(�). Here,go(�) is a signal which indicates that the slave %(�) attached to � is currently activeand is allowed to �re its transitions. This modi�cation is omitted for other edgesthan self-loops when strong preemption is desired. Let t� be the disjunction ofall trigger conditions on all outgoing edges (inclusive self-loops, if they exist) of�. Then, for every kind of preemption, every state � is additionally enriched by aself-loop with trigger condition :t� and command go(�).3. Modi�cation of the slave(s): for every � 2 �d and every sequential automaton in %(�)to every input interface the signal go(�) has to be added. Furthermore, every triggercondition t on every edge has to be substituted by t ^ go(�) in order to guaranteethat the slaves now composed in parallel only react if and only if they are allowedto. If � is a non-history decomposed state, additional transitions from every statebut the default state of every sequential automaton in %(�) with label :go(�)='(�)have to be introduced. This is necessary to initialize the slave whenever the masteris left. Otherwise, all slaves would remain in their current states when the masterchanges its current state; this, however, is only wanted for history decomposedstates.4. Communication: in order to enable the communication between master and slave,all above introduced go signals have to be fed back and hidden with respect to theparallel composition of the master and all slaves. Feedback applies to all signalsin In(A) \ Out(%(�)), too, to enable message passing from slave to master. Inparticular, this is useful to model self-termination.
Figure 2.12 shows an example. It is the Control part of the locking system. Oncehaving entered the Crash mode, the system resides in this state forever. Thus, it makesno di�erence whether Normal is history or non-history decomposed in the example.Figure 2.12 shows weak preemption; if we omitted the statement go(Normal) on thetransition between Normal and Crash, we would model strong preemption.
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Unld
Locked

CrashNormal crash=lup ? rup ? go(Normal)
=lup ? rup

Lockg
Unlgc ^ go(Normal)=ldn ? rdn

ready ^ go(Normal)
o ^ go(Normal)=lup ? rup

ready ^ go(Normal)

:crash=go(Normal)

fgo(Normal)g

fgo(Normal)g

Figure 2.12: Unfolded hierarchy
Interestingly, this algorithm directly yields hierarchical decomposition including the his-tory functionality since whenever a slave is left, the current con�guration is kept. Asindicated above, in order to get decomposition without history, additional transitionsfrom all states of the slaves | but the initial states | to the initial states are neededto initialize both control and data states. In �-Charts, deep as well as normal history[Har87] can be modeled easily. Since the slaves are triggered explicitly by go signals, it is,in contrast to most related approaches, even possible to de�ne all possible intermediateforms of history.
2.5.2 Interrupts and Priorities
In the last section, we have seen that the control ow of a slave chart depends on thecontrol ow of its master chart. Whenever the master leaves its current control state �,it also withdraws the control ow from its sub-chart %(�). We say that %(�) has beeninterrupted. We already broached the subject of interrupts in the last section and willdiscuss this notion in more detail in the following. We will outline the di�erence betweenpreemptive and non-preemptive interrupts in our language.
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2 Speci�cation
InterruptsIn Section 2.5.1, we have introduced hierarchical decomposition by means of parallelcomposition and communication. This enables us to model both preemptive and non-preemptive interrupts (synonymously: strong and weak preemption) in an elegant way.In the following, we will see that both concepts can be de�ned similarly.Weak preemption means that the sub-chart still has the chance to �re a transition beforebecoming inactive whenever the corresponding master withdraws the control. Thoughnon-preemptive interrupt is suited for modeling preemptive interrupt the inversion isnot true. Thus, we choose weak preemption as default mechanism because it is the moregeneral concept [Ber93]. As we will see in the subsequent sections, this kind of interruptalso provides other interesting advantages, like the emulation of outgoing inter-leveltransitions (see Section 2.5.4).Before discussing further advantages of non-preemptive interrupts, we give some expla-nations on semantic di�erences of both kinds of interrupt. We do this by means of thechart pictured in Figure 2.13. Suppose that the system is in its initial con�guration(AA,XX) and that the current input event is fag. The two interrupt concepts yielda di�erent behavior. First of all, we realize that both transitions in Figure 2.13 areenabled.

XX YYa=b a=c BBAA
Figure 2.13: Di�erent interrupt typesIn the case of non-preemptive interrupt, in Figure 2.13 both transitions are taken. Thus,also both output signals b and c are generated and the next system con�guration is(BB,YY). If AA was a history decomposed state, the sub-chart would be re-enteredin state YY next time. In contrast to its non-preemptive counterpart, the only signalthat is generated by a preemptive interrupt is the signal c as the controller immediatelywithdraws control from the controllee.Figure 2.14 shows the �-Chart of Figure 2.13 after unfolding the hierarchy. Here, theunfolded chart directly reects non-preemptive interrupt since the go(AA) signal is eventhen output by the master when state AA is left. Modifying the transition label froma=c ? go(AA) to a=c yields preemptive interrupt, because in this case, the signal go(AA)is not sent from master to slave when the master �res the transition from AA to BB.It becomes clear that instantaneous feedback and non-preemptive interrupts harmonize.With a delayed feedback we neither would be able to de�ne hierarchy by composition ina proper way nor could we integrate both interrupt concepts smoothly. Moreover, self-termination can easily be expressed by non-preemptive interrupt. Figure 2.15 elucidatesthis. We here speak of \self-termination" since the controllee itself is responsible for
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XX YY
a=c ? go(AA)
go(AA) ^ a=b

BBAA fgo(AA)g
:go(AA) _ :a

:a=go(AA)

fgo(AA)g
Figure 2.14: Unfolding of Figure 2.13

sending the signal (b in the example) that inuences the controller to withdraw thecontrol from the �rst.
XX YYa=b b BBAA
Figure 2.15: Self-termination

The advantage of �-Charts is that they enable the speci�cation of both preemptive andnon-preemptive interrupts. Related approaches di�er in this point. On the one hand,Statemate Statecharts give priority to the transition of the controller, i.e. preemptiveinterrupt is implemented. On the other hand, Rhapsody [i-L98], a tool for object-oriented software design, realizes weak-interrupt instead. Hence, in this case the innertransition has a higher priority. Conicting transitions do not only occur when charts arehierarchically decomposed. Rather, also di�erent outgoing transitions from one controlstate can be in conict because the system is yet under-speci�ed. Chapter 3 shows howthis under-speci�cation can be solved in principle.PrioritiesWe now introduce a priority ordering for all signals in M that are used in a systemspeci�cation with �-Charts. Formally, this means to de�ne the injective functionprio :M ! Nwhich assigns to every signal its priority. The function prio induces a total ordering onM . We assume that the priority of a signal a is the higher, the larger the value prio(a) is.Signal priorities can be used to model preemptive interrupts. However, they also serveas solution for a more general problem: they can be used to re�ne non-deterministicspeci�cations to more deterministic ones (see Section 3). The chart in Figure 2.16 has a
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2 Speci�cation
non-deterministic behavior in state XX if one of the events fa; bg or fb; cg occurs, andthe subsequent control state either could be YY or ZZ.

XX YYa _ cZZ b
Figure 2.16: Non-determinism through conicting triggersTo solve this conict, we can determine the signal priority prio(a) > prio(b) > prio(c).Neither the event fa; bg nor fb; cg would now lead to conicts since the signal prioritiesalso imply a priority scheme for transitions. A transition's priority can be de�ned bythe maximum of all signal priorities that occur on the transition label. In the exampleof Figure 2.16, the transition from XX to YY has therefore the priority prio(a) and thetransition from XX to ZZ prio(b).Signal priorities do not require to introduce any new semantic concepts. They canbe completely de�ned by signal negation. To this end, the transition priorities of aconicting control state have to be determined �rst. Then, all triggers t of transitionshaving this state as source are modi�ed to t ^ (V:t0), where the t0 denote all othertriggers of conicting transitions with lower priority. In the example, this results inthe labels as given in Figure 2.17. To give the reader a second example, assume thatthe transitions t1, t2, and t3 have the conditions a, b, and c, respectively. It is easy tosee that all of them are mutually in conict. Again, we arbitrarily assume the priorityscheme prio(a) > prio(b) > prio(c). As a consequence, the new transition labels for t1,t2, and t3 are now a, b ^ :a, and c ^ :b ^ :c, respectively.

XX YYa _ cZZ b ^ :(a _ c)
Figure 2.17: Signal priorities resolve conictsIntroducing a priority ordering for conicting transitions has an inherent inuence onthe system behavior. It is an interesting question which particular implications on theoverall behavior this modi�cation has. A software engineer might be interested in �ndingout whether a speci�cation only becomes more concrete by adding priorities. The systemshould not completely change its behavior. What it formally means to reduce under-speci�cation and when modi�cations of speci�cations are feasible will be discussed inSection 3. There, we will �nd out that to introduce priorities is a correct re�nementstep (see the rule for modi�cation of trigger conditions).

2.5.3 Entering, Exiting, and Instate SignalsIn this section, we present signals that are generated whenever a state of a sequentialautomaton is entered or exited. The signal that is generated when entering or exiting
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the state S is denoted by S" and S#, respectively. Since in so-called \self-loops", i.e.transitions that start and end in state S, a state is both entered and exited, both signalsS" and S# have to be generated. As we will see in the remainder of this section, theseself-loop signals play an important role when dealing with hierarchical decomposition.The generation of signals that indicate state switches for simple states is straightforward(see Figure 2.18(a)): each transition that ends in state S, gets S" as additional command;each transition that starts in S, is enriched by the command S#.

S
a=c1 ? S"

b=c2 ? S#
:b=S# ? S"

(a)
S
a=c1

b=c2(b)
Figure 2.18: State switchesTo make speci�cations more compact, it is allowed to omit both signals in the graphicalsyntax as shown in Figure 2.18(b). However, if composed charts use these signals asinput, explicit multicasting of them by means of the composition operator is still neces-sary. For hierarchically decomposed states is the situation slightly more complex. Figure2.19 sketches an example, which is analyzed in the sequel. In a �rst step, the transitionlabels of the two sequential automata in Figure 2.19(a) are modi�ed as described above:a is modi�ed to a=S# ? V"b is modi�ed to b=V# ? S"c is modi�ed to c=T# ? U"d is modi�ed to d=U# ? T"Additionally, we have to introduce new self-loops with the labels :a=S# ? S", :b=V#? V", :c=T# ? T", and :d=U# ? U" for states S, V, T, and U, respectively. The result ofthese modi�cations is pictured in Figure 2.19(b). However, so far we have not discussedall modi�cations that are necessary and that are included in Figure 2.19(b).Up to now, we only have an incomplete signal scenario. Since V is further decomposed,additional signals have to be generated when entering or exiting V. Whenever V isexited, depending on the current con�guration either T# or U# has to be generated,too. However, these signals cannot be added on the transition labeled with b as wehave no static knowledge which state is left in the concrete con�guration whenever thesignal b appears. Thus, a di�erent solution has to be found. Remember that our defaultinterrupt mechanism is weak preemption. Therefore, the slave automaton in V alwayshas the possibility to perform a last (micro-)step when the control is withdrawn and
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2 Speci�cation
thus can produce the appropriate exit signal, T# or U#. Since we have added self-loopswith entering and exiting signals, the appropriate signal can be generated in any case.However, these signals cannot be output if using strong preemption.If V is a non-history decomposed chart then, if it is entered, automatically also its defaultstate T is entered. Hence, the reader might assume that we have to add T" on thetransition labeled with trigger a. However, this is not necessary. To better comprehendhow decomposition works, we unfold the hierarchical decomposition of Figure 2.19 asdescribed in the last section and get the chart pictured in Figure 2.20 as result. Wheneverthe control is withdrawn from the controllee, visible through the absence of signal go(V ),it changes its con�guration from U to the default state T. As long as the control remainswithdrawn, the controllee performs the self-loops of T while generating the output signalsT" and T#. Altogether, we see that T" need not to be added to the controllers transitionas it is generated by the controllee itself.

Sa
b

U
T cd

V

(a)
U
T Sa=S# ? V"

b=V# ? S":c=T# ?T"

:d=U# ?U"
c=T# ? U"d=U# ? T"

V :b=V# ?V"

:a=S# ?S"

(b)
Figure 2.19: State switch signals for hierarchical decompositionAs easy as in the non-history case is the solution if V was history decomposed. Toexpress decomposition with history, the label of the transition from U to T has to bemodi�ed to go(V ) ^ d=U# ? T" and the one of the transition from U to U itself to:go(V ) _ :d=U# ? U". Informally, this means that the absence of the control signalgo(V ) now triggers the self-loop of state U instead of the transition from U to the defaultstate T. As a consequence, the automaton remains in its current state instead of makinga transition to its default state. This behavior reects history decomposition and we seethat for both kinds of decomposition always the proper entering and exiting signals aregenerated. We realize that for both history and non-history decomposition entering andexiting signals are easy to introduce.Additionally to the signals S" and S# that indicate state switches, we introduce signals
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U
T

S

:go(V ) _ :c=T# ? T"

go(V ) ^ :d=U# ? U"
go(V ) ^ c=T# ? U":go(V ) _ d=U# ? T" V b=V# ? S" ? go(V )a=S# ? V"

:b=V# ? V" ? go(V )
fgo(V )g

:a=S# ? S"
Figure 2.20: Unfolded hierarchical decomposition without history

which are generated in every single step for each control state that is included in thecurrent con�guration. Whenever the state S is included in the current con�guration,this is indicated by the instate signal Sl.Taking Figure 2.18(a) as basis, it is obvious that Sl has to be added as additional outputto self-loops. The overall output then would be \S# ? S" ? Sl". The more interestingquestion now is whether Sl also has to be added to incoming or outgoing transitions, too.In principle, both solutions are thinkable. Either Sl can be added when S is entered orwhen S is exited. However, it is not possible to include Sl simultaneously in both cases.This would yield an inconsistent signal constellation since in the \border" instants, i.e.whenever the control states of current and next instant are not identical, always twosuch signals are produced. One for the control state that is currently exited and one forthe state that is entered. However, a sequential automaton can only reside in one singlecontrol state at a time. Therefore, Sl can be added either when exiting or enteringstate S. We decide to add Sl only when exiting S. This coincides with the idea of weakpreemption, and we can always substitute the signal go(S) by Sl.
2.5.4 Inter-level Transitions
The modular structure of �-Chart speci�cations requires that transition arrows are al-ways within the scope of one single sequential automaton. Transitions that connectcontrol states of two di�erent, composed automata are not admissible.Sometimes, a hierarchical decomposition only then shall be exited if the slave automa-ton is in a certain control state. In Statecharts, this can be speci�ed by non-local orso-called inter-level transitions as pictured in Figure 2.21(a). This would not be a proper�-Chart construct if we merely used our core syntax. However, in �-Charts there existsa workaround that enables these speci�cations, too. Figure 2.21(b) demonstrates this;hereby the inter-level transition of Figure 2.21(a) is substituted by the additional con-
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2 Speci�cation
dition that when exiting state V the corresponding slave automaton's current state hasto be T. This is indicated by the instate signal Tl.

S
T Ua

V

(a) Inter-level

S
T U

Tl ^a
V

(b) Intra-level
Figure 2.21: Inter-level transitionsAs we have seen, outgoing inter-level transitions, that is, transitions where the controlfrom the controllee is withdrawn are easy to introduce as syntactic abbreviations ontop of the core language. Ingoing inter-level transitions, where the control is handedover from controller to controllee are, however, not possible with our language. Ingoinginter-level transitions would require a typing for interfaces as demonstrated in [GSB98].This is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis and therefore has been omitted.

2.5.5 Timeouts
As we have discussed in Section 1.1, reactive systems often have to ful�ll real-timerequirements. In Statecharts, these requirements can be speci�ed by timeouts. A timeoutis a special signal that occurs a certain, speci�ed amount of time after the initialization ofthe corresponding \timeout clock". Timeouts are not part of the �-Charts core syntax.Figure 2.22(a) shows the extended �-Charts syntax for the speci�cation of a timeout sig-nal and Figure 2.22(b) the corresponding de�nition with constructs of the core languageincluding hierarchical decomposition and self-termination. Here, the signal timeout thatis necessary to withdraw the control from the controllee can be hidden by the hidingoperator. The timeout control state is decomposed by a counter. The counter is initial-ized when the control is transferred from controller to controllee. However, note that iftimeouts are used, both the speci�cation and implementation of timeouts requires thatall steps exactly have the same reaction time.As we already have discussed, often software engineers want to specify reactions withinterrupts. Both concepts interrupts and timeouts can be combined in the following wayas outlined in Figure 2.23: the \normal" way to withdraw the control of the controllee
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XXT imeout = 1000
(a)

YY
X < 1000=X := X + 1X � 1000=timeout

XX

timeout=

[X = 0]

(b)
Figure 2.22: Timeouts in �-Charts

is to leave it when the timeout occurs, i.e. when the signal timout is present. However,it is also possible to withdraw the control in an earlier instant if the signal interrupt ispresent.

YY
X < 1000=X := X + 1X � 1000=timeout

XX

timeout=o�

[X = 0]

interrupt=error
Figure 2.23: Timeout with interrupt

Though the concept for timeouts is suited for the de�nition of discrete time it su�ers fromone weakness: the essential assumption is that all steps are separated by constant time
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2 Speci�cation
intervals. As discussed in Section 2.1, it is in general not a prerequisite for the de�nitionof the system behavior that time is divided into equidistant intervals. However, if thedesigner wants to specify timeouts, this is no longer the case and the information howlong one instant must exactly last has to be annotated to the overall speci�cation asadditional requirement. This speci�cation style is similar to an assumption/commitmentstyle [BS97]. In Section 5.2.2, we will see that there may be yet further situations thatrequire this speci�c speci�cation style in order to get implementable descriptions.At this point we want to add a warning: whenever a �-Charts speci�cation is imple-mented on a distributed architecture the system response times can be slowed down dueto communication delays and a global system clock is probably no longer available. As aconsequence, those parts of the speci�cation that read and write timeouts better shouldbe implemented on one and the same processor in order to guarantee correct responsetimes.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have de�ned the visual formalism �-Charts, which is closely relatedto Harel's Statecharts. In contrast to them, however, the core language of �-Charts justconsist of three syntactic constructs: sequential automata, composition, which includesboth parallel execution of charts and multicast communication between them, and hidingof signals. For this description technique, a formal stream semantics has been developed.Based on the core language, syntactic extensions like hierarchical decomposition havebeen de�ned that make speci�cation with �-Charts more comfortable and Statecharts-like. Our language concept has several advantages with respect to both methodologicaland mathematical aspects in contrast to related approaches. Since we have a verylean core syntax, it is relatively easy to reason about the semantics itself and to provesemantic properties. Moreover, as we will see in the next section, this also eases thede�nition of a sound re�nement calculus for our description technique. Finally, someof the well-known concepts of Statecharts like hierarchical decomposition, for instance,necessarily have to be de�ned by parallel composition plus communication in order toenable distributed implementations of charts of di�erent levels of hierarchy.
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3 Re�nement
In the previous section, we have introduced our state-based speci�cation language. Wehave de�ned its semantics, i.e. its input/output behavior in terms of streams. However,a speci�cation formalism is of limited value without an appropriate system developmentprocess. What we need is to give guidelines how to develop a concrete implementationor realization from an abstract system speci�cation. This transition from an abstractspeci�cation to a concrete implementation covers a number of di�erent design steps suchas speci�cation, veri�cation, e�cient compilation, and re�nement.This section addresses the deductive design of reactive systems using �-Charts. Weshow how a speci�cation of a system under development can be transformed into onethat is closer to the �nal system. We present a collection of re�nement rules, applicableas syntactic transformations and equipped with syntax-based context conditions. Theadvantage of a collection of this type is that the designer only has to meet the speci�csyntactic requirements for a rule when applying it and does not have to verify the rule'ssoundness. He or she therefore does not need to be aware of the formal semantics of�-Charts but just has to apply the intuitive syntactic rules in a correct way. Hence,the stepwise re�nement within a calculus for �-Charts is not only a mathematicallyappealing idea but also a realistic procedure to be applied in an industrial environment.In particular, we will present the following syntactic re�nement rules:

� rules for re�ning sequential automata: removing and adding states as well asmanipulating (removing, adding, and modifying) transitions,� rules for composition, and� rules for hierarchical decomposition.
Before we can discuss these rules in detail, we have to de�ne our notion of re�nement�rst. Then, we will prove two essential properties for re�nement: transitivity and compo-sitionality. The �rst enables the step-wise application of re�nement rules and thereforethe incremental system development. The latter secures that a re�nement of a part of asystem also is a re�nement of the overall system. While these properties are discussedin the following section, the calculus itself is presented in Section 3.2.
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3 Re�nement
3.1 Preliminaries
It is usually impossible to carry out the transformation from an abstract speci�cationto one that can be used as basis for implementation in only one step. In practice,the situation is even worse. For complex systems, even a design specialist may not becapable of writing down an abstract speci�cation ad hoc. Rather, such a system willbe developed by applying consecutive re�nement steps, whereby after every single stepthe overall system behavior is a bit more concrete. The �nal implementation then isonly the most precise speci�cation that is suitable to run on a certain machine or targetarchitecture. In our setting, we distinguish between the following two basic concepts ofre�nement:
Behavioral Re�nement: A speci�cation S2 is said to be a behavioral re�nement of aspeci�cation S1 if and only if any I/O behavior of S2 is also an I/O behavior of S1.As a consequence, S2 is at most more concrete than S1, i.e. restricts its I/O behavior,but not a more abstract system view and therefore is not allowed to add additionalbehavior to the system. In this context, S1 is termed an under-speci�cation of thesystem as it does not exactly describe one single system behavior but instead a setof behaviors that yet leave design alternatives open. Formally: a speci�cation S2is a behavioral re�nement of another speci�cation S1 if and only if the following istrue: JS2Kio � JS1Kio ^ In(S1) = In(S2) ^Out(S1) = Out(S2)In this thesis, under-speci�cation is always expressed by non-determinism on thesemantic level and behavioral re�nement is nothing more than its step-wise reduc-tion.Interface Re�nement: Behavioral re�nement only allows the elimination of I/O behav-iors but does not support to add I/O behaviors. What we want is not to enlarge thedegree of under-speci�cation by such a re�nement step but rather to change the in-terfaces of speci�cations. In general, interface re�nements could allow an arbitrarymodi�cation of both input and output interfaces. In our setting, however, only suchre�nements are necessary that increase the number of input and/or output signalsin the interfaces of a �-Chart. This is because when combining two charts either bycomposition or through hierarchy the so re�ned speci�cation at most has more butnever less signals in the input and output interfaces. Furthermore, to allow bothtypes of modi�cation, that is, increasing and decreasing the interfaces at the sametime, our notion of re�nement would not be transitive. Thus, we could not re�ne�-Chart speci�cations incrementally. Moreover, we do not aim at modi�cations ofsingle interface types like, for example, the re�nement of bytes to bits.Here, a speci�cation S2 is called an interface re�nement of a speci�cation S1 if andonly if S2 at most adds new input or output interfaces with respect to S1 and anyI/O behavior of S2 with respect to the I/O interface of S1 is also an I/O behavior
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3.1 Preliminaries
of S1; a speci�cation S2 is an interface re�nement of another speci�cation S1 if andonly if the following is true:f(ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1)) j (i; o) 2 JS2Kiog = JS1Kio ^ In(S1) � In(S2) ^Out(S1) � Out(S2)

We can combine both notions to one single notion of re�nement. A speci�cation S2is a re�nement of another speci�cation S1 (S1  S2) if and only if In(S1) � In(S2),Out(S1) � Out(S2) and the following is true:f(ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1)) j (i; o) 2 JS2Kiog � JS1Kio (3.1)The commutative diagram in Figure 3.1 summarizes the situation. Whenever the Con-dition 3.1 is true in both directions, i.e. S1  S2 and S2  S1 we write S1! S2. TheDe�nition 3.1 of  is equivalent to8i 2 I(S2)1; o 2 O(S2)1 : (i; o) 2 JS2Kio ) (ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1)) 2 JS1Kio (3.2)
S1 S2

JS1Kio JS2Kio�
 

J:KioJ:Kio
Figure 3.1: Re�nementCare has to be taken that Condition 3.2 is not mixed up with8i 2 I(S1)1; o 2 O(S2)1 : (i; o) 2 JS2Kio ) (i; ojOut(S1)) 2 JS1Kio (3.3)Both formulae di�er in the quanti�cation of the input event i: while in (3.2) i is uni-versally quanti�ed over the input interface of S1, it is only universally quanti�ed overthe input interface of S2 in (3.3). The latter would consider charts as re�nements thatare intuitively no re�nements; it is too a weak predicate (S1  S2 implies this conditionbut not the other way around). In the following, we argue why this di�erence indeed issigni�cant.To discuss the di�erence of the above predicates, we consider the following example: wede�ne two automata A and A0 as pictured in Figure 3.2. Their output interfaces areidentical: Out(A) = Out(A0) = fcg. Their input interfaces are de�ned as In(A) = fagand In(A0) = fa; bg, respectively. For A, the transition label t in Figure 3.2 is substitutedby a=c and for A0, by a^:b=c. We further assume that both A and A0 are in their initialcon�gurations. Let the input event, delivered by the environment, be fa; bg. If the inputevent is fa; bg, then the deterministic output of A is fcg, since the signal a is included
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3 Re�nement
in the input event. With the same input event A0 yields either fcg or ; as possibleoutput events, because for A0 we merely have speci�ed a reaction if a is present andb is absent. The case that both a and b are present has been left unspeci�ed. As A0introduces additional non-determinism, it should not be a re�nement of A. However,applying Condition 3.3, A0 would be considered as a re�nement of A. This is explainedby the fact that this predicate just examines input events in I(A) = f;; fagg and not inI(A0) = f;; fag; fbg; fa; bgg. For all input events in I(A) both automata yield equivalentbehaviors. This is not the case for those in I(A0). In order to distinguish A and A0,Condition 3.2 has to be applied.

X Yt
Figure 3.2: Interface re�nementThe reason why Condition 3.3 yields a wrong result and Condition 3.2 does not, isexplained as follows: dealing with input events consisting of sets of signals, each chartexactly reads that part of the event that is de�ned in its input interface. Unknownsignals are simply ignored. Thus, the presence of unknown signals in input events doesnot necessarily lead to chaotic behavior. This is in contrast to approaches where merelysingle signals can be input to components. In [Rum96], for instance, if already one suchsignal is unknown the reaction yields chaotic behavior in any case.We want our re�nement calculus to be stepwise applicable. Therefore, we have to guar-antee that also a sequence of re�nement steps is a re�nement of the original speci�cationagain. As  is transitive, we can guarantee this in our case.Theorem 3.1.1 (Re�nement is Transitive)The re�nement relation  is transitive. 2Proof 4 Let S1, S2, and S3 be arbitrary charts. We assume that S1  S2 and S2  S3or, equivalently:8i 2 I(S2)1; o 2 O(S2)1 : (i; o) 2 JS2Kio ) (ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1)) 2 JS1Kio and8i 2 I(S3)1; o 2 O(S3)1 : (i; o) 2 JS3Kio ) (ijIn(S2); ojOut(S2)) 2 JS2KioWe have to show that8i 2 I(S3)1; o 2 O(S3)1 : (i; o) 2 JS3Kio ) (ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1)) 2 JS1KioLet i 2 I(S3)1; o 2 O(S3)1 such that (i; o) 2 JS3Kio. Then (ijIn(S2); ojOut(S2)) 2 JS2Kioand (ijIn(S2)\In(S1); ojOut(S2)\Out(S1)) 2 JS1Kio. Since In(S1) � In(S2) � In(S3) andOut(S1) � Out(S2) � Out(S3) this is equivalent to (ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1)) 2 JS1Kio, whichconcludes the proof. 2Besides transitivity, compositionality is a further important property of re�nement. Itsecures that whenever a small part of a large speci�cation is re�ned, also the entire
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3.2 The Calculus
speci�cation is re�ned. In the following theorem, it is essential that L � Out(S1) [Out(S3) and not L � Out(S2) [ Out(S3). Otherwise, as Out(S1) � Out(S2), S2 couldpossibly display additional behavior due to extra communication between S2 and S3that is not possible between S1 and S3.Theorem 3.1.2 (Re�nement is Compositional)Let S1, S2, and S3 be arbitrary �-Charts. If S1  S2 then also S1�L�S3  S2�L�S3for an arbitrary signal set L with L � Out(S1) [Out(S3). 2Proof 5 We de�ne S13 =df S1 � L � S3 and S23 =df S2 � L � S3. We have to showthat f(ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1)) j (i; o) 2 JS2Kiog � JS1Kio implies f(ijIn(S13); ojOut(S13) j (i; o) 2JS2 � L � S3Kiog � JS1 � L � S3Kio. Let (i; o) 2 JS2 � L � S3Kio then there exists(c2; c3) 2 Init(S2 �L� S3) with ((c2; c3); i; o) 2 JS2 �L� S3K. As a consequence, therealso exist o2 2 Out(S2); o3 2 Out(S3) with o = o2 d o3 and(c2; (i d (o2 d o3)jL)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2K ^(c3; (i d (o2 d o3)jL)jIn(S3); o3) 2 JS3KAs S1  S2 there also exists c1 2 Init(S1) with(c1; (i d (o2 d o3)jL)jIn(S1); o2jOut(S1)) 2 JS1KSince L � Out(S1) [Out(S3) this is equivalent to(c1; (i d (o2jOut(S1) d o3)jL)jIn(S1); o2jOut(S1)) 2 JS1KAccordingly, the above formula for S3 can be re-written to the equivalent form(c3; (i d (o2jOut(S1) d o3)jL)jIn(S3); o3) 2 JS3KHence, with o1 =df o2jOut(S1) there also exists o1 2 Out(S1) with o = o1 d o3 and(c1; (i d (o1 d o3)jL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K ^(c3; (i d (o1 d o3)jL)jIn(S3); o3) 2 JS3KThis concludes the proof. 2Also re�nements of speci�cations including the hiding operator are compositional, thatis, whenever S1  S2 then also [S1]K  [S2]K for arbitrary signal set K. The prooffollows directly from the de�nition of the semantics of [S]K .
3.2 The Calculus
Up to now, we have formally de�ned our notion of re�nement for �-Charts and haveveri�ed that our re�nement notion is transitive and compositional. This part of the
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3 Re�nement
thesis is intended more as background information for the theoretically inclined computerscientist than for a software engineer. Software engineers, however, should not feelobliged to understand all mathematical details. Rather, for them it is essential to have aset of syntactic rules at hand which they can use to develop reactive systems step-by-step.In this section, we present syntactic re�nement rules and prove their soundness. Theonly task that remains for the software engineer is then to verify that she or he meets thesyntactic guidelines when applying a speci�c rule. The re�nement calculus we presentis not complete. Hence, there are pairs of �-Chart speci�cations (S1; S2), where S2 is are�nement of S1, but S1 cannot be re�ned to S2 by merely applying rules of our calculus| possibly even an in�nite sequence of re�nement rule applications does not yield thedesired result.In particular, we omitted rules for transformations of composed automata in the corre-sponding at product automaton and vice versa. A product automaton of two automatacomposed in parallel can be constructed automatically and therefore needs no user in-teraction. Moreover, this construction leads to the well-known state explosion problem.Thus, it is not reasonable from a methodological point of view to support it by a trans-formation rule. Though the opposite transformation leads to speci�cations with moreexibility of implementation and possibly opens a wider spectrum of distributed imple-mentation alternatives, we do not give a re�nement rule for it. An appropriate syntacticrule would require quite a number of context restrictions that would not be useful forpractical applications. Furthermore, our calculus does not contain any rule to re�nedecomposed charts in at automata and the other way around.At �rst sight, the reader also would expect a separate rule for signal hiding. However,since hiding decreases the output interface, we are not able to give an isolated rule forthis operator. Remember that allowing both increasing and decreasing of interfaces im-pedes the transitivity of re�nement. We decided to merely permit increasing of interfacesin order to guarantee that composition and hierarchical decomposition are correct re-�nements. Hence, though we cannot de�ne a separated re�nement rule for signal hiding,we will give rules for it in combination with composition and decomposition.Altogether, the focus of our calculus was not to give a complete set of theoreticallypossible rules, but to support the user with powerful and at the same time easy-to-applyrules. Hence, we attached more importance to developing a set of methodologicallybene�cial rules than to de�ning a calculus that is as complete as possible.
3.2.1 Rules for Sequential Automata
To show that a sequential automaton A2 is a re�nement of another sequential automatonA1, where Ak =df (Ik; Ok;�k;�0k; Vlk; '0k; �k) with k = 1; 2 we have to show that8i 2 I(A2)1; o 2 O(A2)1 : (i; o) 2 JA2Kio ) (ijIn(A1); ojOut(A1)) 2 JA1Kio
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3.2 The Calculus
Proving this property is equivalent to showing that the greatest �xed point of the char-acterizing function of A2 is a subset of the greatest �xed point of the characterizingfunction of A1 (see Page 47). To use this inclusion for our soundness proofs later on ismathematically relatively complicated. Hence, we try to transform this formula to anequivalent one, which is easier to prove. The following lemma provides a �rst step inthis direction. As the following material contains theoretical background information,the practical oriented software engineer can skip the following propositions and re-startreading on Page 78.Lemma 3.2.1 (Re�nement of Sequential Automata)The automaton A2 is a re�nement of another sequential automaton A1 if and only if thefollowing holds:8i; o:((i 2 I(A2)1 ^ o 2 O(A2)1 )9c2:(c2 2 Init(A2) ^ 9X:(X � C(A2)� I(A2)1 �O(A2)1 ^X � FA2(X) ^ (c2; i; o) 2 X))))9c1:(c1 2 Init(A1) ^ 9X:(X � C(A1)� I(A1)1 �O(A1)1 ^X � FA1(X) ^ (c1; ijIn(A1); ojOut(A1)) 2 X))) 2Proof 6 Let i 2 I(A2)1 and o 2 O(A2)1 then (we abbreviate �i =df C(Ai)�I(Ai)1�O(Ai)1):((i; o) 2 JA2Kio ) (ijIn(A1); ojOut(A1)) 2 JA1Kio)()(9c2:(c2 2 Init(A2) ^ (c2; i; o) 2 gfp(FA2)))9c1:(c1 2 Init(A1) ^ (c1; ijIn(A1); ojOut(A1)) 2 gfp(FA1)))()(9c2:(c2 2 Init(A2) ^ (c2; i; o) 2[fX � �2 jX � FA2(X)g))9c1:(c1 2 Init(A1) ^ (c1; ijIn(A1); ojOut(A1)) 2[fX � �1 jX � FA1(X)g))()(9c2:(c2 2 Init(A2) ^ 9X:(X � �2 ^X � FA2(X) ^ (c2; i; o) 2 X)))9c1:(c1 2 Init(A1) ^ 9X:(X � �1 ^X � FA1(X) ^ (c1; ijIn(A1); ojOut(A1)) 2 X)))

2The predicate that Lemma 3.2.1 o�ers as proof obligation for re�nement of sequentialautomata still seems to be complicated. Fortunately, with further restrictions we can�nd yet an easier equivalent proof obligation. Whenever both A1 and A2 have identicalinterfaces and control and data states, the predicate of Lemma 3.2.1 can be weakenedas follows.Corollary 3.2.2 (Re�nement of Sequential Automata)The automatonA2 =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �2) is a re�nement of the sequential automatonA1 =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �1) if the following formula holds:8X � C(A1)� I(A1)1 �O(A1)1 : X � FA2(X)) FA2(X) � FA1(X) 2
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3 Re�nement
Proof 7 Let 8X � C(A1) � I(A1)1 � O(A1)1 : X � FA2(X) ) FA2(X) � FA1(X)be true. Since the input/output interfaces, the initial/control states, the local variables,and their initialization functions are identical, A1 and A2 only di�er in their transitionrelations �1 and �2. In particular, we have I(A1) = I(A2), O(A1) = O(A2), C(A1) =C(A2), and Init(A1) = Init(A2). Thus, the assumption implies8i; o:(9c:(9X:(X � FA2(X) ^ (c; i; o) 2 X ) FA2(X) � FA1(X))))This is a simpli�cation of the predicate in Lemma 3.2.1. 2
With these preliminaries we have set the stage for our presentation of the re�nementrules for sequential automata. We provide rules to remove initial states, to add statesand transitions, and to remove and modify transitions. Though these rules have beenindependently developed they are similar to those introduced in [Rum96], but are special-ized to �-Charts and their synchronous semantics. Furthermore, our soundness proofsare mathematically simpler than those in [Rum96], which are not based on a relationalsemantic model as �-Charts, but on one that is based on sets of stream processingfunctions.
Removing States
A sequential automaton may have more than one initial state and therefore may reectnon-deterministic behavior as it can start its reaction in either of the initial states.The reduction of the initial states �0 to �00 � �0 is a correct re�nement step (seeFigure 3.3), because the auxiliary semantics (of Section 2.4.3) is not a�ected at all bythis modi�cation, that is, J(I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)K = J(I; O;�;�00; Vl; '0; �)K. Since thenumber of initial con�gurations is reduced, it is easy to see that the overall input/outputsemantics becomes more de�ned: J(I; O;�;�00; V; '0; �)Kio � J(I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)Kio.

B C
A

B C
A

Figure 3.3: Removing initial statesTo motivate this rule by an example, we apply it to a part of our central lockingsystem in Figure 2.3 and reduce the initial states of the automaton Normal fromfUnld;Lockedg to fUnldg. The automaton we obtain is a correct re�nement of theoriginal automaton with two initial states.Moreover, states that are not reachable via a series of transitions in the graph-theoreticalsense and in addition are not included in the set of initial states �0 can be removed fromthe speci�cation. Such states cannot contribute to the system reaction as they never can
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3.2 The Calculus
be part of a system con�guration. If we consider A as a directed graph, then these statesrepresent unreachable nodes. Together with an unreachable state �, all transitions thathave � as source state can be removed (see Figure 3.4). Since � is not reachable, theynever can be �red. The formal justi�cation for this rule directly follows by applicationof Lemma 3.2.1.

B C B C
X Y

Figure 3.4: Removing states
Theorem 3.2.3 (Removing States)Let A1 =df (I; O;�1;�0; Vl; '0; �1) and A2 =df (I; O;�2;�0; Vl; '0; �2), where �2 = f� 2�1 j� 62 
g. Here, 
 � �1 denotes the set of graph-theoretically unreachable states withrespect to the transition relation �1 and 
 \ �0 = ;. If 8� 2 �2 : �2(�) = �1(�) thenJA1Kio = JA2Kio. 2Proof 8 Let A1 = (I; O;�1;�0; Vl; '0; �1) and A2 = (I; O;�2;�0; Vl; '0; �2), where �2 =f� 2 �1 j� 62 
g and 
 � �1 denotes the set of graph-theoretically unreachable stateswith respect to the transition relation �1. We additionally require that 
\�0 = ;. Hence,�0 \ �2 = �0. Furthermore, �2 is de�ned by �1 as follows: 8� 2 �2 : �2(�) = �1(�)and therefore 8� 2 �2; " 2 Vl ! Z; x 2 }(I)1 : J�2K((�; "); x) = J�1K((�; "); x). As aconsequence, for all X � �0 � }(I)1 � }(O)1 holds FA2(X) = FA1(X), where FA2 andFA1 are the characteristic functions of A2 and A1, respectively. In order to carry outthe remainder of this proof, we follow the strategy proposed in Lemma 3.2.1. Thus, leti 2 }(I)1, o 2 }(O)1 and let the premise of Lemma 3.2.1, that is9c2:(c2 2 �0 ^ 9X2:(X2 � �0 � }(I)1 � }(O)1 ^X2 � FA2(X2) ^ (c2; i; o) 2 X2))be true. Then, we have to show that9c1:(c1 2 �0 ^ 9X1:(X1 � �0 � }(I)1 � }(O)1 ^X1 � FA1(X1) ^ (c1; i; o) 2 X1))holds. To perform this proof, we choose c1 = c2 and X1 = X2 = X. Since FA2(X) =FA1(X) for X � �0�}(I)1�}(O)1, X � FA2(X) implies X � FA1(X), which implies,since 
 \X = ;, JA1Kio = JA2Kio and thus concludes the proof. 2
Adding StatesThe set of states � of a sequential automaton can be enlarged by �0 and the semanticsof the resulting automaton stays exactly the same as long as the initial states are notmodi�ed and the new states are not \connected" to the rest of the automaton with
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3 Re�nement
already existing transitions (see Figure 3.5). In subsequent re�nement steps, however,theses states can be connected with new transitions according to the re�nement rulesfor adding transitions. More formally, the sequential automaton (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) isequivalent to the automaton (I; O;�[�0;�0; Vl; '0; �) if �0 is a set of new control statesnot contained in �.

B C B C
A

Figure 3.5: Adding statesTheorem 3.2.4 (Adding States)Let A =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) and �0 is a set of new control states with �0 \ � = ;.Then JAKio = J(I; O;� [ �0;�0; Vl; '0; �)Kio. 2Proof 9 Since all � 2 � are isolated, the semantics J(I; O;� [ �0;�0; Vl; '0; �)K isdenoted by JAK [ [�2�0f(�; i; o) j i 2 }(I)1 ^ o 2 }(O)1g
From this JAKio = J(I; O;� [ �0;�0; Vl; '0; �)Kio directly follows as �0 \ �0 = ; and nostate in �0 is connected to the rest of A. 2
Manipulating TransitionsNow, we will discuss under which circumstances transitions can be removed, added, andmodi�ed, respectively. In the sequel, let An be the automaton (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '; �n), forn = 1; 2, i.e. A1 and A2 only di�er in their transition relations, but besides this areidentical. We start with a rule to remove transitions.(a) Removing TransitionsIf we obtain A2 from A1 by deleting the transition (t; com; �0) from �1(�), i.e. �1(�) =�2(�) [ f(t; com; �0)g, this is a correct re�nement step if t ) Wt02T�2 (�) t0 is a tautology,where T�(�) yields the �rst projection, that is, the trigger condition of �(�). The premisehere means that the trigger condition t of the removed transition is already subsumed inthe trigger conditions of the remaining, i.e. not removed transitions that have � as theirsource state. The premise guarantees that additional non-determinism is not introducedby removing the transition with trigger t (see Figure 3.6).Theorem 3.2.5 (Removing Transitions)Let A1 =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �1) and A2 =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �2), where �1(�) =�2(�) [ f(t; com; �0)g. If t ) Wt02T�2 (�) t0 is a tautology, where T�2(�) yields the �rstprojection of �2(�), then JA2K � JA1K. 2
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3.2 The Calculus
B C

A
B C

Att01 t02 t02
t01 t) t01 _ t02

Figure 3.6: Removing transitions
Proof 10 According to Corollary 3.2.2 we take an arbitrary X � C(A2) � I(A2)1 �O(A2)1. Now let the following be true:9c0:(c0; y) 2 J�2K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X _ J�2K(c; x) = ;Then, according to Corollary 3.2.2, we have to show that9c0:(c0; y) 2 J�1K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X _ J�1K(c; x) = ;This is done by case analysis. First, we assume that 9c0:(c0; y) 2 J�2K(c; x)^(c0; i; o) 2 X.As �2(�) � �1(�) implies immediately for all " and x that J�2K((�; "); x) � J�1K((�; "); x)| note that �(�) only occurs positively in the de�nition of J�K((�; "); x) and thereforethis semantic function is monotonic with respect to �(�) | this yields the desired result.Second, we assume that J�2K(c; x) = ;. According to the semantic de�nitions of Section2.4.3, this means that there does not exist �02, "02, y2, com2, and t2 with(t2; com2; �02) 2 �2(�) ^ ("; x) 2 Jt2KA2 ^ ("02; y2) = RJcom2K"It remains to be shown that there also does not exist �01, "01, y1, com1, and t1 with(t1; com1; �01) 2 �1(�) ^ ("; x) 2 Jt1KA1 ^ ("01; y1) = RJcom1K"We prove this by contradiction and assume that there in fact are �01, "01, y1, com1, and t1such that the above formula holds. Since �1(�) = �2(�)[f(t; com; �0)g the only possibilityto choose t1, com1, and �01 is t, com, and �0, respectively. The syntactic restriction forthe application of this re�nement rule t ) Wt02T�2 (�) t0 implies JtKA1 � JWt02T�2 (�) t0KA2.Moreover, JWt02T�2 (�) t0KA2 is equivalent to St02T�2 (�)Jt0KA2. Hence, this set inclusion isequivalent to 8("; x) 2 JtKA1 9t0 2 T�2(�) : ("; x) 2 Jt0KA2which yields a contradiction to the original proof assumption and also the second caseis proven. 2Applying this rule we can simply remove either of the two transitions with Start assource state in the chart pictured in Figure 2.5. For instance, we could remove the tran-sition from Start to Stop. A software engineer can easily verify this by examinationof the triggers of the outgoing transitions from state Start. In Figure 2.5, we omittedthe trigger conditions. Recall that \empty" pre-conditions on transitions mean that this
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3 Re�nement
transition is enabled whenever its source state is included in the current con�guration;further restrictions are not made. Hence, the actual trigger condition is simply true.The syntactic rule for removing transitions requires to verify for the example at handthat true ) true is a tautology. On the other hand, if we remove the transition fromStart to Two, which correctness also is guaranteed by true ) true being a tautology,the state Two becomes unreachable and therefore can be removed together with thetransition from Two to Stop according to the rule for removal of unreachable states.(b) Adding TransitionsIf we obtain A2 from A1 by adding the transition (t; com; �0) to �1(�), i.e. �2(�) = �1(�)[f(t; com; �0)g, this is a correct re�nement step if 8t0 2 T�1(�) : t ^ t0 is a contradiction.Informally, this premise requires that the trigger condition t of the added outgoingtransition of control state � does not interfere with any trigger of the other, alreadyavailable transitions that have � as source state. Here, \not to interfere" means that nopossible input event of A2 could yield non-deterministic behavior that was not includedin A1. Additional non-determinism could occur, for instance, if there existed an inputevent that could stimulate the new transition and those in �1(�). This clash is avoidedby requiring that each conjunction t ^ t0 is a contradiction (see Figure 3.7).

B C
A

B C
Att01 t02 t02

t01 :(t ^ t01) ^ :(t ^ t02)
Figure 3.7: Adding transitionsTheorem 3.2.6 (Adding Transitions)Let A1 =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �1) and A2 =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �2), where �2(�) =�1(�) [ f(t; com; �0)g. If 8t0 2 T�1(�) : t ^ t0 is a contradiction, where T�1(�) yields the�rst projection of �1(�), then JA2K � JA1K. 2Proof 11 According to Corollary 3.2.2, we take an arbitrary X � C(A1) � I(A1)1 �O(A1)1 with X � FA2(X). Now let the following be true: 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�2K(c; x) ^(c0; i; o) 2 X) _ J�2K(c; x) = ;. As we must prove FA2(X) � FA1(X) we have to showthat 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�1K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X) _ J�1K(c; x) = ;. This is done by caseanalysis. First, we assume that 9c0:(c0; y) 2 J�2K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X. Let c = (�; ").We de�ne �3(�) =df f(t; com; �0)g. Since J�2K(c; x) = J�1K(c; x) [ J�3K(c; x) | note that�2(�) = �1(�) [ �3(�) implies J�2K((�; "); x) = J�1K((�; "); x) [ J�3K((�; "); x); this followsdirectly from the de�nition of J�K and the distributivity of [ | the tuple (c0; y) musteither be in J�1K(c; x) or in J�3K(c; x). If (c0; y) 2 J�1K(c; x) the proof is already completed.Otherwise, (c0; y) 2 J�3K(c; x) and thus ("; x) 2 JtKA2 must hold for the added transitionwith trigger t. From this we can deduce that 8t0 2 T�1(�) : ("; x) 62 Jt0KA1 because8t0 2 T�1(�) : t ^ t0 , � and therefore8t0 2 T�1(�) : JtKA1 \ Jt0KA1 = Jt ^ t0KA1 = J�KA1 = ;
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3.2 The Calculus
As a consequence, we get J�1K(c; x) = ; what yields the desired result. Second, we assumethat J�2K(c; x) = ;. As �1(�) � �2(�) implies J�1K(c; x) � J�2K(c; x) also J�1K(c; x) = ;holds. 2The �rst case of the proof says that a new transition can only make the speci�cationmore precise, but not more chaotic. The second case guarantees that chaotic behaviorof A2 must already have been chaotic in A1.Of course, the application of the rule for adding transitions is not restricted to add merelysingle transitions. Rather, also more than one transition, say n 2 N , with equivalenttrigger conditions can be added, that is, �2(�) = �1(�)[f(t; com1; �01); : : : ; (t; comn; �0n)g.The correctness of this rule follows straightforwardly from the above theorem by substi-tuting the singleton �3(�) by f(t; com1; �01); : : : ; (t; comn; �0n)g in the proof.The rule for adding transitions is a very powerful means to transform an abstract speci�-cation in a more concrete one. Take, for instance, all sequential automata in the Figures2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. In many of their control states, these automata react chaotically sincethe system behavior is completely under-speci�ed when relevant signals do not occurin a step. In both states Down and Up, for example, nothing is said how the motorsshould behave when the signal ready is absent. Under-speci�cations of this type simplycan be made more concrete by adding additional self-loops with label :ready=skip. Asready ^ :ready equals false, this is a correct re�nement step. This way, the automatondoes not behave chaotically any more and the speci�cation performs what the designerwould expect: whenever the signal ready is not present simply nothing happens at all.We introduce these self-loops in all automata that build the central locking system wherethey are necessary to get a responsive speci�cation.As we come closer to implementation, for the remainder of this thesis, we assume thatthese self-loops with skip actions are implicitly given, even if they are not explicitlydrawn.(c) Modifying TransitionsLet A =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �), � 2 � a state in A, and e 2 �(�) the transition tobe modi�ed. The two symbols � and �0 denote the transition relations before and afterone modi�cation, respectively. The sequential automaton (I; O;�;�0; '0; �0) is a correctre�nement of the automaton A whenever �0 yields more concrete, but not more abstractbehavior. We then can identify the following rules:

1. The trigger condition t, where e = (t; com; �0) and �0 not necessarily di�ers from�, can be re�ned to:(a) t_t0 if the �rst order formula 8t00 2 T�(�) : t 6= t00 ) (t0^t00) is a contradiction(see Figure 3.8)(b) t^ t0 if the �rst order formula (t^:t0)) �Wt002T�0 (�):t^t0 6=t00 t00� is a tautology
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3 Re�nement
for an arbitrary Boolean term t0 over the algebraic sum of input interface and localvariables Bexp(I + Vl) of automaton A.2. The trigger condition a ^ a0, where e = (a ^ a0; com; �), can be re�ned to a foran arbitrary Boolean term a0 in Bexp(I + Vl) if 8t00 2 T�(�) : (a ^ a0 6= t00 )((a ^ :a0) ^ t00) is a contradiction.3. The trigger condition b _ b0, where e = (b _ b0; com; �), can be re�ned to b for anarbitrary Boolean term b0 over Bexp(I + Vl) if b0 ^ :b ) �Wt002T�0 (�):b6=t00 t00� is atautology.
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At01t t02 t02

t _ t0 :(t0 ^ t01) ^ :(t0 ^ t02)t01
Figure 3.8: Modifying transitionsRule number (1) can be proven from the rules for adding (1.a) and deleting (1.b) transi-tions. Rules (2) and (3) are deduced from (1) when t is substituted by a ^ a0 and b _ b0,respectively, t0 by a ^ :a0 and b _ :b0, respectively, and the following equivalences areused: a = a ^ (:a0 _ a0) = (a ^ :a0) _ (a ^ a0)b = b _ (b0 ^ :b0) = (b _ b0) ^ (b _ :b0)In the central locking system, we can, for instance, modify the transition trigger ldn inMotorLeft to ldn ^ :lup. As lup ^ ldn) ldn _ (lup ^ :ldn) is a tautology, this is acorrect re�nement step. If we wanted to re�ne the remaining transition with label ldnto ldn ^ :lup, too, we would not get a correct re�nement step, because ldn ^ lup )(ldn^:lup)_ (lup^:ldn) is no longer a tautology. The chart for the motor in the rightcar door MotorRight can be similarly transformed to a deterministic chart.Finally, we would like to underline once more that all of the above rules only depend ontransition triggers. Apart from this, other parts of the transition labels are irrelevantfor the notion of re�nement.

3.2.2 Rules for Composition
In the last section, we have presented a number of re�nement rules to modify sequentialautomata that are already part of a speci�cation under development. In the sequel, wego a step further and discuss a rule that provides the software engineer with a techniqueto add new charts to an existing speci�cation by composition. Here, like for automata,
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3.2 The Calculus
also syntactic restrictions have to be required. As we regard hierarchy as special caseof composition, this rule also serves as basis for the rule for hierarchical decomposition.Single components can be composed to more complex speci�cations using the followingrule (see also Figure 3.9).Theorem 3.2.7 (Re�nement Through Composition)Let S1; S2 2 S and L an arbitrary set of signals. If Out(S1) \ Out(S2) = ; and L \In(S1) = ; then S1  S1 � L� S2 2

L \ In(S1) = ;S1 S1LS2
Out(S1) \Out(S2) = ;

Figure 3.9: Rule for composition
Proof 12 We de�ne S =df S1 � L � S2. Let i 2 I(S)1 and o 2 O(S)1 such that(i; o) 2 JS1 � L � S2Kio. Then there exists (c1; c2) 2 Init(S1) � Init(S2) such that((c1; c2); i; o) 2 JS1 � L� S2K. By de�nition, this is equivalent to9o1; o2:o1 2 O(S1)1 ^ o2 2 O(S2)1 ^ o = o1 d o2 ^(c1; (i d ojL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K ^(c2; (i d ojL)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2KThis is again equivalent to9o1; o2:o1 2 O(S1)1 ^ o2 2 O(S2)1 ^ o = o1 d o2 ^(c1; ijIn(S1) d ojL\In(S1); o1) 2 JS1K ^(c2; ijIn(S2) d ojL\In(S2); o2) 2 JS2Kwhich is, due to In(S1) \ L = ;, equivalent to9o1; o2:o1 2 }(Out(S1))1 ^ o2 2 }(Out(S2))1 ^ o = o1 d o2 ^(c1; ijIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K ^(c2; ijIn(S2) d ojL\In(S2); o2) 2 JS2KSince the output interfaces of S1 and S2 are disjoint, we �nally get (c1; ijIn(S1); ojOut(S1) 2JS1K because o1 = ojOut(S1) and the proof is completed. 2Informally, this rule expresses that S1 can be composed with an arbitrary speci�cation S2whenever it can be guaranteed that S1 cannot introduce additional behavior if composedwith S2. This condition can be ensured by two syntactic restrictions. The �rst require-ment guarantees that S1 cannot behave more non-deterministically through composition
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3 Re�nement
with S2 than before. We exclude this by the restriction In(S1)\ L = ;. At �rst glance,it might seem that this predicate is too strong and yet In(S1) \ L \Out(S2) = ; wouldbe a su�cient condition. However, recall that internal events sent via multicasting inone instant can stem from both S2 and S1. As a consequence, the latter would be too aweak requirement. Furthermore, the output interfaces of S1 and S2 have to be disjoint.If this condition was hurt, S2 could chatter into the output stream of S1 and one couldnot distinguish anymore whether events are generated by S1 or S2. Again, additionalnon-determinism would be introduced.Since composition is commutative, we also get the similar rule: if Out(S1)\Out(S2) = ;and L \ In(S2) = ; then S2  S1 � L� S2The following proposition gives a re�nement rule for pure parallel composition withoutany communication: if Out(S1) \Out(S2) = ; thenS1  S1kS2 and S2  S1kS2The proof of this corollary is straightforward as L = ; is a special case for In(S2)\L = ;and In(S1) \ L = ;, respectively.As a consequence, in our running example, we can start to specify the central lockingsystem with theControl component because the following are correct re�nement steps:SLM  SLMkSRM because Out(SLM ) \Out(SRM ) = ;SRM  SLMkSRM because Out(SLM ) \Out(SRM ) = ;SC  SC � L� (SLMkSRM) because Out(SC) \ (Out(SLM ) [Out(SRM )) = ;and In(SC) \ L = fcrash; ignitiong \ L = ;where L = flup; rup; ldn; rdn; lmr; rmr; readyg and SLM , SRM , and SC denote theleft and right motor, and the control part of the central locking system, respectively.However, note that we cannot omit the brackets around Out(SLM ) [ Out(SRM ) asrdn; rup; ready 2 Out(SC) \ L \ In(SRM) and rmr 2 In(SC) \ L \ Out(SRM ); re-call that composition is not associative in general (see Section 2.4.4). Moreover, tostart specifying the central locking systems with the motors and then re�ning it bycomposing them with the Control is not possible as SC � L� (SLMkSRM) is no cor-rect re�nement of SLMkSRM . The reason for this is that (In(SLM) [ In(SRM )) \ L =fldn; rdn; lup; rup; readyg \ L 6= ;.If used in combination with composition, we can also give a rule for signal hiding: ifS1  S1 � L� S2 and K \Out(S1) = ; thenS1  [S1 � L� S2]KThe proof for this rule follows straightforwardly from the de�nition of signal hiding.For the central locking system, we thus get SC  [SC �L� (SLMkSRM)]flmr;rmrg. Note,however, that [SC  SC � L� (SLMkSRM)]flmr;rmr;readyg is no correct re�nement of SCas ready 2 Out(SC).
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3.2 The Calculus
3.2.3 Rules for HierarchyOne of the structuring mechanisms in Statecharts in a word is hierarchical decomposi-tion. This technique is used to express the system behavior in more detail. The intuitionof hierarchical decomposition is that it performs a similar behavior as the calling of sub-routines or procedure calls, where we abstract from any parameter handling strategies.Thus, someone who speci�es reactive systems with a Statecharts-like language wouldexpect that the controller hands the control over to the controllee, which starts reactingbeginning with the subsequent step. When the controllee terminates its activities, thecontrol is withdrawn from it and the controller starts reacting again.It is now challenging to ask whether hierarchical decomposition yields correct re�ne-ment. For more than a decade software engineers have trusted that this is true, butthere did not exist any formal treatment of this question. Often, the notions \decom-position" and \re�nement" have been used synonymously. In this section, we will showwhich restrictions are necessary in order to ensure that decomposition indeed is correctre�nement.In the last chapter, we have seen that hierarchical composition can be interpreted asparallel composition of controller and controllee plus some extra message passing fromcontroller to controllee. It is therefore obvious that the syntactic re�nement conditionsfor the rule for hierarchical decomposition are related to the rules for composition. Fromthe propositions for composition we therefore can deduce the following rule. We de�neA =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �). Furthermore, let A � (�d; %) be de�ned as in Section2.5.1. The interesting question now is under what circumstances we can guarantee thathierarchical decomposition is indeed a sound re�nement step. We have to �nd easyto comprehend syntactic rules that a software engineer can apply. Formally, we areinterested in �nding restrictions like the ones for composition such that the followingholds: A A� (�d; %) (3.4)The syntactic restrictions that guarantee the soundness of this re�nement rule dependon the interrupt mechanism. Recall that we distinguish between strong and weak pre-emption. In the case of strong preemption, it follows straightforwardly that (3.4) is acorrect re�nement step without any further restrictions. Strong preemption means thatwhenever the controller can react it immediately reacts within in the same step and alsoimmediately withdraws the control from the controllee. As a consequence, the controlleehas no possibility to �re its transitions whenever the controller does. Thus, the controlleedoes not interfere with the controller. Whenever the environment provides input thatcan trigger the controller, the controllee is inactive and the overall system behavior isequivalent to the one of a system that does not contain the controllee at all.However, in the case of weak preemption the situation is somewhat more complex. Here,in instants in which the controller withdraws the control from the controllee, apart fromthe controller also the controllee potentially can �re one of its transitions. Thus, it still
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3 Re�nement
has the possibility to merge its output with the output of the controller in the instantwhen the control is handed over. Therefore, under weak preemptions the re�nementcharacterized in (3.4) is only a correct re�nement step if the following syntactic sideconditions are ful�lled:8� 2 �d : Out(A) \Out(%(�)) = ; ^ In(A) \Out(%(�)) = ;Informally, this rule requires that the output interfaces of the controller and all itscontrollees are disjoint and that there is no message passing from controllee to controller(see Figure 3.10). The proof for this rule follows straightforwardly from the re�nementrule for composition, the de�nition of hierarchy, and the fact that fgo(�)g \ In(A) = ;as go(�) is a new signal that has not been used so far in the speci�cation.

BB CC
AA

BB CC
Out(A) \Out(S) = ;In(A) \Out(S) = ;

SAA

Figure 3.10: Rule for decomposition of automaton AIf we take a look at the central locking system, we ascertain that the automaton inFigure 2.5 is a correct re�nement ofDown and Up in LeftMotor and RightMotor,respectively. Figure 2.4, however, is no correct re�nement of SU and SL because ready 2Out(SU ) \ In(SC) and ready 2 Out(SL) \ In(SC), where SU , SL, and SC denote thecharts for unlocking, locking, and the control, respectively. We see that the restrictionIn(A) \ Out(%(�)) = ; is really needed to avoid additional non-determinism. In theexample, the signal ready is fed back on the outermost level of hierarchy, which couldinitiate self-termination. Therefore, we can conclude that to introduce self-termination(see Section 2.5.2) never is a correct re�nement step.If used in combination with hierarchical decomposition, we can also give a rule for signalhiding: if A A� (�d; %) and K \Out(A) = ; thenA [A� (�d; %)]KThe proof for this rule follows straightforwardly from the de�nition of signal hiding.
3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a set of syntactic re�nement rules for �-Charts. Itis guaranteed that each application of a rule only makes the overall speci�cation moreconcrete, but never more abstract. Our notion of re�nement is based on restriction of
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3.3 Conclusion
non-deterministic behavior. Thus, one �-Chart speci�cation is \more re�ned" than an-other, if and only if its set of input/output histories is a subset of the set of input/outputhistories of the abstract one. This notion of re�nement is both compositional and tran-sitive. We have proven the soundness of each re�nement rule with respect to the streamsemantics of Chapter 2. Though our calculus is not complete in a mathematical sense, itcomprises all syntactic modi�cations that are important from a methodological point ofview. Our calculus has several advantages. First, as all of our rules are purely syntactic,a system engineer does not have to carry out proofs over the semantics of �-Charts, butjust has to be aware of the rules themselves in order to get more concrete speci�cations.Second, testing whether a re�nement step is feasible can be automated easily. Finally,a re�nement calculus as the one we provide enables a system design process that isdirected towards correctness by construction.
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4 Formal Veri�cation
There is a number of techniques for ensuring the correctness of reactive systems, such assimulation, testing, and formal veri�cation. Simulation is a commonly used techniqueto analyze properties of reactive systems. Statemate, for instance, provides simulationtechniques for Statecharts speci�cations. Simulation can by used to execute speci�ca-tions, to analyze them, and to visualize system behaviors. However, to detect a highpercentage (more than 95 percent) of system errors, exhaustive simulation or testing isnecessary. Though this is, for example, in principle possible with the dynamic tools ofStatemate, the complexity is very high without any methodological support or testingmachinery and does not achieve a detection rate of 100 percent. What is rather neededis an automated formal veri�cation technique like model checking.Hence, a formal description language for reactive systems that does not provide anysupport for formal veri�cation is of limited practical value. In this chapter, we motivatethat �-Charts are not only a theoretical toy language, but a realistic concept to whichalso model checking techniques can be applied to. For these purposes, we �rst de�nea relational semantics for our language, which is just the step-wise projection of thestream semantics introduced in Section 2.4.3. This semantics has been the basis forthe de�nition of the re�nement calculus. For model checking tools, however, whichwork with state variables and their values in the current and next instant, we have toformulate the �-Charts behavior with respect to transition relations. These transitionrelations provide a systematic scheme for translating �-Charts into input languages ofvarious model checking tools. We prove that both semantics coincide.We then show how to encode systematically this relational semantics in the symbolic�-calculus veri�er �cke and the symbolic model checker SMV. To demonstrate that oursemantics is reasonable and that our translation to the two tools works properly, we haveencoded the central locking system and proven some interesting safety critical systemproperties.
4.1 Transition Relations
In the sequel, we will formulate the transition relations for every single syntactic con-struct of the �-Charts language by means of predicates. We have two di�erent categories
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4 Formal Veri�cation
of predicates: one for initialization and one for the transition from one con�guration tothe next. These predicates have the type:InitS : C(S)� I(S)�O(S)! BoolTransS : C(S)� I(S)� C(S)�O(S)! Boolfor every �-Chart S. The predicate TransS(c; x; c0; y) is true whenever the con�gurationof the current instant of S is c and S can, stimulated by the input signal set x, reachthe successor con�guration c0 in exactly one instant while producing the output signalset y.Note that the initialization predicate InitS has three arguments. Besides the initialcon�guration we also have to �x which input and output signals can occur within thevery �rst system instant. This is motivated by the following considerations: as we dealwith instantaneous feedback, also in the very �rst step not only input but also outputsignals can be present. Thus, we have to denote which output events can be generatedin combination with which input events. Otherwise, also those input/output signalcombinations could occur in the initial instant for which no transition relation is de�ned.For these con�gurations no successor con�gurations are de�ned. As a consequence, wewould get states in the resulting Kripke structure which do not have any outgoingtransitions. These Kripke states represent states of the modeled reactive system wherethe system deadlocks. In order to avoid these unwanted deadlocks, we have to de�newhich input/output signal combinations are possible in the �rst instant when the systemstarts running.
4.1.1 Sequential AutomataInitially, a sequential automaton A =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) is in one of its defaultstates � 2 �0 and the local variables in Vl are initialized according to '0. For a set ofinput signals x coming from the environment, S generates a set of output signals y andchanges its con�guration, i.e. its current state from c to c0:InitA((�; "); x; y) � � 2 �0 ^ 8X 2 Vl : "(X) = '0(X)^9c0:(c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x)TransA(c; x; c0; y) � (c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) _ J�K(c; x) = ;Note that TransA possibly contains chaotic behavior. Chaos occurs whenever the equa-tion J�K(c; x) = ; is true as neither the successor con�guration c0 nor the output event yare �xed in this case.
4.1.2 CompositionThe tuple (c1; c2) is the initial con�guration of chart S =df S1 � L � S2 whenever c1and c2 are the initial con�gurations of charts S1 and S2, respectively. Let c1 2 C(S1),
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4.1 Transition Relations
c2 2 C(S2), x 2 I(S), and y 2 O(S) thenInitS((c1; c2); x; y) � InitS1(c1; xjIn(S1); yjOut(S1)) ^ InitS2(c2; xjIn(S2); yjOut(S2))The case distinction of three disjoint cases as in an earlier published paper [PS97a] isno longer needed. In [PS97a], we did not use a chaos semantics and therefore had todistinguish between three di�erent cases in the de�nition of the transition relation forcomposition. Here, chaotic behavior is already included in the transition relation forsequential automata. Let c1 2 C(S1), c2 2 C(S2), x 2 I(S), and y 2 O(S) thenTransS((c1; c2); x; (c01; c02); y) � 9y1; y2:y = y1 [ y2 ^TransS1(c1; (x [ yjL)jIn(S1); c01; y1) ^TransS2(c2; (x [ yjL)jIn(S2); c02; y2)
4.1.3 Hiding
The de�nition of the initialization and transition predicates for hiding is straightforward.Let S =df [S 0]K then we de�ne:InitS(c; x; y) � 9y0:InitS0(c; x; y0) ^ y = y0nKTransS(c; x; c0; y) � 9y0:T ransS0(c; x; c0; y0) ^ y = y0nK
4.1.4 System Reactions
The above transition relations can be lifted to a stream semantics for all S 2 S. We willprove that this semantics coincides with the one presented in Section 2.4.3 if all sequentialautomata in S are responsive. The stream semantics srJSK 2 }(C(S)�I(S)1�O(S)1)is characterized by the greatest �xed point of the following recursive equation (\sr" herestands for \system reaction"):srJSK = f(c; x&i; y&o) j 9c0:T ransS(c; x; c0; y) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 srJSKgNote that ; is in any case the least �xed point of this equation. Further note that thisstream semantics is \more de�ned" than the semantics in Section 2.4.3. Here, S behaveschaotically within one step only. In the very next step, S can have a non-chaotic behavioragain. This is in contrast to the semantics JSK, where S also behaves chaotically in eachsubsequent step if it once started reacting chaotically. Due to this di�erence we will notbe able to prove in general, that is, for arbitrary speci�cations S, that JSK = srJSK holds.This equivalence is merely true if all automata in S are responsive, i.e. the semantics ofS does not include chaotic behavior. For arbitrary speci�cations that do not ful�ll theproperty of responsiveness, it is possible to prove a weaker condition as demonstratedin the following propositions.
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4 Formal Veri�cation
Proposition 4.1.1Let A denote the sequential automaton (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �). Then srJAK � JAK holds.If A is responsive, i.e. there are no c 2 C(A) and x 2 I(A) such that J�K(c; x) = ;, thensrJAK = JAK.Proof 13 As both semantics are de�ned by greatest �xed points, we �rst recall theirde�nitions. Remember that JAK is de�ned as the greatest �xed point gfp(F ) of thefunction F :F =df �X:f(c; x&i; y&o) j 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X) _ J�K(c; x) = ;gOn the other hand, srJAK is de�ned as the greatest �xed point gfp(G) of the functionG: G =df �X:f(c; x&i; y&o) j 9c0:T ransA(c; x; c0; y) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 XgRemember that both functions di�er in their treatment of chaos. We now have toprove gfp(G) � gfp(F ). In the sequel, we show the property 8X:G(X) � F (X) whichimmediately implies gfp(G) � gfp(F ). The property 8X:G(X) � F (X) is proven byshowing that 9c0:T ransA(c; x; c0; y) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X| which is equivalent to 9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) _ J�K(c; x) = ;)^ (c0; i; o) 2 X | implies9c0:((c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 X) _ J�K(c; x) = ;To carry out the rest of the proof, we abbreviate (c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) to �(c0), J�K(c; x) = ;to �, and (c0; i; o) 2 X to (c0). We transform the original predicate to:9c0:(�(c0) _ �) ^ (c0), 9c0:(�(c0) ^ (c0)) _ (� ^ (c0)), (9c0:�(c0) ^ (c0)) _ (9c0:� ^ (c0)), (9c0:�(c0) ^ (c0)) _ (� ^ (9c0:(c0)))) 9c0(�(c0) ^ (c0)) _ �This concludes the �rst part of the proof. In the case that A is responsive, i.e. J�K(c; x) =; is equal to false, we get the accordance JAK = srJAK of the two semantics as � equalsfalse in this particular case. 2Proposition 4.1.2Let S1 and S2 be two arbitrary charts. If srJSiK = JSiK with i = 1; 2 then for S =dfS1 � L� S2 holds srJSK = JSK.Proof 14 We prove this proposition by showing that both srJSK � JSK and JSK � srJSKhold. First, we show srJSK � JSK. The semantics srJSK is de�ned as the greatest �xedpoint gfp(H) of the following function H:H =df �X:f(c; x&i; y&o) j 9c0:T ransS(c; x; c0; y) ^ (c0; i; o) 2 Xg
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4.1 Transition Relations
Thus, to show srJSK � JSK is equivalent to showing gfp(H) � JSK or, as gfp(H) ischaracterized bySfX jX � H(X)g, equivalently, 8X � H(X) : X � JSK. We dischargethis proof obligation by showing that 8X � H(X) : H(X) � JSK. The latter is provenby induction over the length of input and output streams in X. To that end, we haveto secure that this predicate is admissible. This is true because H is continuous withrespect to the power domain, as we limit ourselves to a �nite number of con�gurations,that is, jC(S)j < 1 for all charts S 2 S. The proof of the continuity of H then issimilar to the proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Thus, we take arbitrary X with X � H(X) and((c1; c2); x&i; y&o) 2 H(X), which is equivalent to9c01; c02:T ransS((c1; c2); x; (c01; c02); y) ^ ((c01; c02); i; o) 2 XThis is per de�nition of TransS equivalent to9c01; c02:(9y1; y2 : T ransS1(c1; (x [ yjL)jIn(S1); c01; y1) ^TransS2(c2; (x [ yjL)jIn(S2); c02; y2) ^y = y1 [ y2) ^ ((c01; c02); i; o) 2 XBy induction assumption this implies9c01; c02:(9y1; y2 : T ransS1(c1; (x [ yjL)jIn(S1); c01; y1) ^TransS2(c2; (x [ yjL)jIn(S2); c02; y2) ^y = y1 [ y2) ^ ((c01; c02); i; o) 2 JSKWe unfold ((c01; c02); i; o) 2 JSK applying the de�nition of JSK and get the equivalentcharacterization: 9c01; c02:(9y1; y2 : T ransS1(c1; (x [ yjL)jIn(S1); c01; y1) ^TransS2(c2; (x [ yjL)jIn(S2); c02; y2) ^y = y1 [ y2) ^9o1; o2:(o = o1 d o2 ^(c01; (i d ojL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 JS1K ^(c02; (i d ojL)jIn(S2); o2) 2 JS2K)The premise of this proposition tells us that srJSiK = JSiK. If we additionally apply therecursive de�nition of the srJSiK, the above predicate is equivalent to9y1; y2; o1; o2 : y = y1 [ y2 ^o = o1 d o2 ^(c1; ((x [ yjL)&(i d ojL))jIn(S1); y1&o1) 2 srJS1K ^(c2; ((x [ yjL)&(i d ojL))jIn(S2); y2&o2) 2 srJS2KNote that care has to be taken when moving the existential quanti�er that binds c01and c02 through the conjunction. However, in this case it is no problem at all, as the c0i
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4 Formal Veri�cation
occur only in the part of the formula that is a�ected by the application of the recursiveformula of srJSiK. The above formula is per de�nition of the step-wise union operatord on streams equivalent to9y1; y2; o1; o2 : y = y1 [ y2 ^o = o1 d o2 ^(c1; ((x&i) d (y&o)jL)jIn(S1); y1&o1) 2 srJS1K ^(c2; ((x&i) d (y&o)jL)jIn(S2); y2&o2) 2 srJS2KFurthermore, we use srJSiK = JSiK and transform the above predicate equivalently, usingthe de�nition of JSK, to ((c1; c2); x&i; y&i) 2 JSK, which concludes the \�" direction ofthe proof.Now, we show JSK � srJSK. It is su�cient to prove JSK � H(JSK). Let ((c1; c2); x&i; y&o)2 JSK. Unfolding the de�nition of JSK and using the equalities JSiK = srJSiK, we have:9y1; y2; o1; o2 : y = y1 [ y2 ^o = o1 d o2 ^(c1; ((x&i) d (y&o)jL)jIn(S1); y1&o1) 2 srJS1K ^(c2; ((x&i) d (y&o)jL)jIn(S2); y2&o2) 2 srJS2Kwhich is due to the recursive de�nition of srJSiK equivalent to9y1; y2; o1; o2; c01; c02 : y = y1 [ y2 ^o = o1 d o2 ^TransS1(c1; (x [ yjL)jIn(S1); c01; y1) ^ (c01; (i d ojL)jIn(S1); o1) 2 srJS1K ^TransS2(c2; (x [ yjL)jIn(S1); c02; y2) ^ (c02; (i d ojL)jIn(S2); o2) 2 srJS2KUsing the equality srJSiK = JSiK once more and applying the de�nition of JSK we get:9y1; y2; c01; c02 : y = y1 [ y2 ^TransS1(c1; (x [ yjL)jIn(S1); c01; y1) ^TransS2(c2; (x [ yjL)jIn(S2); c02; y2) ^ ((c01; c02); i; o) 2 JSKFinally, we apply the de�nition of TransS and have:9c01; c02:T ransS((c1; c2); x; (c01; c02); y) ^ ((c01; c02); i; o) 2 JSKwhich is just the de�nition of H(JSK). 2
To prove that the two semantics for hiding coincide, that is, srJSK � JSK impliessrJ[S]KK � J[S]KK and srJSK = JSK implies srJ[S]KK = J[S]KK for an arbitrary sig-nal set K follows directly from the de�nitions of JSK and srJSK.
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4.2 Model Checking
As we have seen in the propositions above, the two semantics J:K and srJ:K are equiv-alent for responsive speci�cations. Furthermore, as our semantic interpretation of non-responsiveness is chaos, we would have to encode this chaos explicitly in the inputlanguage of the model checker if we admitted non-responsive speci�cations for modelchecking (see also the discussion in Section 1.1). Therefore, the remainder of this thesisis restricted to responsive �-Chart speci�cations.Now, we have the formal justi�cation that the two semantics we use to express thebehavior of reactive systems coincide. This is a prerequisite to guarantee that a systemthat has been incrementally developed using the re�nement calculus is equivalent to thesystem that is formally veri�ed. The following section applies the systematic translationscheme to two speci�c model checking tools and shows how to establish model checkingfor �-Charts.
4.2 Model Checking
In the previous section, we have de�ned the semantics of �-Charts in terms of therelational �-calculus to provide a mathematical basis for formal veri�cation by modelchecking. Before explaining model checking for �-Charts in more detail, we give a briefintroduction to the basic ideas of this technology.Having de�ned the behavior of a reactive system with �-Charts, we are interested in�nding out whether our speci�cation ful�lls important system properties. For the centrallocking system, such properties are, for example, that the doors will always eventuallybe locked when the driver wants to lock his or her car from outside by a key. Aneven more vital property to the driver is that the locking system always unlocks allcar doors automatically in the case of an accident. To formally verify these or otherconditions by model checking, we have to use an appropriate language. Temporal logicsare convenient formalisms for specifying such requirements of systems with a complextemporal behavior [Sch97]. There are a lot of di�erent versions temporal logics whichdi�er in both their semantics and their expressiveness (see [Eme90] for a good overview).A further di�erence is the modeling of time: for discrete systems discrete points of timeare considered, but for hybrid systems, for instance, temporal logics with a continuousmodel of time are needed [Sta97]. The most frequently used discrete temporal logicsare the branching time logic CTL [CE81], the linear time logic LTL [Pnu77], and theirsuperset CTL� [EH86]. To model check a system property ' of a speci�cation S, we haveto have a model of our speci�cation S. A model M(S) of the just mentioned temporallogics is often given as a certain class of �nite state transitions diagrams, called Kripkestructures [Eme90]. Model checking now is nothing more than proving that ' holds inM(S) or, more formally, M(S) j= '. If we use BDD [Bry86] based techniques for modelchecking we speak of symbolic model checking [McM93].For model checking, a growing number of tools, sometimes commercial, but often publicdomain, exists that either work with symbolic [McM93] or explicit encodings [GW94] for
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both models and properties. In [BCM+90], symbolic model checking with BDDs based onthe �-calculus has been proposed as a general framework for various veri�cation problemslike veri�cation of LTL and CTL formulae and proofs for bisimulation equivalence andlanguage containment. By the aid of a �-calculus model checker like �cke, for instance,all these veri�cation tasks can be included within one single tool [Bie97b]. In addition,there exist some applications, like the semantics we presented in [PS97a], that need theexpressiveness of the �-calculus [PS97b].To demonstrate that �-Charts are not only an elegant theoretical framework, but alsoa realistic software engineering language for the design of reactive systems, we haveimplemented our semantics within two di�erent model checking tools: �cke [Bie97a] andSMV [McM93]. We have chosen �cke since it is based on the relational �-calculus andwe therefore get, up to some �ne tuning, a nearly one-to-one encoding of the initialand transition relations of Section 4.1. Also in [Lev97], it has been demonstrated thatthe propositional �-calculus is appropriate for the veri�cation of temporal and real-timeproperties of Statecharts. There, a compositional proof system has been developed fordeciding whether a Statechart, whose semantics is de�ned by a process language that isvery similar to the one of [PS91], satis�es a �-calculus formula.However, �cke was developed within the scope of a single PhD thesis and thereforecontinual support is not guaranteed. Another disadvantage of �cke is that the generatedcounter examples and witnesses are hard to grasp. Moreover, its veri�cation runtime is,for our �-Charts examples, a bit slower than, for instance, the one of the SMV modelchecker.This slow-down is not surprising since many successful applications and case studiesused model checkers with less expressive languages than the �-calculus [Bie97b]; forspecial purpose languages optimized veri�cation tools can be easily built [BCM+90].The model checker for Unity [Kal96], a programming theory that combines a simple,but yet expressive temporal logic with a programming notation that is suited for theformal speci�cation, design, and analysis of concurrent programs is just one of manyexamples.In the �rst place, SMV was designed to model check hardware designs. Hardware, con-sisting of combinational logic and registers, has, similar to �-Charts, also a synchronoussemantics. Therefore, it is near at hand to use a tool that already makes use of the syn-chrony concept. In particular, SMV's module concept coincides with the instantaneous,synchronous composition operator of �-Charts. On the other hand, for languages withinterleaving semantics like I/O automata [M�ul98], for instance, it is more appropriateto use tools that also implement an interleaving semantics, like Spin [GW94].Furthermore, the �-calculus is not very comprehensible and therefore not suited fordirect use by software engineers. As a consequence, we decided to provide a translationscheme for a second model checker and have chosen SMV. In contrast to �cke, SMVuses �xed BDD variable orderings for current and next state variables and specializedalgorithms for the computation of the states that are reachable within one transitionstep [Bie97b]. In the sequel, we discuss both encodings.
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4.2.1 Short Introduction to Mucke
Recently, several veri�cation tools for the �-calculus have been developed [CR94, Bie97b].In this thesis, we have decided to use �cke [Bie97b]. In the following, we show how aspeci�cation in �-Charts can be encoded in �cke, and how the encoding can be used forproperty veri�cation. We start with a brief introduction to �cke that is a prerequisitefor a better understanding of the encoding.As we already have noted, the �-calculus is not very comprehensible. Therefore, it shouldnot be used directly by software engineers. Rather, a front end that translates a speci�cformal speci�cation into the �-calculus should be aspired [Bie97b]. In the next section,we will give such a translation scheme for �-Charts. To ease automatic code generationof �cke code, its input language is similar to the programming language C. It allows thede�nition of �-calculus formulae, compiler hints like �xing of variable orderings, and thedeclaration of variables.The supported datatypes include Booleans, enumerations, bounded intervals of the nat-ural numbers, vectors, and algebraic products that are de�ned with a construct \class"that is similar to \struct" in C. Currently, �cke does not support non-Boolean func-tions or types corresponding to the algebraic sum (\union" in C). Notice that thoughallowing in principle arbitrary values in Z for �-Chart speci�cations, we have to restrictourselves to �nite intervals of Z in order to get descriptions that can be model checked.Relations are de�ned as Boolean-valued functions in �cke. In the �-calculus, the leastand greatest �xpoint operators are used to recursively de�ne relations. As in C, �ckepermits recursion by writing the relation's name at the right-hand side of the relation'sde�nition. In addition, the keywords mu or nu have to precede the de�nition to indicatewhether the least or greatest �xpoint is intended. In �cke (and also in SMV) syntax, &,|, !, ->, and <-> denote Boolean conjunction, disjunction, negation, implication, andequivalence, respectively.Besides these language constructs there are also other syntactic elements that do notbelong to the �-calculus, but can be considered as additional annotations. One of thoseare hints for variable orderings. Internally, �cke uses BDD [Bry86] algorithms to evaluateformulas. The variable ordering for the BDDs is computed automatically. However, inmany cases it is impossible to generate good orderings automatically, but �cke here o�ersa good remedy. It is possible to give \hints" in the input �les about the ordering andinterleaving of variables. There exist, for example, commands to arrange variables insequential (x < y) or interleaved ( x ~+ y) ordering. A detailed treatment of variableorderings can be found in [Bie97a].Further annotations that are supported are commands to dump the number of variableassignments that ful�ll a certain Boolean function or the size of the BDD that representsa function. Moreover, counter examples and witnesses can be generated and there arestill further possibilities, which are not listed here.
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4.2.2 Encoding in Mucke
In this section, we illustrate a translation scheme for �-Charts to �cke. To this end, wedirectly use the semantics as discussed above. The translation is performed top-downfollowing the structure of �-Charts. For each construct a con�guration datatype, aninitialization predicate, and a transition relation is de�ned.
SignalsFor both the external and internal signals that occur in the speci�cation, a single type isde�ned. While two separate types might seem more natural, the single type helps withthe variable ordering used by �cke, and makes the internal representation more e�cient.Whenever a signal s is present, the corresponding Boolean variable vs equals true, andfalse otherwise. Each signal that occurs in a speci�cation must be declared in �cke asshown by the central locking system example:

class Signals {/* Internal and external signals: */bool crash; bool open; bool close; bool ignition;bool lmr; bool rmr; bool ldn; bool rdn;bool lup; bool rup; bool ready;/* Master/slave interaction: */bool go_normal;bool go_lockg; bool go_unlg;bool go_left_down; bool go_left_up; bool go_right_down;bool go_right_up;};
Sequential AutomataFor each sequential automaton, two state types are introduced. One, the vertex, is anenumeration type that represents the control state. The second type is a product typefor the chart's complete con�guration. It contains, if necessary, the data state in additionto the control state. Since the locking system is speci�ed without data states, this typeconsists of the vertex only. The encoding of the Control's states looks like this:

enum ControlVertex { Normal, Crash };class ControlState { ControlVertex c; };
In addition, for every automaton two predicates are de�ned: the �rst predicate char-acterizes the initial con�guration of the automaton. Initial con�gurations restrict thecontrol state to the default state of the automaton and also restrict the data components,if used.
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bool ControlInit(ControlState s, Signals i, Signals o)( s.c = Normal & (( i.crash & o.go_normal & o.lup & o.rup) |(!i.crash & o.go_normal & !o.lup & !o.rup)));

The Boolean function ControlInit determines that Normal is the initial control stateof Control. Particular attention is directed to the second part of its conjunction: itis needed to reduce the number of initial variable assignments. Since we deal with in-stantaneous feedback, also in the very �rst instant, i.e. when the system starts to react,input and output signals can be present. However, not all possible signal combinationsare feasible. Hence, we have to restrict the initial state to input/output signal relation-ships that are intended by the speci�cation. Taking a look at our running example,we notice that a feasible initial signal combination implies that either crash, lup, andrup are present, or none of them. To the action parts of all outgoing transitions ofstate Normal signals for master/slave interaction have to be added. Therefore, alsothe Boolean variable o.go_normal, which is sent from master to slave in order to modelhierarchical decomposition (see Section 2.5.1) has to be considered.The second predicate de�nes the transition relation over the current con�guration s,the successor con�guration t, and input and output signal sets i and o. The relationis a disjunction of the individual transition conditions, together with a condition thatrestricts the automaton's outputs. The latter is necessary as automaton A should notbe able to produce any output signals other than those speci�ed in its output interfaceO(A).
bool ControlTrans(ControlState s, Signals i, Signals o, ControlState t)s ~+ t, i ~+ o, i < s( ( s.c=Normal & i.crash & o.go_normal & o.lup & o.rup & t.c=Crash| s.c=Normal & !i.crash & o.go_normal & !o.lup & !o.rup & t.c=Normal| s.c=Crash & !o.go_normal & o.lup & o.rup & t.c=Crash)& !o.crash & !o.close & !o.open& !o.lmr & !o.rmr & !o.ldn & !o.rdn & !o.ready& !o.go_lockg & !o.go_unlg & !o.go_left_down& !o.go_left_up & !o.go_right_down & !o.go_right_up);

Note the three expressions after the transition relation's header: these are variableordering hints for �cke. They indicate that the variables for current and successorcon�guration, as well as the input and output signal variables should be interleaved.Moreover, the input (and thus also the output) variables are strictly ordered before thecon�gurations. Whenever nothing is said about certain variables the checker is free to
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use its heuristics to compute their position in the BDD for the corresponding transitionrelation.
Composition and HidingThe con�guration of a �-Chart S that consists of n 2 N sequential automata is de-�ned as algebraic product of the con�gurations of the sub-charts. For Control this isdemonstrated in the sequel:

class ControlAllState {ControlState conf_control;NormalState conf_normal;LockgState conf_lockg;UnlgState conf_unlg;};
As we have seen in Section 4.1, the initial predicate InitS for the chart S is simply thelogical conjunction of the initial predicates of all its sub-charts. Hence, the initializationof Control reads as follows:

bool ControlAllInit(ControlAllState s, Signals i, Signals o)( ControlInit(s.conf_control,i,o)& NormalInit(s.conf_normal,i,o)& LockgInit(s.conf_lockg,i,o)& UnlgInit(s.conf_unlg,i,o));
The encoding of TransS in �cke is similar. As top level transition relation encoded in�cke we get:

bool ControlAllTrans(ControlAllState s, Signals i, Signals o,ControlAllState t)s ~+ t, i ~+ o, i < s( exists Signals i1, Signals i2, Signals i3, Signals i4,Signals o1, Signals o2, Signals o3, Signals o4 .( ControlTrans(s.conf_control,i1,o1,s.conf_control)& NormalTrans(s.conf_normal,i2,o2,s.conf_normal)& LockgTrans(s.conf_lockg,i3,o3,s.conf_lockg)& UnlgTrans(s.conf_unlg,i4,o4,s.conf_unlg)
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& (i1.crash <-> i.crash) /* I(Control) */& (i2.ready <-> o.ready) /* I(Normal) */& (i2.close <-> i.close)& (i2.open <-> i.open)& (i2.go_normal <-> o.go_normal)& (i3.lmr <-> i.lmr) /* I(Lockg) */& (i3.rmr <-> i.rmr)& (i3.go_lockg <-> o.go_lockg)& (i4.lmr <-> i.lmr) /* I(Unlg) */& (i4.rmr <-> i.rmr)& (i4.go_unlg <-> o.go_unlg)& (o.crash <-> (o1.crash | o2.crash | o3.crash | o4.crash))& (o.close <-> (o1.close | o2.close | o3.close | o4.close))...& (o.go_right_up <-> (o1.go_right_up | o2.go_right_up |o3.go_right_up | o4.go_right_up))) {alloccs i ~+ i1, i ~+ i2, i ~+ i3, i ~+ i4,o ~+ o1, o ~+ o2, o ~+ o3, o ~+ o4});

Doing ProofsThe �-calculus has the nice feature that system and requirements speci�cation can bewritten in the same language. Though this is on the one hand very comfortable andconvenient to compare or combine orthogonal system views, it has some drawbacks onthe other hand.Simple properties such as reachability can be straightforwardly expressed in the �-calculus; others are usually easier formulated in the more specialized and compact andtherefore also more readable temporal logics, such as CTL, CTL�, or LTL. Formulaein these logics can be schematically translated into the �-calculus. A translation of thebranching-time logic CTL into the �-calculus is described in [McM93]. Translations forCTL� and LTL can be found in [Dam94].In the following, we present some vital properties of the central locking system. We willjustify the fact that formal veri�cation is absolutely necessary to guarantee that criticalproperties of a reactive system are really ful�lled by the speci�cation. We will see thatsome properties which the reader might think are valid for our running example arein fact not true. All system requirements that are formulated in the sequel have beenchecked with �cke and SMV. For both veri�ers this took only a couple of seconds, whereSMV found the proofs even faster than �cke. The experimental results are summarizedin Table 4.1: here, the number of BDD nodes representing the top level transitionrelation and the runtimes are given. SMV used 0.73 seconds user time and merely 0.06
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4 Formal Veri�cation
seconds system time for both building the BDDs for the top level transition relationand checking all system properties discussed in this section. The tool �cke allows amore detailed calculation of the used resources: it required 6.04 seconds to build theBDDs and 3.24 seconds to perform the subsequent model checking. All results havebeen computed on a Sparc Ultra 2 Model 2200 from Sun with two 200 MHz processorsand 512 MB main memory, 530 MB virtual memory, and Sun OS 5.5.1.

Criterion �cke SMVBDD nodes [integer] 1405 874Runtime [seconds] 6.04 + 3.24 0.73 (0.06)
Table 4.1: Experimental results (�cke and SMV)

We start with a simple predicate to check whether a given con�guration is reach-able. Reachability can be de�ned as a least �xpoint with the following formula, whereTopState, TopInit, and TopTrans denote the con�guration (data and control state) ofthe entire system, its initial, and its transition relations:
mu bool Reach(TopState s)(exists Signals i, Signals o . TopInit(s,i,o)) |(exists TopState r, Signals ii, Signals oo.Reach(r) & TopTrans(r,ii,oo,s));

The �cke encoding can also be used to check a speci�cation for determinism. In �cke,this condition is formulated as follows:forall Signals i, Signals o1, Signals o2,TopState s, TopState t1, TopState t2 .(Reach(s) & TopTrans(s,i,o1,t1) & TopTrans(s,i,o2,t2)) ->(o1 = o2 & t1 = t2);
As the reader may already have observed, the original version of the locking system is notdeterministic. The reason for this is found quickly: for instance, each of the automataMotorLeft, MotorRight, Down, or Up contains non-deterministic transitions.In the formula above for checking determinism, we only considered reachable con�gu-rations. Thus, our condition is stronger and more precise than syntactic determinismchecks. On the other hand, the computation of reachable states can be computationallyexpensive for larger speci�cations, especially when local data states are used.Next, we will prove the most critical property of the locking system, that is, wheneverthe signal crash is present in one instant, eventually both doors will be unlocked. This
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has to be true for all possible system behaviors. This property can be formalized inCTL (AG and AF stand for \always globally" and \always eventually", respectively):AG(crash) AF (LeftDoorUnlocked ^ RightDoorUnlocked))where LeftDoorUnlocked and RightDoorUnlocked are Boolean predicates that encodesystem con�gurations where the left and right door are unlocked, respectively. In �cke,this CTL formula reads as follows:

mu bool AF_Unlocked(TopState s)(s.conf_controlall.conf_unlg.c = Both) |(forall TopState t, Signals i, Signals o . TopTrans(s,i,o,t) ->AF_Unlocked(t));nu bool AGAF_Crash(TopState s)(forall Signals i . i.crash ->(s.conf_motorall.conf_motorleft.conf_motorupleft.c = Stop |(forall Signals o, TopState t . TopTrans(s,i,o,t) ->AF_Unlocked(t)))) &(forall Signals ii, Signals oo, TopState tt .TopTrans(s,ii,oo,tt) -> AGAF_Crash(tt));Forall TopState s, Signals i, Signals o . (TopInit(s,i,o) ->AGAF_Crash(s));
For the central locking system �cke indeed could prove that this requirement is ful�lled.Another interesting question is whether the doors eventually are unlocked in a less criticalsituation, i.e. when the driver simply turns the key to enter the car. This requirementreads similarly:

mu bool AF_Unlocked'(TopState s)(s.conf_controlall.conf_normal.c = Unlocked) |(forall TopState t, Signals i, Signals o . TopTrans(s,i,o,t) ->AF_Unlocked'(t));
nu bool AGAF_Unlocked(TopState s)(forall Signals i . i.open ->(s.conf_controlall.conf_normal.c = Unlocked |(forall Signals o, TopState t . TopTrans(s,i,o,t) ->AF_Unlocked'(t)))) &(forall Signals ii, Signals oo, TopState tt .TopTrans(s,ii,oo,tt) -> AGAF_Unlocked(tt));Forall TopState s, Signals i, Signals o . (TopInit(s,i,o) ->AGAF_Unlocked(s));
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4 Formal Veri�cation
However, this property is not true. Taking a look at Figure 2.3 again, we see thereason for that: the doors can be unlocked only when they have been locked previously.Strengthening the above implication premise i.open in AGAF_Unlocked to

i.open & s.conf_controlall.conf_normal.c = Locked
we get a true predicate. This shows us that though the speci�cation of our lockingsystem almost �ts on one single page, already for simple properties we cannot be surewhether they are valid or not as long as we do not verify them formally. Hence, we seeagain how important it is to have a precise formal semantics for a description technique.Even more interesting is the following case: we might expect that a similar statementas for unlocking the car can be made for closing it. Thus, whenever the signal close ispresent, initiated, say, by pressing a button inside the car, we would suppose that inany case eventually the doors will be locked. This is, for instance, an important featureto prevent car napping when waiting in front of tra�c lights. Substituting in the abovetwo formulae for unlocking each occurrence of Unlocked by Locked and vice versa, weget a �-calculus formalization of this attribute.However, this property is false, i.e. there may be situations where pressing the lockingbutton does not in any case yield the desired action. However, the car passengers mightbe quite grateful that this is the case. The mistake we made was to forget the Crashfunctionality: while the motors are still closing the doors, there might be an accident thatinitiates the crash sensor. As a consequence, the closing process has to be interruptedand the doors have to be unlocked. Again, we notice how important formal veri�cationtechniques are to understand a speci�cation and all its implications for safety criticalsituations.
4.2.3 Short Introduction to SMVAs SMV is in widespread use and better known as �cke, we only give a very scarceintroduction. The SMV system is a tool for symbolic model checking of �nite statesystems against speci�cations in CTL [McM93]. Hence, in contrast to �cke, SMV makestwo di�erent languages available for the system and requirement speci�cation. On theone hand, requirements are de�ned in CTL. On the other hand, systems are speci�edin a specialized language, which �ts for describing concurrent �nite state systems andprotocols.This language resembles the synchronous data ow language Lustre [HCRP91, HFB93,Hal93a, Hal93b, BCLH93] to some extent. SMV provides two di�erent styles to specifystate transition systems. In the parallel assignment style, a program can be viewed asa system of equations whose solutions determine the system's next state. SMV stillo�ers a second description style that allows to specify transition relations directly aspropositional formulae in terms of the current and the next values of the state variables.
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This is, however, not considered to be a good means to specify systems by hand becauseit can seduce the user to formulate inconsistent programs through logical absurdities.Rather, this more exible mechanism may be useful to write front-end translators fromother languages to SMV. As a consequence, we also use this technique.Apart from the similarity with Lustre, SMV also provides further concepts, like non-determinism, that are not included in Lustre. It allows modular descriptions andtherefore the de�nition of re-usable components. In �-Charts, we can make extensiveuse of this feature since many sub-charts, like the charts for Lockg, Unlg, Down,and Up of the locking system, have a generic nature. The main module has a similarmeaning as in the programming language C. Finite scalar types are the only basic datatypes. Structured data types are also at our disposal. In contrast to �cke, SMV providesno user interface for adjusting BDD variable orderings. Likewise for �cke, we have torestrict ourselves to �nite intervals of Z in order to get descriptions that can be modelchecked.
4.2.4 Encoding in SMVTo carry out the encoding of our semantics in SMV, we follow in principle the samesteps as for �cke. Signals are encoded as Boolean variables. In contrast to �cke, we donot have to de�ne a globally accessible class for signals. Rather, we include each inputand output signal of a speci�c automaton as extra formal parameter in the module thatimplements this automaton.Also di�erent from �cke, the predicates InitS and TransS of an automaton S are col-lected in one single module and not as separate functions. However, up to variablerenamings that are enforced by the tool, these predicates are identical in SMV and �cke.

MODULE control(c,l,r,go) -- c: input signalVAR state: {Normal,Crash}; -- local variablel: boolean; -- output signalr: boolean; -- output signalgo: boolean; -- output signalINITstate=Normal & (( c & go & l & r) |(!c & go & !l & !r))TRANSstate=Normal & c & go & l & r & next(state)=Crash| state=Normal & !c & go & !l & !r & next(state)=Normal| state=Crash & !go & l & r & next(state)=Crash
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4 Formal Veri�cation
Notice that, di�erent from the �cke encoding, the explicit negation of all those signalvariables which are not in the output interface of the corresponding automaton is notnecessary. This is justi�ed by the fact that not the entire signal class is used here asinput parameter of an automaton's module, but only those from the automaton's inputand output interfaces.For every single automaton a module similar to the one pictured above is constructed.Finally, these modules are combined in the main module as described in the sequel:

MODULE mainVARcrash: boolean;close: boolean;open: boolean;ignition: boolean;SC: control(crash,lup_sc,rup_sc,go_normal);SCN: normal(go_normal,close,open,ready,ldn,rdn,lup_scn,rup_scn,go_lockg,go_unlg);SCNL: unlg_lockg(go_lockg,lmr,rmr,ready_scnl);SCNU: unlg_lockg(go_unlg,lmr,rmr,ready_scnu);SL: motor(lup,ldn,ready,go_left_down,go_left_up);SLD: down_up(go_left_down,lmr_sld);SLU: down_up(go_left_up,lmr_slu);
SR: motor(rup,rdn,ready,go_right_down,go_right_up);SRD: down_up(go_right_down,rmr_srd);SRU: down_up(go_right_up,rmr_sru);DEFINEready := ready_scnl | ready_scnu;lmr := lmr_slu | lmr_sld;rmr := rmr_sru | rmr_srd;lup := lup_sc | lup_scn;rup := rup_sc |rup_scn;

Here, the three external input signals, crash, close, open, and ignition are declaredand the automata modules are instanciated; notice that we repeatedly use the modulesunlg_lockg, motor, and down_up. Thus, syntactically, the �cke encoding is more thanthrice as long as the one of SMV.The DEFINE part is needed for the formalization of multicasting. SMV uses a muchmore specialized language than the �-calculus in �cke: the module concept of SMV onlyprovides a channel-oriented communication mechanism. Since messages in �-Charts are
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multicast, we have to carry out a workaround. Remember that one of the basic ideasof SMV is to consider a program as a set of equations. This fact implies the followingrestriction: though a signal, represented by a Boolean variable, can be used as currentinput parameter of more than one module, only at least one module can have a signalas current output parameter. In the running example, ready, lmr, rmr, lup, and rupare of this kind.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown a scheme for the systematic translation of �-Chart speci�-cations to arbitrary model checking tools. This translation scheme requires the de�nitionof �-Charts' semantics by transition relations. We have proven that the relational stepsemantics developed in this chapter and the stream semantics of Chapter 2 coincide forexactly those speci�cations, where at least one possible reaction for each input signaland each control state of every sequential automaton has been de�ned by the user. Thisrestriction is important in order to reduce the number of transitions of the �nal Kripkestructure and therefore to guarantee e�cient model checking. Apart from the princi-pal translation scheme for arbitrary model checkers by giving the semantics in formof transition relations, we also have shown exemplarily how speci�cations in �-Chartscan be translated automatically to the input languages of two automatic proof systems,the more general veri�er �cke that is based on the relational �-calculus and the modelchecker SMV that is primarily used for veri�cation of hardware and clock synchronouslanguages.
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Up to now, our method for design with Statecharts covers the system developmentphases system description, re�nement, and formal veri�cation. What is still missing areguidelines how to implement a design on one processor or even on a processor network.Aiming at partitioning a speci�cation and later on implementation on a distributed tar-get architecture, we are faced with many theoretical and practical problems. In principle,two general questions are of interest. The �rst and central requirement is: is the behav-ior described by the speci�cation una�ected by this partitioning? In addition, we areinterested in knowing whether the real-time behavior of the distributed implementationis di�erent from the centralized implementation. Thus, the second question is: does thedistribution slow down reaction times or is the reaction accelerated?
This chapter addresses the problem of partitioning and gives an answer to the �rstquestion. It is organized as follows: �rst, in Section 5.1, we show how the formalsemantics of Section 2.4.3 has to be interpreted in order to understand the semantics ofcomposition as, possibly distributed, �xed point construction.
Second, in Section 5.2, we discuss problems that arise when a Statecharts design shallbe distributed. These problems can be caused by external stimuli from the systemenvironment, internal signals that are generated by distributed �xed point construction,or scanning of signal absences. In Section 5.3, we present a model to formally expressthe design's allocation on a processor network. Since this model is based on integerlinear programming, it also enables the designer to compute optimal solutions by toolassistance of the allocation problem with respect to an objective function if the solutionspace is not too large. Finally, the chapter on partitioning concludes with theoreticalwork on distributed �xed point construction.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to formally answer the aforementioned second ques-tion. Whether system reaction times are inuenced by distributed implementation ofspeci�cation cannot be treated with our behavioral semantics. Rather, this �eld is aninteresting topic for practical research of electrical engineers; it can be investigated byproviding good strategies for hardware measurements.
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5.1 Implementation-oriented Step Semantics
In this section, we formalize the step-wise behavior of a �-Charts speci�cation imple-mented on a distributed target architecture. Though the semantics de�ned in Section4.1 immediately can be taken as basis for centralized hardware or software implemen-tation | if the speci�cation is deterministic | as we will demonstrate in Section 6.1,this is not the case for distributed implementations. The reason for that is as follows:the transition relation presented in Section 4.1 completely hides multicasting obtainedby composition. The transition relation for composition TransS1�L�S2 can also be in-terpreted as transition relation of the product automaton of S1 and S2. Thus, in thecentralized implementation, no multicast communication is needed at all. As we will seein Section 6.1, we can in principle realize the logic formula TransS1�L�S2 as a whole onone single hardware block.However, if S1 and S2 shall be implemented on di�erent processors, we do no longer im-plement this transition relation on one single processor. Rather, we implement TransS1and TransS2 on di�erent processors, which interchange messages via multicasting. Hence,in contrast to the centralized realization of TransS1�L�S2, the logical multicasting nowbecomes a physical multicasting. As we are interested in reasoning about the interac-tion of physically separated �-Chart programs we also have to interpret this interactionon the semantic level. Questions that are of interest, are, for instance: is the com-munication deadlock-free; is the behavior of the distributed system the same as of thecentralized one? This is done by considering multicast communication as a least �xedpoint construction in the semantics.The semantics of �-Charts as de�ned in Section 4.1 is interpreted here in a fully func-tional way. It can be immediately executed by a suitable interpreter. Thus, we do notonly de�ne a theoretical semantics, but in addition provide a simple program for simu-lating and prototyping �-Charts. This is in contrast to existing tools like Statemate,where the semantic behavior of the prototyping tool sometimes di�ers from publishedStatecharts semantics. Even the authors of Statemate admit that Statemate's sim-ulation and dynamic tests tools, and its various code generators \execute a step undersomewhat di�erent circumstances" [HN96]. Furthermore, for Statemate Statechartstwo di�erent semantics are implemented [HN96, PU97]. One is called the \synchronoussemantics" that is mostly used when the system shall be implemented in hardware.Apart from this, there also exists an \asynchronous semantics" (do not confuse thesenotions with our terminology of Chapter 1), which is used to describe software.In our approach, there exists exactly one semantics that can be used to prototype andsimulate reactive systems. The step semantics for �-Charts presented in this sectionprovides just another perspective, but is better suited for explaining distributed imple-mentation. We will prove that it coincides with the stream semantics of Section 2.4.3 forresponsive and deterministic systems that do not introduce additional non-determinismthrough composition.For the completely speci�ed, that is, semantically deterministic sequential automata A
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we de�ne its step semantics, that is, its reaction between two consecutive instants by:stJAK(c; x) =df let f(c0; y)g = J�K(c; x) in (c0; y)where \let w = g in f" is a rephrasing of the lambda term (�w:f)g.For the de�nition of the step semantics for composition let S =df S1 � L � S2. Recallthat In(S) = (In(S1) [ In(S2))nL. The elements in L are exactly those signals thatpotentially can be sent to and received from S1 and S2. Mathematically, communicationin our case can be understood as iterative (Kleene) construction of a least �xed point. Inthis section, we show that this perception coincides with the original semantics de�nedin Section 2.4.3. In Section 5.4, we will analyze whether this �xed point also can becomputed in the case of a distributed implementation, when parts of this computationare executed on di�erent processors.Semantic feedback arises from this speci�c signal propagation mechanism. A transitiontriggered by a signal set x1 may generate the event x2 as an action, i.e. if x1 occurs, thetransition is taken and x2 occurs as next output set. A subset x02 of this set may nowtrigger other transitions. Again, signals x3 may be generated, which could trigger furthertransitions and so forth. Obviously, we get a chain reaction within one single instant. Inthis reaction, several transitions of interacting automata may be �red. However, recallthat each Mealy machine can only �re one of its transitions in one step. In the sequel,we formalize this explanation and present the step semantics for composition includingcommunication.The synchrony hypothesis [Ber89] demands that an action and the event causing thisaction occur at the same instant. As a consequence, the aforementioned chain reactioninstantaneously takes place. The signals in z generated by �-Chart S are intersectedwith the signals L to be fed back and then to be uni�ed with the external signals inx. This signal set is passed to S at the same instant of time. Mathematically, this isexpressed as follows.stJS1 � L� S2K((c1; c2); x) =dflet (c01; y1) = stJS1K(c1; xjIn(S1)nL [ lfp(fx)jIn(S1)\L);(c02; y2) = stJS2K(c2; xjIn(S2)nL [ lfp(fx)jIn(S2)\L)in ((c01; c02); y1 [ y2)where lfp(fx) is characterized as the least �xed point of the functionfx =df �z:�1(stJS1K(c1; xjIn(S1)nL [ zjIn(S1)\L)) [ �1(stJS2K(c2; xjIn(S2)nL [ zjIn(S2)\L))with respect to the subset ordering on signal sets. Here, �1 denotes the projection ofa tuple on its �rst component. To ease reading, we omit the con�guration (c1; c2) inthe abbreviation fx. Then z0 =df lfp(fx) is characterized as the least solution of thefollowing equation:z = �1(stJS1K(c1; xjIn(S1)nL [ zjIn(S1)\L)) [ �1(stJS2K(c2; xjIn(S2)nL [ zjIn(S2)\L))
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Here, the reader should not get confused: the least �xed point is adequate to denote thestabilization of the interaction between distributed components within one instant. How-ever, to formalize the stream semantics, that is, the complete I/O behavior of sequentialautomata as in Section 2.4.3, the greatest �xed point is needed. In the remainder of thissection, we yet will discuss if and when the step semantics of composition is well-de�ned.Of course, we have to verify whether the interpretation of multicasting as �xed pointcalculation coincides with the semantics used in the preceding sections. The importantdi�erence is that the semantics presented in Section 2.4.3 and Chapter 4 collect allpossible �xed points that exist (see Section 2.4.4), whereas the semantics presented inthis section merely chooses the least �xed point, if one exists. The following propositionformalizes this description.Proposition 5.1.1The transition relation TransS and the step semantics stJ:K can be related as follows forall completely speci�ed (deterministic and responsive) charts S 2 S.

� If S is the completely speci�ed sequential automaton (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) with�0 = f�0g then for all con�gurations c; c0 and all input/output events x=y:(c0; y) = stJSK(c; x), TransS(c; x; c0; y)
� For the composition S =df S1�L�S2 the following holds: If for all cn; c0n 2 C(Sn),x 2 I(S), and yn 2 O(Sn) with n = 1; 2(c0n; yn) = stJSnK(cn; xjIn(Sn)), TransSn(cn; xjIn(Sn); c0n; yn)then also((c01; c02); y1 [ y2) = stJSK((c1; c2); x)) TransS((c1; c2); x; (c01; c02); y1 [ y2) 2

Note that in the above proposition of the last item only the implication, but not theequivalence can be guaranteed. The reason is as follows: remember the pathologicalexamples of Section 2.4.4. In these examples, even if all automata involved were de-terministic, the composed chart need not necessarily to be, too, because unintendednon-determinism caused by instantaneous feedback could occur. Thus, TransS includesall existing �xed points, whereas stJSK only chooses the least one. This explains why weare only capable to deduce implication instead of equivalence. We now will carry outthe proof.Proof 15 This proof is done by structural induction over S.
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� For the �rst case we de�ne S = (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) with �0 = f�0g. As S isresponsive and deterministic, we can conclude that J�K(c; x) 6= ; holds and thatthere exist exactly one c0 and y such that (c0; y) 2 J�K(c; x) for all c and x. As aconsequence, we get: (c0; y) = stJ(I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)K(c; x), f(c0; y)g = J�K(c; x), TransS(c; x; c0; y)
� We now prove the second case of the structural induction. Let S =df S1 � L� S2and the premise be true. Furthermore, let (c1; c2); (c01; c02) 2 C(S), x 2 I(S), andy 2 O(S). Then ((c01; c02); y) = stJS1 � L� S2K((c1; c2); x) implies y = lfp(fx) andtherefore is, using the de�nitions for stJS1�L�S2K and TransS1�L�S2, equivalentto: , 9y1; y2:lfp(fx) = y1 [ y2 ^(c01; y1) = stJS1K(c1; xjIn(S1)nL [ lfp(fx)jIn(S1)\L)(c02; y2) = stJS2K(c2; xjIn(S2)nL [ lfp(fx)jIn(S2)\L), 9y1; y2:lfp(fx) = y1 [ y2 ^TransS1(c1; xjIn(S1)nL [ lfp(fx)jIn(S1)\L; c01; y1) ^TransS2(c2; xjIn(S2)nL [ lfp(fx)jIn(S2)\L; c02; y2), TransS1�L�S2((c1; c2); x; (c01; c02); lfp(fx))

2
As we already pointed out in Section 2.4.4, instantaneous feedback can imply semanticinconsistencies due to causality conicts. In the following, we will discuss by meansof the pathological examples known from Section 2.4.4, what these causality conictssemantically mean for the deterministic semantics we use for implementation. We willsee that several or no �xed points may exist. However, we will recognize that monotonicspeci�cations always have a well-de�ned step semantics, where a unique least �xed pointexists.
Existence of Several Fixed PointsLet us consider the example of Section 2.4.4 in Figure 5.1 again, where we �rst de�net1 = a=b and t2 = b=a. Table 5.1 shows the input/output behavior of fx. Obviously, forf; two �xed points, namely ; and fa; bg exist. For this reason, Argos [Mar92, MH96]would reject this chart as not being well-formed. Our approach di�ers in this point:as we have seen in Section 2.4.4, we can de�ne a stream semantics for this example byincluding all �xed points. Hence, the designer still has the possibility do modify thisspeci�cation to one that merely contains one �xed point by re�nement.
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Of course, this non-deterministic behavior is not implementable. Therefore, we haveto choose one of the �xed points. In case of the centralized implementation we couldchoose the least one of the two �xed points, with respect to the subset ordering � onsignal sets. This choice seems to be reasonable, because it coincides with the result weget when operationally computing the �xed point starting with the empty stimuli set.However, if we aim at implementing the automata with labels t1 and t2 on di�erentprocessors, we would get a deadlock situation since the (data driven) implementationof each automaton \waits" for a signal of its neighbor, which, however, never is sent.Without any additional stimulus, the system would therefore deadlock. Since deadlockscan cause critical situations in reactive systems, we have to avoid this adverse behavior.In Section 5.2.3, we will discuss a technique, based on so-called signal graphs, thatdetects speci�cations of this type.We will now demonstrate that it is indeed possible to re�ne the above example to aspeci�cation that merely contains one �xed point. According to the rule for interfacere�nement on Page 72, we extend the input interfaces of both automata in Figure 5.1to fa; cg and fb; cg, respectively. Moreover, we modify the transition labels t1 and t2to c ^ a=b and :c ^ b=a, respectively. It is not di�cult to see that the correspondingfunctions f; and ffcg now only have one single �xed point, namely ;. Thus, we recognizethat it is indeed possible to re�ne non-causal to causal speci�cations (see de�nitions inSection 5.2.3).

A Bt1
X Yt2fa; bg

Figure 5.1: Problems with �xed pointsIt is also possible to have several �xed points without having a least one. To demonstratethis, we modify t1 and t2 in Figure 2.11 to t1 = :a=b and t2 = :b=a, respectively. Table5.2 shows the input/output behavior of fx. This chart has both fag and fbg as �xedpoints for the empty input set. These �xed points are not comparable with respect tothe subset ordering �. Furthermore, ; is not a �xed point. Hence, a least �xed pointdoes not exist.The reason for this result is that ; � fbg, but f;(;) 6� f;(fbg), i.e. f; is not monotonicwith respect to the subset ordering � on signal sets. An equivalent observation canbe made for ffag and ffbg. Generally, fx may be non-monotonic if a signal occurs\negatively" in a trigger condition. However, as we have already pointed out, negationsof signals in trigger conditions are necessary to get deterministic automata. Whenever
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5.1 Implementation-oriented Step Semantics
z f;(z) ffag(z) ffbg(z) ffa;bg(z); ; fbg fag fa; bgfag fbg fbg fa; bg fa; bgfbg fag fa; bg fag fa; bgfa; bg fa; bg fa; bg fa; bg fa; bg

Table 5.1: Several �xed points for t1 = a=b and t2 = b=a
z f;(z) ffag(z) ffbg(z) ffa;bg(z); fa; bg fag fbg ;fag fag fag ; ;fbg fbg ; fbg ;fa; bg ; ; ; ;

Table 5.2: No least �xed point for t1 = :a=b and t2 = :b=a
fx is non-monotonic, a least �xed point may not exist. This may lead to an unde�nedsemantics. Therefore, this time we have to reject this kind of �-Charts. To \reject" heremeans that the compiler outputs an error message while performing semantic analysis.Also Argos would reject similar speci�cations. In general, using �-Charts, we can givea semantics for monotonic functions only. Otherwise, the �xed point computation (byKleene iteration) and thus the communication between distributed charts would possiblynot terminate.
For the original semantics in Section 2.4.3, we have demonstrated a possibility how forthese speci�cations nevertheless a well-de�ned semantics can be formalized and how asemantics can be given even to non-monotonic functions. Remember that this has beenachieved through non-determinism. With a non-deterministic semantics we can expressthat either fag or fbg is the observation in the current step/instant. For instance,choosing fag to be the semantics of this chart in the current instant would mean thatthe lower automaton in Figure 5.1 reacts faster than the upper.
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5 Partitioning
Non-existence of Fixed PointsA further problem is the possible non-existence of �xed points. We continue the examplepictured in Figure 5.1 by slightly modifying it to t1 = a=b, t2 = :b=a. Again, theinput/output behavior of fx is shown in Table 5.3.

z f;(z) ffag(z) ffbg(z) ffa;bg(z); fag fa; bg ; fbgfag fa; bg fa; bg fbg fbgfbg ; fbg ; fbgfa; bg fbg fbg fbg fbg
Table 5.3: No �xed point for for t1 = a=b and t2 = :b=a

Note that f; does not have any �xed point. Again, the reason is the non-monotonicityof fx. Hence, we require that the compiler rejects, that is, produces an error messagewhile analyzing the corresponding chart. Though we are unable to give a well-de�neddeterministic step semantics for this chart S, with the non-deterministic version of thissemantics of Section 2.4.3 we get JSK = ;.Altogether, we can observe that there indeed are cases when no well-de�ned step se-mantics can be given to a speci�cation. In theses cases, the function fx has been non-monotonic. As a consequence, to get guaranteed implementable speci�cations we restrictourselves to monotonic functions to ful�ll the premise for the theorem of Knaster andTarski (see Section 5.4). Non-monotonic charts are rejected of the compiler by seman-tic analysis. However, notice that successfully passing this analysis is just one steptowards correct implementations and does not yet guarantee deadlock free distributedimplementation in any case. Apart from the examples presented here, there may beother speci�cations, where all compositions are monotonic, but nevertheless cannot beimplemented. Examples of this type will be discussed in the following.
5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
In this section, we discuss the problems that potentially may occur when one tries topartition a design with Statecharts and to implement the di�erent parts on a proces-sor network. Problems of this type are the lack of a global clock for a loosely couplednetwork, communication deadlocks, and the scanning for signal absences in synchronouslanguages. Note that these aspects are not problematic in case of centralized implemen-tations, but are common to most synchronous languages.
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
5.2.1 MotivationPartitioning a speci�cation written in a synchronous language, we are faced with anumber of interesting problems that are common to most synchronous languages, suchas Esterel, Lustre, Signal, Argos, and �-Charts. In the following, we will discussthese problems in detail by means of �-Charts and present strategies to remedy them.These strategies provide partly automated solutions and partly syntactic restrictions tothe design process of reactive systems with synchronous languages. We begin with aclassi�cations of the envisaged problems and then sketch appropriate solutions.First, synchronous languages are based on a perfect synchronous time model; in particu-lar, the assumption is that all components of a speci�cation interact in lock-step. Whilethis assumption can be ful�lled when the speci�cation is implemented on centralizedand tightly coupled target architectures, respectively, this is not the case for loosely cou-pled systems. Distributed processors in embedded systems, as they occur in automobileindustry, are mostly loosely coupled: they communicate via one or several �eld busses,such as the CAN bus [Ets94], for instance. For these systems, we cannot longer assumethat all distributed components are triggered by one single global system clock. Hence,it is di�cult to guarantee that also distributed implementations of synchronous speci-�cations interact in lock-step. In particular, care has to be taken that all distributedcomponents start to react in the same instant. Since external input signals are respon-sible to start reaction in each step, we have to examine these signals and their mutualdependence in more detail. We will see that it is di�cult to argue about the relativepresence or absence of external signals. As a consequence, we require for distributedimplementation that each component can only scan single external input signals in eachinstant, but not groups of them.Second, while external signals are produced by the system environment, internal signalsare sent from other system components. As we will see later on, the classi�cation into ex-ternal and internal signals plays an important role in our analysis. If components writtenin a synchronous language are partitioned and implemented on a distributed architec-ture, the logical communication of the speci�cation becomes a physical communication.Now, it is important to guarantee that this communication, which possibly consists of anumber of sending and receiving actions and in which a number of components can beinvolved, does not have deadlocks.The third problem is common to external and internal signals. As a global clock is notavailable in loosely coupled systems, it is not possible for a distributed reactive systemto react on the absolute absence of a signal. The problem here is to decide when to reacton the absence of a signal.There are in principal two solutions for the �rst problem. First, we give syntacticrestrictions that help the designer to specify sequential automata in a way that theyalways react on just one single external input signal. However, for composed charts wecannot give easy-to-understand syntactic guidelines. Here, tool support is necessary. Wediscuss how this in principle has to look like. Since for some reactive systems it may
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5 Partitioning
be too restrictive to require that its distributed implementation merely reacts on thepresence of single signals, but also on the relative presence or absence of more than one,we sketch how this restriction can be weakened using additional information about theexternal signals of the environment.For the second problem we provide an algorithm to detect deadlocks that is similar tothe approach for causality analysis suggested by Esterel.Last but not least, we give syntactic guidelines that support the speci�er in writingspeci�cations that do not cause problems in case of distributed implemented due toscanning of absolute absence of external or internal input signals. In the following, wewill discuss these three problems and their solutions in more detail. To that end, we�rst give a classi�cation for input signals.
Input SignalsWhether a signal in the design is an internal signal or an external stimulus can bedecided with respect to the overall design of the chart S. Without loss of generality(see normal form), we assume that S has the form S1 � L � S2, that is, S1 � L � S2is the �-Chart speci�cation of the entire system under development. External stimuliare signals that are read from the sensors and internal signals are generated by any partof the speci�cation. We say that a signal is external with respect to S, whenever it iscontained in (In(S1) [ In(S2))nL. Signals in (In(S1) [ In(S2)) \ L are termed internalinstead.
5.2.2 Problems with External Input Signals
This section addresses problems of distributed implementation of reactive systems spec-i�ed with �-Charts that are caused by external signals. However, before we are ableto concentrate on distributed implementation we have to understand how a centralizedimplementation of these programs works. Later on, we will try to apply concepts ofcentralized implementation to distributed implementation.As we have already discussed, �-Charts assume, typically for synchronous languages, asynchronous implementation model. This model implies that for every single incomingand outgoing signal we must be able to determine in which instant it occurs, i.e. theremust be a total mapping from signals to instants. This mapping links the physicalenvironment time to the logical system time. In the implementation, this mapping willbe provided by the system interfaces.Figure 5.2 (inspired by [Gir94, CGP94, CFG95, CCGJ97]) shows an electronic controlunit (ECU) with four input interfaces A to D. Each of them receives external inputsignals from the sensors. Di�erent signal instances are distinguished by di�erent indicesin Figure 5.2. All signals arrive at the interfaces at speci�c, real-valued time points andcollected in one input queue according to the mapping that determines the instants in
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
which the signals occur. Therefore, the task of this mapping is to aggregate these signalsto sets of input signals, that is, to events as shown in Figure 5.2.

ECU
A
B
C
D

a1a2
b1

c1
b2

d1
fa1; b1gfa2; b2;c1; c2g

Instants

Figure 5.2: Centralized implementationIn the de�nition of the semantics, we have simply assumed that this mapping is known.The reality, however, is slightly more complicated. In the sequel, we will see that it is byno means trivial to determine this mapping. For better understanding, we �rst analyzehow reactive systems are executed by a centralized implementation. They interact withtheir environment in a cycle-oriented way:
1. They read the current input2. They react on this input, that is, perform an internal, for the environment invisibleaction3. They write the current output

In principle, these three steps are executed sequentially as long as the system is running.The interesting question now is when a cycle is started. This question corresponds one-to-one to the problem of �nding a mapping from signals to instants because all inputsignals that are collected in the same current input set are considered to occur in thesame instant.One could imagine three possibilities when a new cycle can be executed:
1. The preceding cycle terminates (demand driven implementation)2. An external clock triggers the system (demand driven implementation)3. New input on the sensor(s) is available (data driven implementation)
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5 Partitioning
The reader may agree that the behavior of a reactive system should never depend onthe performance of processors, interfaces, sensors, actors, or other devices. Instead, thebehavior should be the same as formulated in the mathematical semantics and identicalfor all possible implementations, independent of speed or number of processors used.As a consequence, it is not surprising that the implementation alternative (1) does notcome into question at all as it heavily depends on the reaction time. Thus, only thealternatives (2) and (3) remain.Solution of LustreFirst of all, we will analyze the implementation strategy of the synchronous data owlanguage Lustre and discuss to what extent it is applicable for �-Charts. Figure 5.2outlines the technique applied in [Gir94]. In Lustre, it is possible to de�ne relationsbetween inputs: exclusions, implications, clock constraints, and others. These relationssupplement the original Lustre program and must be ful�lled by the implementation,that is, more precisely, the interface. These relations prescribe to the interface whichinput signals are collected in the same instants. Moreover, if there are no relations atall, it is also possible to aggregate signals to events; in this case, the largest pre�x of theincoming signals including each input signal at most once is constructed and collectedin one instant. In Figure 5.2, this is fa1; b1g. The very next input, b2, cannot be addedto this set because the data ow language Lustre requires that subsequent occurrencesof a single signal must be distinguishable.The concept of simply collecting largest pre�xes that ful�ll the property that subsequentsignal instances must not be collected in on instant, is not suitable in non-data-ow lan-guages like Esterel or Argos. One of the attributes of them is just that parallelstatements and automata, respectively are allowed to produce the same signals instan-taneously using broadcasting. Thus, di�erent signal instances possibly must be collectedin one instant. In such cases, for non-Boolean signals, conicts occur that are solved byresolution functions [Ber96, Sch96b]. Also �-Charts in principle do not require that theoutput interfaces of all sequential automata are disjoint. However, as we will see in Sec-tion 5.4, it is advisable to limit ourselves to automata with disjoint output interfaces fordistributed implementation in order to guarantee distributed �xed point computationwithout loss of generality. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile investigating other techniquesto �nd an appropriate mapping from physical to logical time for �-Charts.Demand Driven ImplementationsLet us consider the implementation strategy (2). Here, we assume that we have anexternal clock signal as sketched in Figure 5.3. This clock signal has the property thatit occurs more frequently, that is, at a higher rate than any other signal. The idea toidentify one single signal which is responsible to cause a reaction also has been adoptedin the data ow language Signal.For Signal, Benveniste et al. [BG97] call a state transition system where the controlonly depends on the previous state, but not on the relative presence or absence of signals,
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ECU
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d1
fa1; b1gfa2; b2;c1; c2g

Instants

Etick tick
Figure 5.3: Centralized implementation with global clock

an endochronous state transition system. These systems have the advantage that testsfor relative absence or presence is not needed because only one external signal enablesa systems reaction at each instant.Systems that are not endochronous are called exochronous by Benveniste. However, it isalways possible to transform an exochronous system to an endochronous one by simplyadding a new environment signal s to the system speci�cation, which is assumed to bemore frequently present than any other environment signal considered so far. Hence, notests for mutual absence/presence of the other signals are needed anymore as we cantest for the absolute absence/presence of s now.However, choosing a clock-dependent implementation model, we have to remember thatevery transition can only be �red when a clock signal occurs. Hence, every transitiontrigger t actually means that t has to be true and in addition a clock tick (in [BG97], themost frequent signal s is equal to this tick) must occur; the overall transition conditionthen is t ^ tick instead of simply t as pictured in Figure 5.4 for the left motor of thecentral locking system (compare with Figure 2.3).
Down Off Upldn ^ ticklmr ^ tick lmr ^ ticklup ^ tick

Figure 5.4: Left motor with ticksIt is not hard to imagine that the overall behavior of a speci�cation including such aclock varies when moving to a faster or slower clock. Clearly, in such a speci�cation itis assumed implicitly that the implementation is fast enough so that the reaction canbe terminated within two clock cycles. There are speci�cations where a clock-oriented
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5 Partitioning
behavior is wanted, may be even needed like in a digital stop-watch (see Figure 2.9) orexamples with timeouts, for instance. However, there also may be speci�cations where itis not necessary to �x a clock-oriented behavior from the very beginning. Note, however,that we nevertheless have to deal with the problem of aggregating signals to events insuch cases, too.A further problem is the distribution of speci�cations including a global clock. As wehave shown above, every single transition can only be �red when a clock tick occurs.For a distributed implementation this means that each control unit that executes a partof the implementation must be aware of this clock signal. This can be solved by twodi�erent strategies.First, we can connect each electronic control unit by a wire to the global clock. However,for embedded systems this solution is hardly applicable, as physical wiring is complicatedand therefore expensive. As an example, let us assume that the global clock is locatedin the engine compartment of an automobile and that the control units for the powerwindows are located in the car's doors. In this case, clock wires from engine compartmentto doors would have to be installed, which is far away from being a cheap solution.Second, one could think of sending the clock signals via the bus. Due to the protocolsused in the marketable �eld bus systems, messages can be delayed. As receiving andsending of clock signals has to be carried out instantaneously, this is not a feasiblesolution. A more applicable solution would be to use local clocks for each control unitthat run at the same speed. Though using clocks that synchronize each other from timeto time is technically possible, we aim at a solution of this problem that works | undercertain circumstances | without clocks at all. How to achieve this goal will be thecontents of the following.Data Driven ImplementationsWe will motivate that it is indeed possible to implement reactive systems speci�ed with�-Charts without the usage of a global system clock. Whether a speci�cation ful�lls thisproperty depends on two facts. First, the speci�er has to meet certain methodologicalrequirements with respect to external input signals and second, a causality analysis forinternal input signals is needed.For external signals we require that the semantics of S =df S1 � L� S2 be independentof the reaction cycle's velocity. This can be guaranteed whenever a speci�cation hasequivalent behaviors for all non-empty external input events that can be ordered by thesubset ordering on sets. This implies that S only is allowed to react on single inputsignals, but not on sets of input signals. This is a rather strong condition, but rememberthat it has to hold merely if S will be implemented on a distributed architecture. Thiscondition is formally expressed by:8c 2 C(S); x; x0 2 I(S) : ; 6= x � x0 ) stJSK(c; x) = stJSK(c; x0) (5.1)This semantic predicate, which in particular requires deterministic speci�cations, en-sures that the �-Chart speci�cation S is independent of the scanning rate for external
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
inputs. In the following, we will see that this requirement can be weakened if additionalassumptions on the environment are made. It is now an interesting question to derivesyntactic requirements from this semantic property and to embed these requirements ina design method for engineers. However, it will turn out that for reasons of complexitywe cannot fully guarantee this property by methodological hints only. We will show towhich extent this is possible and when we must use additional machine support to �lterout speci�cations that do not satisfy this requirement.The above semantic requirement reduces the number of Boolean predicates over In(S)that can be used as valid trigger conditions. We show this in the sequel. The stimuli;, fag, fbg, and fa; bg are all events that are possible when the input interface of theMealy machine S consists of signals a and b; these events are ordered according to thesubset relation over the power domain.Due to the above requirement, events fa; bg, fag, and fbg must yield identical reactionsin each con�guration. The only Boolean predicate over fa; bg that performs this is thedisjunction a _ b. This heavily restricts the number of trigger conditions that are valid.In particular, the transition crash^ ignition of our central locking system in Figure 2.3would not be valid without any further assumptions on the relative presence betweenthe external stimuli crash and ignition.

XX YYt:t
Figure 5.5: Non-valid triggers for external stimuliTo give some examples of non-valid trigger conditions we take a look at the automatonA in Figure 5.5 with input interface fa; bg. To de�ne t as a ^ b, a ^ :b, a _ :b, oreven a yields non-valid triggers (see Table 5.4). Let us now analyze these triggers inmore detail. The trigger t = a ^ b causes troubles because it separates the events fa; bgfrom fag and fbg, respectively. To \separate" in this context means that the eventfa; bg triggers the transition labeled with t, whereas fag and fbg do not. More formally:stJAK(XX; fa; bg) 6= stJAK(XX; fag) = stJAK(XX; fbg). In practice, this implies thata \fast" implementation of the automaton pictured in Figure 5.5 with a fast scanningrate possibly would cause a state transition from state XX to YY and a slow scanningrate would force the automaton to remain in its XX state. A similar observation can bemade for the other triggers listed in Table 5.4.For sequential automata, we can give the following methodological guidelines for softwareengineers: if no additional relationships for external input signals are given, for eachsequential automaton A =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) and each of its states � 2 � thefollowing is required. The trigger conditions of all transitions with � as source state hasthe pattern t^ t0, where t has to be equivalent to Ws2In(A)nL s and t0 is an arbitrary termover local variables and/or internal signals. The shape of t0 is the subject of the followingsection. If, in contrast, additional signal assumptions are available, it su�ces to verify
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5 Partitioning
t fx 2 I(S) jx j= tg fx 2 I(S) jx j= :tga ^ b ffa; bgg f;; fag; fbgga ^ :b ffagg f;; fbg; fa; bgga _ :b f;; fag; fa; bgg ffbgga ffag; fa; bgg f;; fbggTable 5.4: Non-valid triggers for external stimuli

the weaker Condition 5.2 as shown above. However, it does not only depend on singleautomata whether the implementation is independent of the interface sampling speed.Rather, composed automata have to be veri�ed, too, since con�gurations do not onlyconsist of single machine states, but tuples of states of all composed automata. Figure5.6 shows an example.
AA BBa=b
XX YYc=d

Figure 5.6: Composition with non-valid triggersTo �nd out whether the composition of two or more automata ful�lls Requirement5.1, �rst all reachable con�gurations have to be computed. To do this is a much toocomplex and error-prone task to be done by paper and pencil. Therefore, we cannotgive any methodological hints in the case of composition. Rather, we recommend to useautomatic veri�cation techniques (see Section 4). As we will demonstrate in the verynext section, machine assistance is anyway necessary to compute causality relations ofinternal signals.It would be convenient for software engineers, if they could also use other predicates overexternal input events than merely disjunctions as required above. The sole possibilityto achieve this for distributed implementations without using a global clock is to intro-duce additional restrictions on the presence or absence of external inputs that excludecombinations of certain signals to events.We therefore de�ne �(S) � I(S) as the set of possible external input events for S. Each� 2 �(S) speci�es a set of external input signals that can occur simultaneously in oneinstant in the input interface of speci�cation S. This is a requirement to the environmentof S and means that it cannot deliver any external input events � 2 I(S)n�(S).
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
With this de�nition, the Requirement 5.1 can now for external input be weakened to:8c 2 C(S); x; x0 2 �(S) : ; 6= x � x0 ) stJSK(c; x) = stJSK(c; x0) (5.2)For example, if we de�ned �(S) =df f;; fbg; fa; bgg in the example pictured in Figure 5.5and Table 5.4, the trigger t = a^:b would be valid, if we de�ned �(S) =df f;; fag; fa; bggboth triggers t = a_:b and t = a would be valid, and if we de�ned �(S) =df f;; fag; fbggall triggers of Table 5.4 and Figure would be valid.As already mentioned, Lustre and Esterel provide calculi to express relationshipsbetween environment input signals. Rules that are possible in the calculus are, forinstance, mutual exclusion of certain signals and signal implication: a then b means thatwhenever signal a is present, then also signal b has to be; a xor b requires that therecannot be any event x such that both a and b are included in x. These relationships canbe expressed by means of possible external input events, too:a then b =) 8x 2 I(S) : (a 2 x) b 2 x)) x 2 �(S)a xor b =) 8x 2 I(S) : ((a 2 x ^ b 62 x) _ (a 62 x ^ b 2 x))) x 2 �(S)Signal relations together with the actual �-Chart speci�cation represent an assumption/-commitment or rely/guarantee like speci�cation style [St�95, SDW95, St�95, BS97]: ifthe signal assumptions are ful�lled by the implementation, a time independent behavioris guaranteed.
5.2.3 Problems with Internal Input SignalsUp to now, we have analyzed relationships between external signals. We have foundout that only under certain circumstances trigger conditions over these signals are valid.In this section, we will discuss relationships of internal signals, i.e. signals that are notproduced by the environment, but by any system component and are made available us-ing multicasting. The internal signals are possibly sent between distributed componentsthrough a communication medium according to their causality relationship. Therefore,for distributed implementation a causality analysis is needed.In the sequel, we de�ne a relation !� M � }(M) � }(M) �M for signals for eachreachable con�guration c of the overall system. This relation denotes the dependence ofthe presence of a signal on the presence or absence of other signals. Since this relationvaries from system con�guration to system con�guration, it has to be computed forevery single instant anew. It is de�ned as follows.De�nition 5.2.1 (Causality Relation for Internal Signals)If the presence of signal s in one instant implies the presence of signal s0 in the sameinstant under the condition that also all signals in the set p+ are present and all signalsin the set a� are absent, we say that s0 is causally dependent on s with respect to thepresence set p+ and the absence set a�. This relation is denoted by s!p+a� s0. 2
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5 Partitioning
Since this causality relation only deals with the presence of speci�c signals, it implicitlyrequires the monotonicity of the speci�cation in order to compute all existing causalityrelations of the speci�cation. However, as we have to limit ourselves to monotoniccharts anyway (see Section 5.4.2), this is in practice no restriction at all. Now, wedetermine this causality relation for �-Charts by structural induction over S, that is, forsequential automata and composition; the operator for signal hiding does not have tobe examined separately because this relation is identical for [S]K and S for all S 2 S.Since we consider relations within single instants, each relation only is valid for a speci�ccon�guration. We start with de�ning the causality relation for sequential automata.Let A =df (I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �) be a deterministic, sequential automaton and � 2 �its current control state. In state �, s0 is causally dependent on s with respect to thepresence set x, where s 62 x, and the absence set I(A)nx, if and only if there exist �0 2 �and y 2 O(A) such that s0 2 y and (�0; y) = stJAK(�; x [ fsg). This is abbreviated tos!x(I(A)nx) s0).

XX YYa _ b=c:a ^ :b=skip
Figure 5.7: Causality relationTo give an example, we compute this relation for the automaton in Figure 5.7 in controlstate XX: a!fbg+;� c; a!;+fbg� c; b!fag+;� c; b!;+fag� cObviously, the presence of c immediately follows from the presence of a or b withouttaking the presence or absence of b or a into account, respectively. As a consequence, we\minimize" the causality relation as follows in order to avoid redundant dependencies:a!;+;� c; b!;+;� cWe require that this minimization of causal signal dependencies always has to be carriedout for sequential automata. This is possible whenever there are causality relationss1 !p+1a�1 s01 and s2 !p+2a�2 s02 for automaton A and a signal s 2 In(A) (in the example band a, respectively) such that s 2 p+1 \ a�2 or s 2 p+2 \ a�1 . Then, both dependenciesare simpli�ed to s1 !p+1 nsa�1 s01, s2 !p+2a�2 ns s02 and s1 !p+1a�1 ns s01, s2 !p+2 nsa�2 s02, respectively.Moreover, we use the following abbreviations:s! s0 ()df s!;+;� s0s!x+ s0 ()df s!x+;� s0s!x� s0 ()df s!;+x� s0Note that with this relation also relationships between external signals can be expressed:s then s0, for instance, is equivalent to s! s0.
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
The single relations between signal pairs can be combined to a directed, labeled graph,termed signal graph. The signal graph for a �-Chart that consists of a number ofsequential automata simply is constructed by composing the signal graphs of the di�erentautomata. Here, nodes that denote identical signals are simply joined to one single node.Signal graphs can contain cycles, which potentially can lead to causality conicts. Sincecausality conicts correspond to communication deadlocks in the case of distributedimplementations, it is important to avoid such speci�cations because they cannot beimplemented free of deadlocks.However, as we already know from Esterel, not every cycle necessarily leads to causal-ity conicts [SBT96, Ber96, Tom97, Ber98] (discussed by means of cyclic, combinationalhardware in this literature). In Esterel, cycles can be distinguished into harmless andharmful cycles. In the sequel, we follow this classi�cation and de�ne a class of cyclesin signal graphs that are considered to be causality error free, i.e. harmless. If a sig-nal graph does not contain any cycle with causality errors, the entire graph is termedcausality error free. For a harmless or, in other words, a causality error free cycle for allsignals (= nodes) we can determine non-ambiguously whether it is absent or present inthe current instant. For cycles with causality errors this is not the case.Before we give a formal de�nition of causality error free cycles, we �rst motivate, by theaid of some well-known examples, which cycles contain causal loops and which not. The�rst example is the cyclic Esterel program taken from [SBT96]:

present i thenpresent s then emit t endelsepresent t then emit s endend
The example contains a path from s to t and one in the opposite direction. Hence, thisEsterel code has a cycle in its signal graph (see Figure 5.8). However, taking a closerlook at the program, we notice that this cycle does not cause any causality conict sincethe presence or absence of signal i only enables one path simultaneously. In Figure 5.8,this fact becomes clear through the contradictory cycle labels fig+ and fig�.

i t sfig+fsg+ fig�
Figure 5.8: Signal graph for Esterel exampleNote the small, but signi�cant di�erence between this Esterel program and the patho-logical �-Charts example with labels a=b and b=a in Sections 2.4.4 and 5.1. There, we donot have any signal like i that causes a case distinction and therefore breaks the causalitycycle. The cycle in this example does contain a causality error as the signal graph in
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5 Partitioning
a b

Figure 5.9: Signal graph for the pathological a=b, b=a example
Figure 5.9 shows. Here, the signals a and b are involved in a mutual dependency: thepresence of a depends on the presence of b and vice versa.The Esterel example does not only demonstrate that not all cycles necessarily mustlead to causality conicts, but also shows that signal graphs are, similar to constructivecycles in hardware [SBT96, Ber96, Tom97, Ber98], also a convenient means to charac-terize cycles in Esterel programs and combinational hardware. In the remainder ofthis section, we will outline the analogy between constructive Boolean logic | which isisomorphic to electrically stable circuits [Shi96] | and causality error free signal graphs.The next example is the instantaneous dialog [Mar92] (Figure 5.10). The correspondingsignal graph is pictured in Figure 5.11. Though we do not have any contradictory labelson the cycle arcs as in the Esterel example, this is a harmless cycle. The reason is thatthe presence of both signals in the cycle a and y can be determined non-ambiguously.

AA BBx ^ y=a

XX YYa=yfa; yg
x ^ :y=a

:a=skip
Figure 5.10: Instantaneous dialog

x a yfxg+Figure 5.11: Signal graph for instantaneous dialog
We now have made the acquaintance of both harmful and harmless cycles. Stimulatedby the examples, we de�ne the notion of causality error free cycles. The cycle Z � G ofcausality relations in the signal graph G is free of causality errors if the status (presenceor absence) of each signal in the cycle can be non-ambiguously determined. Formally,one of the following cases has to be ful�lled:
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
� The labels of the cycle arcs are contradictory, that is[p2Z+ p \ [q2Z� q 6= ;
where Z+ and Z� are the set of all presence and absence sets, respectively, ofarcs that are included in the cycle, that is, Z+ =df fp+ j (s !p+a� s0) 2 Zg andZ� =df fa� j (s!p+a� s0) 2 Zg.� Though the labels of the cycle arcs are not contradictory, that is[p2Z+ p \ [q2Z� q = ;
holds, at least one of the signals es 2 fs j (s!p+a� s0) 2 Zg in the cycle is an externalinput signal or is reachable from an external input signal s? by a path P � G thatdoes not contain any label p+ 2 P whose signals also occur in the cycle, that is,P \ Z+ = ;.

This de�nition of harmless cycles is equivalent to the one given for Esterel [SBT96,Ber96, Tom97, Ber98]. Here, constructive Boolean logic is used for reasoning. A cycle ina combinational hardware circuit is harmless or, in other words, constructive wheneverfor any input constructive Boolean values for all outputs can be determined. It has beenproven in [Shi96] that constructive circuits are equivalent to electrically stable circuits.A circuit is electrically stable if and only if its outputs are stable, i.e does not oscillate forany input and for arbitrary inertial delays [Tom97]. This correspondence is comparablewith the Curry-Howard isomorphism between computations and proofs [GLT89].It also has been proven that a circuit is constructive if and only if the value of any outputin the least �xed point in Scott's Boolean domain of the circuit has no bottom element[Ber98]. In Scott's Boolean domain (presence, absence, and bottom), a bottom valueof an output signal reects the fact that it cannot be determined whether this signalis present or absent. Thus, signals with bottom values are equivalent to signals thatcause causality errors in signal graphs. As a consequence, both notations, constructive,cyclic circuits in Esterel and causality error free cycles in signal graphs are equivalent.Hence, signal graphs do not only provide a means to visualize and analyze cycles byhand, but in addition a possibility for automated cycle veri�cation. For these purposes,a �-Charts speci�cation has to be translated into an isomorphic Esterel program. Thistranslation is not discussed in this thesis, but more background how this compilation inprinciple could look like can be found in publications of Modecharts [MPS95].Further note that the signal graph that is constructed by computing the relations oftype s!p+a� s0 can be regarded as a Petri net with inhibitor edges (the transitions withcircles in Figures 5.12 and 5.13) [Rei86]. The principle translation scheme is pictured inFigure 5.12, where p+ =df fs+1 ; : : : ; s+k g and a� =df fs�1 ; : : : ; s�mg. Figure 5.13 shows an
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5 Partitioning
example; it is the Petri net interpretation for the signal graph of the Esterel programon Page 129. Interpreting signal graphs as Petri nets has the advantage that causalityrelations easily can be visualized, simulated, and veri�ed by a number of already existingand accepted, often industrial, tools. The Petri net view may ease the access for softwareengineers through visual veri�cation.

Transition

Places� � � � � �s

s0

s�1 s�m s+1 s+k

Figure 5.12: Petri net interpretation of the signal relation

i
s t

Figure 5.13: Signal graph viewed as Petri net (Esterel example)
The relation ! presented in this section only deals with \positive" signal relationships,i.e. where the presence of a certain signal implies the presence of another signal. Thisrelation does not tell us anything about the implications of the absence of a singlesignal. Though there is the possibility to express the absence of a set of signals in thelabel a� in combination with the presence of at least one other signal, relationships like:s! s0 are not feasible. Signal graphs can be constructed for monotonic functions only.In the subsequent section, we will discuss why it possibly leads to non-implementablespeci�cations if the presence of a signal s0 depends on the absence of a single signal swithout any further positive dependency.
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
AA BBt1
XX YYt2

Figure 5.14: Absence of signals
5.2.4 Absence of SignalsOne of the most important di�erences between synchronous and asynchronous languagesis the concept of scanning the absence of signals in trigger conditions [BG97]. In asyn-chronous programs, it is only possible to express which reaction has to be performedwhen one or more certain signals are present. Scanning for the absence of (both externalor internal) signals is not reasonable here, as asynchronous languages do not provide anynotion of time that tells the system when to check for signal absence. In synchronousprograms, however, this is easily possible using the concept of instants. Therefore, pres-ence or absence only get a meaning with respect to one instant.The possibility to trigger reactions by the absence of certain signals implies in particularthat system components can even then react when no signal at all is present in the currentinstant. However, though such reactions do not cause any semantic problems in case ofcentralized implementation with a global clock they may heavily a�ect the behavior ofdistributed reactive systems. Figure 5.14 shows an example (set t1 and t2 to a=b andb=c, respectively). We assume that both automata are allocated to di�erent electroniccontrol units. The reader will agree that this example can easily be implemented usingmore than one control unit as we have an error-free causality ow from the environmentsignal a via the internal signal b to the output signal c.The crucial point why this works is because the implementation of the lower automatonin Figure 5.14, which must receive the signal b from the implementation of the upperautomaton in Figure 5.14, remains in its current state (and does not generate any outputsignal) until it indeed receives b.Now, we slightly modify the label t2 to :b=c in Figure 5.14. The important di�erence tot2 = b=c is the fact that the corresponding automaton now does not change its currentcon�guration if b is present and otherwise produces c while changing its con�guration.However, in this example, both automata cannot be allocated to di�erent control units.The communication of signal b might be delayed for certain target architectures. Inparticular, messages can be delayed when using a common bus as a communicationmedium. Since each automaton only has a local view of the world, the lower automatoncannot predict that the upper is sending b in the current instant and that the message
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5 Partitioning
passing is just delayed. With this local view, it is undecidable whether b is delayed orhas never been sent. Therefore, the lower automaton either might be deadlocked or itassumes that b is not present in the current instant. Both cases are critical and mayyield a system malfunction and backtracking is not possible for reactive systems.As a consequence, we require that a speci�cation must not depend on the delay of certainsignals in the case of distributed implementation. This requirement is formally denotedby: 8c; c0 2 C(S)8y 2 O(S) : (c0; y) = stJSK(c; ;)) (c = c0 ^ y = ;)Roughly speaking, this formula requires the brief condition \no signals, no actions".Notice, however, that this requirement does not exclude trigger conditions that containnegated signals entirely. It is straightforward to derive syntactic requirements from theabove semantic condition.From a theoretical point of view, we also could overcome the problem illustrated in thissection by simply introducing signals that are sent from a component to indicate theabsence of signals. Though it is possible to de�ne a formal semantics for this, thesesignals increase the amount of data that has to be transmitted by the communicationmedium. Since the communication load is a critical point in realistic distributed reactivesystems, this is, however, not an applicable solution.
5.2.5 ConclusionHere, we summarize the results of Section 5.2. Before a �-Chart speci�cation can bepartitioned on a processor network, a number of requirements have to be ful�lled. Theseconcern:

� External input signals: the reaction must not depend on the scanning velocity ofthe input interfaces. As a consequence, only a very restricted number of Booleanpredicates over external input signals are feasible as trigger conditions if no addi-tional assumptions are made. Additional assumptions may increase the number offeasible conditions.� Internal input signals: a causality analysis is needed. Causality graphs must notcontain any cycles with causality errors. Recall that cycles in signal graphs withcausality errors correspond to so-called harmful cycles in Esterel. As a conse-quence, apart from the graph-based analysis technique presented in this thesis,also the techniques implemented in the Esterel compiler v5 can be applied.Do not forget that we require the perfect synchrony hypothesis to be ful�lled notonly for centralized implementations, but also for distributed ones. In practice,this means that also in case of distributed realization of a speci�cation it must beguaranteed that the system reaction is faster than the environment. In particular,
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5.2 Problems with Signals through Partitioning
it must be guaranteed by the distributed implementation that all internal signalsare multicast before new stimuli from the environment are available.� Both kinds of input signals: a transition may not be triggered merely by theabsence of one single signal. Whenever a transition shall be triggered by a negativesignal, simultaneously the presence of at least one further signal must be sampled.

In Section 5.1, we have discussed pathological speci�cations and have made the ex-perience that methodological design rules cannot be given for composition. We haveseen that determinism is not closed under composition and that these examples can bedivided into di�erent categories.Classi�cationIn the remainder of this section, we classify �-Chart speci�cations whose signal graphscontain cycles. The classi�cation scheme was inspired by [Tom97] for combinationalhardware. First of all, we can distinguish between speci�cations whose step semanticshas a unique �xed point (1) and those with no �xed point (2.a) or more than one �xedpoint (2.b) in an instant (see the pathological examples in Sections 2.4.4 and 5.1). Forall of them, we can de�ne a formal stream semantics as presented in Section 2.4.3.The term \Boolean correct" here reects the fact that there exists exactly one solutionfor the Boolean equations that describe the causality relation for communication ofinternal signals of composed charts (see also [Mar92]). If there is more than one orno solution at all, we speak of a \Boolean incorrect" causality relation. However, aBoolean correct speci�cation possibly cannot be implemented correctly without anycommunication deadlocks. This is equivalent for combinational hardware with cycles asshown in [Tom97].Speci�cations with more than one �xed point (2.b) can be further divided into thosewhose �xed points are ordered (2.b.ii) and those whose �xed points are not (2.b.i). Sincemonotonicity is a su�cient, but not necessary condition for the existence of a uniqueleast �xed point the �rst class captures both monotonic (2.b.ii.A) and non-monotonicspeci�cations (2.b.ii.B). The following list summarizes the situation:
1. Boolean correct = one �xed point(a) Contains no causality errors: these speci�cations remain for implementation.(b) Contains causality errors: these speci�cations cannot be implemented andtherefore are rejected by causality analysis (of signal graphs).2. Boolean incorrect(a) No �xed point: these speci�cations are rejected since JSK = ;. As an example,take the pathological chart with transition labels t1 = a=b and t2 = :b=a inSection 5.1.
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5 Partitioning
(b) More than one �xed pointi. Non-ordered �xed points: the pathological chart in Section 5.1 with labelst1 = :a=b and t2 = :b=a gives an example. Speci�cations of this typeare also rejected for lack of monotonicity.ii. Ordered �xed pointsA. Monotonic speci�cation: these speci�cations are rejected because ofharmful cycles. As an example, take the pathological chart withtransition labels t1 = a=b and t2 = b=a in Section 5.1 (see Figure5.9).B. Non-monotonic speci�cation: these speci�cations are rejected for lackof monotonicity.

Note that both classi�cation and rejection can be done automatically by a compiler forsynchronous languages. For instance, the Esterel v5 compiler rejects all programs thatare not contained in class (1.a). While monotonicity is a comparatively easy to checkproperty, causality analysis requires very complex and subtle algorithms, as demon-strated by Esterel.So far, we have discussed problems that can occur when a �-Charts speci�cation is parti-tioned. The next phase after partitioning in our design process is allocation. Allocationmeans to determine physical locations for sequential automata and internal signals, thatis, electronic control units and busses, respectively. The subsequent section addressesthis task.
5.3 Allocation
In this section, we describe a model for the mathematical formalization of the allocationproblem. For every single sequential automaton of the speci�cation we have to �x itslocation on the target architecture, that is, the processor on which it will be implemented.In addition, we have to determine the inter-processor communication structure of thebus system.Most reactive systems are embedded in complex environments, such as aircrafts andautomobiles. In modern cars, several dozen electronic control units can be integrated.Mostly, these processors are dedicated to speci�c tasks as, for instance, locking or un-locking car doors. As some tasks only have to be performed from time to time, manyof these processors have free capacities. This situation is not satisfactory, since each ad-ditional electronic control unit in the car increases both the risk of system malfunctionand the product costs.Therefore, it is challenging, due to technical and economical reasons, to use resourcesof an embedded system as e�ciently as possible. However, speci�cations of reactive
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5.3 Allocation
systems should be independent of a concrete target architecture. It is desirable thata specialist can specify the reactive system without knowing the target architecture ofthe embedded system at all. Another specialist then can determine this architectureand implement the original speci�cation on it. While one engineer is responsible for ab-stract speci�cation, re�nement, and veri�cation, for instance, another engineer performspartitioning, allocation, and implementation.Our design process enables an independent procedure of this kind. In particular, itprovides strategies for allocation that can be easily supported by a tool. Once againin this thesis, we recognize that a certain degree of formality pays: having a formalspeci�cation language at disposal eases the allocation process. Since �-Charts are aprecisely and formally de�ned language, we can give a formal model for allocation, too.The method we apply for allocation is based on integer linear programming (ILP). To useinteger linear programs (ILPs) has two major advantages. First, ILPs are a convenienttechnique to formalize optimization problems with discrete solution space, and mostsoftware engineers are familiar with them. Second, there is tool support, for instance[Sav92, Cpl94], to calculate the optimal solution for a problem formalized as an ILP.The problem of assigning a set of tasks spatially (and often also temporally), usuallywith the aim of optimizing an objective function, is well-known in the science communityfor more than 25 years. The problem complexity depends on several aspects; [GJ79]and [KN84] provide an overview. In this thesis, we assume a prede�ned and �xednumber of more than one processor and more than one bus. Therefore, the allocationproblem discussed here falls in the class of NP-hard [Weg93] problems. Nevertheless,for small and medium-sized instances of optimization problems optimal solutions can becomputed by tool support [Sch94, Har95]. For problem instances with a large numberof processors and tasks, however, the global optimum of the objective function oftencannot be computed even by fast machines within hours. In these cases, there is anotherway out: heuristics can be used standalone or in combination with linear programmingtechniques to compute (almost) optimal solutions [Sch94, Har95, SH97].
5.3.1 PreliminariesIn this section, we outline the target hardware architecture with which we realize ourspeci�cations with �-Charts. The architecture we have chosen is an abstraction of therealistic architecture that, for instance, car manufactures typically use for modern upperclass cars. By means of this architecture, we describe parameters and variables of theILP to formalize the allocation problem. The reader should note that our model forallocation can be modi�ed in future work. It is thinkable that further model restrictionsare added, already existing ones are removed, the objective function is modi�ed, or evencompletely di�erent target architectures are used.The abstract target architecture used in this thesis is outlined in Figure 5.15 [Fuc97].Here ECU1; : : : ; ECUN denote the N electronic control units that are part of the em-
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K ECUs: ECU1; : : : ; ECUk; : : : ; ECUKM Sensors: Sen1; : : : ; Senm; : : : ; SenMN Actors: Act1; : : : ; Actn; : : : ; ActNL Busses: Bus1; : : : ; Busl; : : : ; BusLTable 5.5: Target architecture parameters

bedded system and are available for the allocation of sequential automata. These controlunits can be realized by microprocessors, �eld programmable logic gate arrays (FPGAs),application speci�c integrated circuits (ASICs), and so on. In the remainder of this sec-tion, we will use the notions \processor" and \(electronic) control unit" synonymously.It is part of our model assumptions that one or more sequential automata of the overallspeci�cation are allocated to these processors. Furthermore, the architecture containsa system of L independent busses Bus1; : : : ; BusL. Control units may be connectedthrough one or more di�erent busses. To answer the question which ECUs are �nallyconnected with which busses is part of the optimization problem. All internal messagesare broadcast by this bus system.

ECU1 ECUK
Sensor1 SensorM
Actor1 ActorN

Bus1Bus2BusL

: : :
: : :
: : :
...

Figure 5.15: Target architecture
Busses are treated in our approach | like processors | as scarce resources which proba-bly have to be shared by many communications. Therefore, in addition to the processorallocation, we have to �x the bus allocation.Moreover, also M sensors Sensor1; : : : ; SensorM and N actors Actor1; : : : ; ActorN arepart of the architecture. External signals are received from and sent to sensors andactors, respectively. Table 5.5 summarizes the situation.
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5.3 Allocation
We assume that the speci�cation that shall be implemented already has been trans-formed in the �-Charts normal form (see Equation 2.2). The result of this process ispictured in Figure 5.16, where in principle the structure of Figure 2.10 is reected. Inthis normal form, each speci�cation has the shape 4L(S1k � � � kSJ), where S1; : : : ; SJdenote all automata that are part of the speci�cation. According to the Theorem 2.4.4for signal extrusion, the process of establishing the normal form for a speci�cation canbe automated. To this end, the theorem has to be applied from the inside to the outside.This means that the original speci�cation must be transformed such that communicationis only possible on the outermost composition level. Though it would be theoreticallypossible to leave the speci�cation in its original form, this prospectively would reduce thenumber of allocation alternatives as the composition operator assumes a \private" mes-sage exchange between the composed charts. Only speci�cations that are available in thenormal form provide the full spectrum of all design alternatives that are o�ered by thetarget architecture. All internal signals that occur in the speci�cation are summarizedin the set

fC1; : : : ; CHg =df J[j=1 In(Sj) \ L \ J[j=1Out(Sj) � L
Here, each Ch, where 1 � h � H, denotes one internal signal. The set fC1; : : : ; CHg isabbreviated to ComInt. Table 5.6 summarizes the software model, that is, those unitsthat shall be implemented on the target architecture.

S1

SJ

Sensors(S1) Actors(S1)

Actors(SJ)

Out(S1) \ L

Out(SJ) \ LSensors(SJ)

4L(S1k � � � kSJ)

L

Figure 5.16: Normal form
Besides internal communications between processors, also communications with actors
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J Sequential Automata: S1; : : : ; Sj; : : : ; SJH Internal Signals: C1; : : : ; Ch; : : : ; CHTable 5.6: Software model

and sensors are possible:ComAct =df [1�j�J [A2Actors(Sj)Com(Sj; A)
ComSen =df [1�j�J [S2Sensors(Sj)Com(Sj; S)

where Com(Sj; A) and Com(Sj; S) denote those messages that are sent from Sj to actorA and sensor S to Sj, respectively. All signals that are possibly broadcast or sent toand received from the actors and sensors, respectively, are summarized in the signal setCom: Com = ComInt [ ComAct [ ComSen
Allocation VariablesIn this section, we describe the 0/1 variables we use to formalize the optimization prob-lem as an integer linear program. Formally, an allocation is a tuple((xkj)1�k�K;1�j�J ; (ylh)1�l�L;1�h�H)Here, the 0/1 variable xkj equals one if and only if the automaton Sj is allocated to thecontrol unit ECUk and zero otherwise. The task of the 0/1 variable ylh is similar; itequals one if and only if the communication of signal Ch is allocated to bus Busl.To calculate the hardware costs, that is, costs for processors and busses that accrue whenconstructing the target architecture for a particular speci�cation, we use the followingabbreviations: exk = 1 ()df 91 � j � J : xkj = 1eyl = 1 ()df 91 � h � H : xlh = 1We will discuss how to bring this de�nition in a form that is appropriate for integerlinear programming later in this section. Table 5.7 summarizes all ILP variables usedfor the formalization of the allocation problem.Allocation ConstantsIn order to formalize the allocation problem as an integer linear program we do not onlyneed to de�ne the 0/1 variables that span the solution space or, in other words, the
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5.3 Allocation
xkj: Automaton Sj is allocated to control unit ECUkexk: At least one automaton is allocated to control unit ECUkylh: Internal signal Ch is allocated to bus Busleyl: At least one communication is allocated to bus BuslTable 5.7: Variables
dist(ECUk; Senm): Distance from ECUk to Senmdist(ECUk; Actn): Distance from ECUk to Actndist(ECUk; Busl): Distance from ECUk to Buslcost(ECUk): Costs if ECUk is used in the designcost(Busl): Costs if Busl is used in the designspeed(Busl): Transport speed of Buslweight(Ch): Weight of internal signal Chmemory(Sj): Memory consumption of automaton Sjload(Sj): Work load consumption of automaton SjStorage(ECUk): Available memory of ECUkCapacity(ECUk): Available computation capacity of ECUkBusload(Busl): Available transportation power of BuslTable 5.8: Constants

polytope that contains all feasible solutions, but in addition have to denote the designparameters (see Table 5.8). They are included in the model as constants and must bede�ned by the user.In the target architecture we use, we assume that control units and sensors and actors,respectively, are spatially separated and not implemented on a single chip. As a conse-quence, they have to be connected by an extra and potentially complex wiring. Actors orsensors that are attached at badly accessible locations like inside the doors, for instance,possibly cause an expensive wiring. These costs have to be considered in the allocationmodel.The distances from ECUk to Senm, Actn, and Busl are denoted by the constantsdist(ECUk; Senm), dist(ECUk; Actn), and dist(ECUk; Busl), respectively. Notice, how-ever, that in this context \distance" not necessarily has to be the Euklidian distance.Since also for components that are mounted fairly close with respect to this metric, thewiring in between also can be extremely costly as some locations may be di�cult tobe accessed. Hence, the notion \distances" here rather expresses connection costs thanEuklidian distances.Many embedded systems are produced in mass production, where even small cost factorscan heavily inuence the product price. Here, only one single additional hardware unit
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possibly makes the overall product too expensive. Thus, costs for hardware units alsohave been included in our model for allocation.Remember that the 0/1 variables exk and eyl equal to one whenever the electronic controlunit ECUk and the bus Busl, respectively are used for the entire design and thereforemust not be added to the objective function more than once. Hence, exk � cost(ECUk)and eyl � cost(Busl) have to be added to the overall allocation cost function.In Table 5.8, cost(ECUk) and cost(Busl) denote the price of one unit of processor ECUkand bus Busl, respectively. These cost factors only accrue once in the entire design. Theyexpress the amount of money that the embedded system becomes more expensive whenrealizing the system including ECUk and Busl, respectively.The constant speed(Busl) denotes the transmission rate of Busl. For instance, thetransmission rate of the CAN bus is up to 1 MBaud per second (for a distance ofmaximal 40 meters) [Ets94]. However, the transmission time for a signal does not onlydepend on the transmission rate of the medium, but also on the amount of data that hasto be transported. The latter is taken into account by the constant weight(Ch). In ourspecial case, there is just one signal type: pure signals. However, as we have discussed inSection 2.4.3, it would be no problem to introduce further signal types, which possiblyrequire di�erent capacities to be stored and transferred. Whether these constants are ofconsequence also depends on the maximal message length that can be used on the bus.The CAN bus protocol [Ets94], for instance, allows maximally 111 bits for e�ective use.The constant Busload(Busl) reects the total bus capacity that is available on Busl.Whenever an automaton Sj is realized on an electronic control unit, it consumes a certainamount of memory and computation power. Both factors are expressed by the constantsmemory(Sj) and load(Sj), respectively. Since both memory and computation power ofan electronic control unit is restricted, also the upper memory limit Storage(ECUk) andthe upper computation power capacity Capacity(ECUk) have to be taken into accountwhen formalizing the allocation problem.
5.3.2 Objective Function
In this section, we discuss the objective function, which has to be minimized. Mathe-matically, this means to �nd a valuation for the problem variables such that the value ofthe object function is minimal. The objective function expresses the overall costs thathave to be expended for the distributed design. This cost function is composed by anumber of individual factors. In our model, we distinguish the following design costs.First of all, the design costs depend on the number and individual costs of all electroniccontrol units that are used for the speci�c development. A control unit ECUk is used ina design whenever at least one automaton is allocated to ECUk. Once one automatonis allocated to ECUk, further allocations of other automata do not inuence this costcomponent any more. Thus, these costs contain the price of the control unit (which have
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5.3 Allocation
to be payed as soon as the unit is built into the embedded system), the installing costs,and so on.However, these costs are an optional part of the objective function. It might be the casethat ECUk is not only used to run the speci�c system under development, but already isknown to be used of other components of the embedded system that are not part of thissystem, too. For instance, if the regarded control unit to which a part of, say, the centrallocking system of a car shall be allocated to is already used by the injection control, wemust not count these costs twice. In this case, this part of the objective function has tobe omitted.If, however, included in the model, this �rst part of the cost function is denoted as thesum of the individual costs of all electronic control units:KXk=1 cost(ECUk)exk =df G1
A similar observation can be made for the individual costs of a bus that is used in thedesign. Like the aforementioned costs, these costs are also optional:LXl=1 cost(Busl)eyl =df G2
In embedded systems, connections between control units and actors and sensors, respec-tively, cause considerable costs. If a control unit is connected to a sensor, for example,mains have to placed between sensors and controllers, which are possibly far distantfrom each other. How expensive it is to connect them mainly depends on two facts:�rst, how large the distance between the two is and second, how \complicated" it is toconnect them. For instance, it is not complicated to connect electronic units in a car'scockpit, but it is cumbersome to do this if mains have to be layed to badly accessiblelocations like the window motors in the car doors.These parameters are subsumed in the constants dist(ECUk; Senn) and dist(ECUk; Actm)between control unit ECUk and sensor Senn and actor Actm, respectively. Whether aconnection between ECUk and sensor Senn and actor Actm depends on the input andoutput interfaces of the automata that are allocated to ECUk. If we assume that theautomaton Sj is allocated to this control unit, mathematically expressed by xkj = 1, thespeci�c connection costs are denoted byXAct2Actors(Sj) dist(ECUk; Act) � weight(Com(Sj ; Act)) =df Z1(k; j)
plus XSen2Sensors(Sj) dist(ECUk; Sen) � weight(Com(Sj ; Sen)) =df Z2(k; j)
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5 Partitioning
where weight(Com(Sj ; Act)) =df PC2Com(Sj ;Act)weight(C) and weight(Com(Sj ; Sen))=df PC2Com(Sj ;Sen) weight(C), respectively. The overall connection costs now are calcu-lated as follows: KXk=1 JXj=1 xkj(Z1(k; j) + Z2(k; j)) =df G3
The costs considered so far only include costs for hardware, like control units, sensors,actors, and connections between them. However, in a distributed implementation of acontrol system, the control units do not only communicate with actors or sensors, butalso among one another. As these communications are carried out by busses, which area restricted resource, also costs for communications have to be borne in mind duringallocation. Di�erent busses with di�erent transport speeds may be available. Thus, theoverall communication costs are denoted by:LXl=1 HXh=1 ylh weight(Ch)speed(Busl) =df G4
In addition, control units and busses have to be connected:LXl=1 HXh=1 ylh(dist(ECUSender(Ch); Busl) + dist(ECUReceiver(Ch); Busl))weight(Ch) =df G5
where Sender(Ch) and Receiver(Ch) denote sender and receiver of message Ch, respec-tively. The overall design costs are now de�ned by the sum of all above listed costs:5Xi=1 �iGi
where �1; : : : ; �5 are positive real constants less than one with P5i=1 �i = 1. Theseparameters are used to express the mutual relationship of the single Gis. A value closeto 1 of �i means that more emphasis is put on the minimization of Gi than on the othersub-cost functions and vice versa.
5.3.3 Restrictions for the Model without Multiple Computation
Minimizing the above cost function, a number of side conditions that restrict the freeplay of design alternatives, i.e. possibilities for allocation, have to be met. In this section,we will discuss relevant side conditions.For each single electronic control unit ECUk we can give the memory and computationcapacity still available, which are denoted by Storage(ECUk) and Capacity(ECUk),
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5.3 Allocation
respectively. Developing a distributed system using these architecture components, carehas to be taken that both upper limits are not exceeded. This means formally:

81 � k � K : JXj=1 xkj �memory(Sj) � Storage(ECUk)
and

81 � k � K : JXj=1 xkj � load(Sj) � Capacity(ECUk)
This kind of restriction does not only have to be met for control units, but also forcommunication media; busses have a certain capacity up to which they can transportdata. This capacity must not be exceeded as otherwise the transport delays are so longthat the system communication breaks down. For some communication nets even a busload of 20 percent is considered as overload. Hence, we require that:

81 � l � L : HXh=1 ylh � weight(Ch) � Busload(Busl)
Furthermore, in our model, we require that every single automaton is allocated to exactlyone electronic control unit. The mathematical formulation for this reads as follows:

81 � j � J : KXk=1 xkj = 1 (5.3)
In the next section, we will come back to the question how the restrictions have to bere-formulated if an automaton can be allocated to more than one control unit, i.e. canbe multiply \computed" [NT93]:

81 � j � J : KXk=1 xkj � 1 (5.4)
In this context, we speak of the notion of multiple computation. Multiple computationof one automaton means that this automaton is implemented and executed on severalcontrol units to minimize communication overhead and to exploit more parallelism. Fora detailed introduction see [NT93].Up to now, all restrictions could be formulated straightforwardly. In the sequel, however,we will focus upon slightly more subtle side conditions. We have expressed what it meansthat an automaton is allocated to exactly one (5.3) or at least one (5.4) processor. Now,we will discuss the allocation of communication messages to busses. Remember that allpossible inter-processor communication of the system under development is subsumedin the set ComInt. Then the transmission of signal Ch 2 fC1; : : : ; CHg = ComInt isallocated to Busl whenever the corresponding variable ylh is set to one.
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However, communications are cost intensive as we can see in the objective function.Therefore, a communication only should be carried out when necessary and uselesscommunications should be avoided. A communication is needed if and only if bothsender and receiver of the message are allocated to di�erent control units. Otherwise,an inter-processor communication via a bus is not necessary. Though this requirementsounds evident, we have to formulate a mathematical condition in the integer linearprogram. Therefore, if both sender and receiver of message Ch are allocated to di�erentunits, exactly one bus has to be allocated for its transmission:

81 � h � H : LXl=1 ylh = 1
Otherwise, if sender and receiver of Ch are allocated to a single processor, no inter-processor communication is needed since intra-processor communication is su�cient. Inthis case, we require that no bus at all has to be allocated for the signal's transmission:

81 � h � H : LXl=1 ylh = 0
However, there are still two problems left. First, we have to formulate mathematicallywhat it means that \two automata are located on di�erent control units". Second, wehave to include the above case analysis into one equation as this is the only way to �xit in an integer linear program.Let us concentrate on the �rst problem. Two automata Si and Sj with i 6= j areallocated to the same control unit whenever there exists a unit ECUk such that xki = 1and xkj = 1. Dealing with a �nite number of control units, this existential quanti�cationcan be expressed by the following equation:KXk=1 xkixkj = 1
Otherwise, we get KXk=1 xkixkj = 0
It now remains to be demonstrated how this case analysis can be expressed by oneequation:

81 � h � H : LXl=1 ylh = 1� KXk=1 xk;Sender(Ch)xk;Receiver(Ch)So far, nothing has been said how the variables exk and eyl have to be restricted. It hasto be de�ned formally what it means that exk = 1 if and only if at least one automaton
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5.3 Allocation
is allocated to ECUk, expressed by:

81 � k � K : JXj=1 xkj � 1
Do not confuse this with Restriction 5.4. The case analysis can be combined to onesingle equation:

81 � k � K : exk = &PJj=1 xkjJ '
Note, however, that the ceil operator d:e is no valid operation in a linear program. Thus,we have to re-formulate this equation by the aid of the following proposition.Proposition 5.3.1Let exk and xkj be 0/1 variables for 1 � k � K and 1 � j � J . Then the following istrue:

exk = &PJj=1 xkjJ ' () PJj=1 xkjJ � exk � JXj=1 xkjProof 16 The proof is done by case analysis:1. First, if we assume that PJj=1 xkj equals zero then we get on the left-hand-sideof the equivalence exk = 0 and on the right-hand-side 0J � exk � 0, i.e. both sidescoincide.2. If, however, PJj=1 xkj � 1 then we have on the one side �PJj=1 xkjJ � = 1 and onthe other side 0 < 1J � exk � J . As zero and one are the unique values that arefeasible for a 0/1 variable, exk is restricted to one by the right-hand-side of theabove equivalence. 2Applying this theorem to the eyl, the restrictions read similar:
81 � l � L : PHh=1 ylhH � eyl � HXh=1 ylhThe proof is similar to the above proof for exk. Last not least there is the more technicalrequirement that all variables are of type 0/1 only:81 � k � K 81 � j � J : xkj 2 f0; 1g81 � l � L81 � h � H : ylh 2 f0; 1g81 � l � L : eyl 2 f0; 1g81 � k � K : exk 2 f0; 1g
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Minimize P5i=1 �iGi under the conditions:81 � k � K : JPj=1xkj �memory(Sj) � Storage(ECUk)81 � k � K : JPj=1xkj � load(Sj) � Capacity(ECUk)81 � l � L : HPh=1 ylh � weight(Ch) � Busload(Busl)81 � j � J : KPk=1xkj = 181 � h � H : LPl=1 ylh = 1� KPk=1xk;Sender(Ch)xk;Receiver(Ch)81 � k � K : JPj=1xkjJ � exk � JPj=1xkj81 � l � L : HPh=1 ylhH � eyl � HPh=1 ylh81 � k � K 81 � j � J : xkj 2 f0; 1g81 � l � L81 � h � H : ylh 2 f0; 1g81 � l � L : eyl 2 f0; 1g81 � k � K : exk 2 f0; 1gTable 5.9: Integer linear program

Table 5.9 summarizes the integer linear program for the allocation model without usingmultiple computations of single automata on di�erent processors. The next section isdedicated to the model including multiple computations. As this model enables moredesign alternatives it also o�ers a larger spectrum of allocation alternatives and thereforeto �nd an optimal solution of the objective function is more \complex", although we donot leave the class of NP-hard problems.
5.3.4 Restrictions for the Model with Multiple Computation
The transmission speed of a bus may be low, its load high, and the connection costs tothe corresponding control units also high. Thus, communications can be delayed andcosts for extensive use of bus resources may be high. One possible workaround couldsimply be to use another, faster and less overloaded bus with possibly cheaper connectioncosts. However, for this bus the situation could be similar and possibly no other, moreappropriate bus can be found.Fortunately, there is a further way out: a lower overall cost value could be achievedby repeating the computation of the sending or receiving automaton. However, this
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multiple computation of single automata has one draw-back: the number of possiblesolutions of the design problem increases and the search for the optimum therefore getsmore time consuming.Using the concept of multiple computation, some of the above restrictions have to bere-formulated. First of all, this principle does not require any longer the validity of theequation

81 � j � J : KXk=1 xkj = 1
Instead, this condition has to be substituted by

81 � j � J : KXk=1 xkj � 1
In contrast to Section 5.3.3 the following inequations are no longer true

81 � i; j � J : i 6= j ) 0 � KXk=1 xkixkj � 1
as there can be more than one k such that xkixkj equals one. Thus, the number ofpossible solutions of the allocation problem increases. Each message Ch 2 ComInt nowpossibly has to be transferred on more than one bus as there may be more than onecontrol unit on which senders and/or receivers are allocated. The above formula ismodi�ed to:

81 � i; j � J : i 6= j ) 0 � KXk=1 xkixkj � K
Since the above sum is naturally restricted by K, we also could omit the upper limitwithout any consequences for the optimal solution. Moreover, we also replace

81 � h � H : LXl=1 ylh = 1� KXk=1 xk;Sender(Ch) � xk;Receiver(Ch)by
81 � h � H : LXl=1 ylh � 1� &PKk=1 xk;Sender(Ch) � xk;Receiver(Ch)K '

Recall that the ceil operator cannot be used in linear programs. Hence, we rewrite thisrestriction to:
81 � h � H : LXl=1 ylh � 1� �h
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Minimize P5i=1 �iGi under the conditions:81 � k � K : JPj=1xkj �memory(Sj) � Storage(ECUk)81 � k � K : JPj=1xkj � load(Sj) � Capacity(ECUk)81 � l � L : HPh=1 ylh � weight(Ch) � Busload(Busl)81 � j � J : KPk=1xkj � 181 � h � H : LPl=1 ylh � 1� �h
81 � h � H : KPk=1xk;Sender(Ch)�xk;Receiver(Ch)K � �h81 � h � H : �h � KPk=1xk;Sender(Ch) � xk;Receiver(Ch)81 � k � K : JPj=1xkjJ � exk � JPj=1xkj81 � l � L : HPh=1 ylhH � eyl � HPh=1 ylh81 � k � K 81 � j � J : xkj 2 f0; 1g81 � l � L81 � h � H : ylh 2 f0; 1g81 � l � L : eyl 2 f0; 1g81 � k � K : exk 2 f0; 1gTable 5.10: Integer linear program (multiple computations allowed)

where the �h are auxiliary variables, which are computed as follows (the proof is equiv-alent to the proof of Proposition 5.3.1):
81 � h � H : PKk=1 xk;Sender(Ch) � xk;Receiver(Ch)K � �h � KXk=1 xk;Sender(Ch) � xk;Receiver(Ch)It is worthwhile to ask why it is su�cient to denote a lower, but not an upper boundforPLl=1 ylh. One could think that omitting an upper bound would yield to a number ofuseless communications. However, as the variables of type ylh are part of the objectivefunction they are minimized anyway and no further restriction is needed. Table 5.10summarizes the integer linear program for the allocation problem including multiplecomputations.With the results of the last two sections we are now able to �x the physical locations ofsequential automata. If two or more automata that interact through message passing are
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5.4 Scheduling of Communications
allocated to di�erent control units, in addition a bus that establishes the transfer of thismessage has to be �xed. Both allocation problems can be mathematically formalized bythe integer linear program presented in this section. By tool assistance, even an optimalsolution can be found if the number of design alternatives is not too large.In Section 5.1, we have seen that multicasting amounts to solving a �xed point construc-tion. Thus, whenever components that broadcast are allocated to distributed processors,a distributed �xed point computation is needed. However, neither that this distributedcomputation stabilizes nor that the computed �xed point is identical to the one com-puted in the case of a centralized implementation is obvious. The next section addressesthis problem.
5.4 Scheduling of Communications
Executing multicasting in the case of distributed implementation of the sending andreceiving components amounts to solving a distributed �xed point computation in oneinstant. Since these components may be implemented on control units with di�erentcomputation power and therefore also with di�erent reaction times, it is by no meansobvious whether this distributed computation yields the same �xed point as the original,centralized �xed point generation. In particular, Kleene's iteration is no longer an ap-propriate model to express �xed point computation on a distributed target architecture.Rather, we need a chaotic, that is, non-incremental �xed point generation. \Chaotic"here means that we cannot make any assumption on the relative speeds of the controlunits and therefore cannot predict the relative execution orders of parts of the functionfor which the �xed point has to be computed. Note that the notion of \chaos" hereis adopted from [Edw97] and is not related at all to \chaos completion" as discussedin the �rst part of this thesis. In this section, we will see that indeed centralized anddistributed �xed point computations coincide. Since we give a formal proof, we �rsthave to provide the mathematical machinery for this.
5.4.1 Preliminaries
Executing a �-Chart speci�cation in one instant possibly induces the execution of a chainof communications. As we have already analyzed in Section 5.1, this mathematicallymeans to compute the �xed point iteration of the following function:�z:�1(stJS1K(c1; xjIn(S1)nL [ zjIn(S1)\L)) [ �1(stJS2K(c2; xjIn(S2)nL [ zjIn(S2)\L)) (5.5)which we abbreviate to fx. As we want to implement our distributed reactive systems ase�ciently as possible, we clearly aim at minimizing the number of iterations needed tocompute this �xed point. In the sequel, we will discuss to what extent this is possible.First, however, we have to de�ne some mathematical notations that are a prerequisite for
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5 Partitioning
the understanding of this section. The following de�nitions and propositions are takenfrom [Win93]. The corresponding proofs also can be looked up there. Since [Win93]provides an excellent overview over the related theory we repeat only very briey theessential mathematical concepts to understand the central statement of this section.De�nition 5.4.1 (Partial Order)A partial order is a set P on which there is a relation v that is:

1. Reexive: 8p 2 P : p v p2. Transitive: 8p; q; r 2 P : p v p ^ q v r ) p v r3. Antisymmetric: 8p; q : p v q ^ q v p) p = q 2
De�nition 5.4.2 ((Least) Upper Bound)For a partial order (P;v) and a subset Q � P an upper bound of Q is an element p 2 Psuch that 8q 2 Q : q v pA least upper bound of Q is an element p such that p is an upper bound of Q and for allupper bounds q of Q we have p v q. 2
De�nition 5.4.3 (Chain)A chain is a totally-ordered set C � P of a partial order (P;v), i.e. for all c1; c2 2 Ceither c1 v c2 or c2 v c1 holds. 2
De�nition 5.4.4 (Complete Partial Order (CPO))The partial order (P;v) is a complete partial order (CPO) if every chain in P has a leastupper bound. 2Note that a �nite chain always has a unique least upper bound. Furthermore, a partialorder which contains only �nite chains is a complete partial order.De�nition 5.4.5 (CPO with Bottom)We say that (P;v) is a CPO with bottom if it is a CPO which has a least element ?,termed \bottom". 2Note that the power domain [Win93] (}(X);�) with X �nite is a complete partial orderwith bottom ;. Further note that a bottom element, if it exists, is unique.De�nition 5.4.6 (Monotonic/Continuous Function)Let D and E be complete partial orders. Then a function f : D ! E is a monotonicfunction if and only if: 8d1; d2 2 D : d1 v d2 ) f(d1) v f(d2)
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5.4 Scheduling of Communications
The function f is in addition continuous if and only if it is monotonic and for all chainsd0 v d1 v � � � v dn v : : : in D we haveGn2! f(dn) = f  Gn2! dn

!
2

Notice that a continuous function is monotonic and that a monotonic function on a com-plete partial order which only contains �nite chains is always continuous. Furthermore,the sequential composition f �g of two continuous functions f and g is again continuous.De�nition 5.4.7 ((Pre-)Fixed Point)Let f : D ! D be a continuous function on a CPO D. A �xed point of f is an elementd 2 D with f(d) = d. A pre�xed point of f is an element d 2 D such that f(d) v d.A pre�xed point d for which we have d v d0 for all pre�xed points d0 is called a leastpre�xed point. 2
Kleene's theorem provides a possibility to compute the least �xed point of a continuousfunction on a CPO with bottom iteratively.Theorem 5.4.1 (Kleene Iteration)Let f : D ! D be a continuous function on a CPO D with bottom ?. Then

lfp(f) =df Gn2! fn(?)exists and is both the unique least �xed point and the unique least pre�xed point of thefunction f . 2
In practice, we do not deal with arbitrary complete partial orders with bottom, butrestrict ourselves to CPOs with �nite heights. This further facilitates the usage ofKleene's theorem.De�nition 5.4.8 (Height)The height h(D) of a �nite CPO D with bottom is de�ned to be the length of its longestchain minus one. The height h(f) of a function f : D ! D is h(D). 2
Note that the height of the power domain }(X) for �nite, non-empty sets X is jXj � 1.Moreover, �nite chains have �nite heights. The following theorem provides a generaltechnique for computing a �xed point by iterating.Theorem 5.4.2 (Iterative Fixed Point Computation)Let f : D ! D be a continuous function on a CPO with bottom ? and �nite height.Then lfp(f) = fh(f)(?). 2
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Let S =df S1 � L� S2. As the power domain is a CPO with bottom ; and fx withfx : Out(S1) [Out(S2)! Out(S1) [Out(S2)is a monotonic function over a �nite power domain }(Out(S1)[Out(S2)) | recall thatwe restricted ourselves to charts with monotonic semantics | it is in addition continuousand we can compute the least �xed point of fx iteratively:lfp(fx) = f jOut(S1)[Out(S2)j�1(;)Though the above formula provides a basis to compute the �xed point of fx if it isimplemented on a single processor, it does not provide a solution how to compute this�xed point in the case that fx is implemented on a distributed architecture, whereeach control unit does not compute fx entirely, but computes only a part of fx instead.One severe problem now arises in the case of physically distributed implementation ofthese parts: since we cannot make any assumptions concerning the relative speeds of theprocessors that realize the parts, all possible sequential and parallel execution orders canoccur. This procedure results in a chaotic instead of an iterative Kleene computation ofthe least �xed point. In the following section, we will show that this chaotic iterationstabilizes and yields the least �xed point.
5.4.2 Distributed Fixed Point ComputationIn the sequel, we will show what we mean by \a part of fx" and will furthermore showthat the distributed execution of these parts is possible. Therefore, we �rst need somede�nitions.Let X be a �nite set and f : }(X) ! }(X) be a function on the CPO (}(X);�) withbottom ;. Then the function f [Q] for Q � X is de�ned as follows:f [Q](x) =df f jQ(x) [ xwhere f jQ(x) is de�ned by f(x) \Q. If f is monotonic, also f [Q] is monotonic since forall x 2 }(X) we have the following chain of implications:x � y ) f(x) � f(y)) f(x) \Q � f(y) \Q) (f(x) \Q) [ x � (f(y) \Q) [ yFurthermore, if f is continuous, also f [Q] is. The proof is straightforward if we recallthat monotonic functions on �nite CPOs are always continuous. Moreover, the followingis true: f [Q](lfp(f)) = lfp(f) (5.6)as we easily show by: f [Q](lfp(f)) = (f(lfp(f)\Q)[ lfp(f) = lfp(f). Theorems 5.4.1 and5.4.2 provide a possibility to compute the least �xed point of a recursive equation byan iterative procedure. However, in the case of a distributed implementation we cannot
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guarantee that the �xed point generation is computed incrementally. Rather, it can becomputed chaotically, that is, not incrementally. The following theorem, which is in itsoriginal version due to [Rob86] and was inspired by [Edw97], provides the mathematicalbasis for a chaotic �xed point construction. Since the semantic model used in [Rob86] and[Edw97] di�ers from the one for �-Charts, it was necessary to adapt and re-formulatethe original theorem. In particular, also the de�nition of a \part" of a function f [Q]is di�erent. As a consequence, though we could use the proof sketch of the originalliterature it was also necessary to prove the modi�ed theorem.Theorem 5.4.3 (Chaotic Fixed Point Computation)Let X be a �nite set and f : }(X) ! }(X) be a continuous function on the powerdomain }(X). Furthermore, let the function g : }(X)! }(X) be de�ned as:g =df f [Qk] � � � � � f [Q1]
where Qi � X for all 1 � i � k and Ski=1Qi = X. Then f and g have the same uniqueleast �xed point. 2Proof 17 As f is a continuous function on a CPO with bottom ;, f has a unique least�xed point lfp(f). Furthermore, all functions f [Qi] are continuous, too. Therefore, g is,de�ned as the composition f [Qk] � � � � � f [Q1], also continuous. As a consequence, g has aunique least �xed point lfp(g), which can be computed by Kleene iteration. It remainsto be shown that lfp(g) = lfp(f). To this end, we �rst prove that lfp(g) � lfp(f).From Proposition 5.6 we know that f [Qi](lfp(f)) = lfp(f) for all 1 � i � k. Due to themonotonicity of the f [Qi] and this proposition:; � lfp(f))f [Q1](;) � f [Q1](lfp(f)) = lfp(f))(f [Q2] � f [Q1])(;) � f [Q2](lfp(f)) = lfp(f))...g(;) � lfp(f)As f [Qi](lfp(f)) = lfp(f) also g(lfp(f)) = lfp(f) for all 1 � i � k and therefore(g � g)(;) � g(lfp(f)) = lfp(f))...gh(g)(;) � lfp(f)As the height h(g) equals jXj � 1 and therefore is �nite, we have lfp(g) = gh(g)(;) �lfp(f).In the sequel, we show lfp(f) � lfp(g). First, we have:lfp(g) � f [Q1](lfp(g)) � (f [Q2] � f [Q1])(lfp(g)) � � � � � g(lfp(g)) = lfp(g)
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As a consequence, f [Qi](lfp(g)) = lfp(g) for all 1 � i � k. Moreover, since Ski=1Qi = Xwe have

f(lfp(g)) = k[i=1 f jQi(lfp(g))
= k[i=1(f(lfp(g)) \Qi)
�  k[i=1(f(lfp(g)) \Qi)! [ lfp(g)
= k[i=1((f(lfp(g)) \Qi) [ lfp(g))
= k[i=1 f [Qi](lfp(g)) = k[i=1 lfp(g) = lfp(g)

Thus, lfp(g) is a pre�xed point of f . As lfp(f) is the least pre�xed point of f , alsolfp(f) � lfp(g) holds. Altogether, we have lfp(g) = lfp(f) which �nally concludes theproof. 2This theorem bridges the gap between centralized and distributed execution of a �-Chart program. Let us assume that 4L(S1k � � � kSJ) is the normal form of the compo-sition of J sequential automata and that its current con�guration is c =df (c1; : : : ; cJ).The step semantics of 4L(S1k � � � kSJ) in con�guration c with stimulus x is computedby computing stJS1k : : : kSJK(c; x), which again is computed compositionally by inde-pendently computing the semantics stJSjK(cj; x) of all automata Sj. If we abbrevi-ate the semantics stJS1k � � � kSJK(c; x) to fx then each of the \restrictions" f [Qj ]x of fx,where Qj =df Out(Sj), is exactly represented by stJSjK(cj; x) if the output interfacesof S1; : : : ; SJ are disjoint. Now, it becomes clear what we meant with a \part" of thebehavior. Computing the least �xed point of fx means to compute lfp(fx) iterativelyby: lfp(fx) = f jOut(S1)[���[Out(SJ )j�1x (;)However, this way of computing lfp(fx) is very restrictive and not applicable for dis-tributed implementations of fx because all f [Qj ]x have to be executed in parallel. Thoughthis is a realistic assumption for centralized, or distributed, but tightly coupled imple-mentations, it is not for distributed executions, where we cannot make any assumptionson the relative execution speeds of distributed control units. What we rather need fora loosely coupled distributed execution is that the f [Qj ]x can be executed in arbitraryorder. Exactly this is guaranteed by Theorem 5.4.3. Here, the central property fx hasto ful�ll is continuity. Notice, however, that a continuous fx does not have to havenecessarily a causality error free signal graph, too. Thus, for speci�cations that shall
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be implemented on a distributed target architecture we require both, their continuityand the absence of causality errors. Further note that the normal form is a prerequisitefor the applicability of this theorem to �-Charts. If a speci�cation was not in normalform, according to Formula 5.5 a nested �xed point computation would be necessary tocompute the overall �xed point of fx.Only one draw-back remains so far: this theorem only tells us that distributed, chaoticexecution of composed automata is possible, but does not give any hints how to computethe semantic �xed point e�ciently. The main disadvantage is that in any case jOut(S1)[� � �[Out(SJ)j�1 iterations are needed. The next section will concentrate on this questionand will show how to optimize the distributed �xed point computation.
5.4.3 E�cient CommunicationThis section addresses the problem of computing a distributed �xed point e�ciently. Inparticular, we aim at decreasing the number of iterations that are necessary to generatethe �xed point. For these purposes, we need an e�cient way to schedule the messagesthat occur in an instant. While the central theorem of the last section has shown thatin principle each possible communication schedule is feasible, the goal now is to �nd aschedule that is as e�cient as possible.This schedule is formally derived from the so-called dependence graph, which reects thecausal relationships of the multicasting signals of one instant. Dependence graphs aredirected graphs that are, in contrast to those in [Edw97], acyclic. A dependence graphis directly computed from the signal graph: two signals s and s0 are connected by an arcin the dependence graph, whenever s < s0 holds, which is de�ned by:s < s0 ()df 9x+; x�:(s!x+x� s0 ^ x+ �  (s) ^ x� \  (s) = ; ^ s0 62  (s))where the set  (s) denotes those signals that are, apart from s itself, needed to guaranteethe presence of s in the current instant. Hence, whenever s 2 lfp(fx) then also  (s) \lfp(fx) =  (s). More formally,  (s) is the smallest set  0(s) with respect to the subsetordering that ful�lls the following predicate:(s!x+x� s0 ^ x+ �  0(s) ^ x� \  0(s) = ; ^ s0 62  0(s))) fs0g [  0(s) �  0(s0)We have to compute the set  (s) for each node s in the signal graph. For these nodesfs1; : : : ; sNg in the signal graph that are not successor nodes of any other node (i.e. theexternal signals) we initialize  (sn) for all 1 � n � N to the set fs1; : : : ; sNg.The set  (s)ns denotes the set of signals which must be present in the current instantin order to guarantee that also s is present in the current instant. Figure 5.18 shows thesignal graph G for the chart pictured in Figure 5.17. The sets  (s) for all signals s thatoccur as nodes in G are de�ned as follows: �rst of all, we initialize  (a) = fag. Theremaining presence statuses are computed as follows: (b) = fa; bg  (c) = fa; b; cg  (d) = fa; b; c; dg  (e) = fa; b; c; d; eg
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A BC
D a ^ c=b ? da ^ :c=b:a ^ c=b

W XY b ^ :d=c:b ^ d=c
Z b ^ d=c ? e

fb; c; dg

Figure 5.17: Instantaneous dialog (2)
Recall that we exclude signal graphs that contain cycles with causality conicts. Forthese signal graphs acyclic dependence graphs cannot be computed. Though it is in prin-ciple possible to compute communication schedules for cyclic dependence graphs, thisis a computational complex operation as demonstrated in [Edw97], where a polynomialdivide-and-conquer algorithm has been presented. Unfortunately, this algorithm hasbeen developed for static con�gurations only. However, in the context of �-Charts wemostly have to deal with continuously changing con�gurations. In each con�guration,there may be a di�erent causality relation between the internal signals. As a conse-quence, the optimal schedule has to be computed for every single con�guration anew.Private discussions with the author of [Edw97] have shown that in all probability thereis no polynomial time algorithm to calculate the schedule of two successor con�gura-tions from a cyclic dependence graph incrementally, that is, by using the schedule of thepredecessor. We guess that this is true, even if both consecutive dependence graphs are\very similar", i.e. merely di�er by more or less a single node.An even more important argument is that the optimal schedules for cyclic dependencegraphs require more iterations than those for dependence graphs without cycles. Since wehave restricted ourselves to causality error free signal graphs, we automatically get acyclicdependence graphs and therefore can give an easier and more e�cient computationscheme for distributed �xed points than the one in [Edw97].The dependence graph for the signal graph pictured in Figure 5.18 is pictured in Figure5.19. Though we here have a linear causality relation, in general, the dependence graphhas a tree-like structure, possibly with more than one root.As we want to �nd optimal schedules for functions f [Qk]; : : : ; f [Q1] we have to extend the
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fag+
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Figure 5.18: Signal grapha db c e
Figure 5.19: Dependence graph for Figure 5.18

relation < to signal sets as follows:8i 6= j : Qi < Qj ()df 9si 2 QinQj; sj 2 QjnQi : si < sjThe dependence graphs pictured in Figures 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22 show examples forpossible selections such that Q1 < Q2, Q01 < Q02, and Q001 < Q002 < Q003 < Q004 hold,respectively. Note that in general Qi < Qj ) :(Qj < Qi) is not true. This is thecase whenever Qi or Qj are incoherent sets. As an example, see Figure 5.23, whereQ0001 < Q0002 ^Q0002 < Q0001 .These signal sets also can be interpreted as hyper nodes. The resulting graph then is ahyper graph, constructed from the dependence graph. This interpretation will play animportant role in Section 6.2. For instance, we obtain a hyper graph with two nodes(Q0001 and Q0002 ) and two edges (one from Q0001 to Q0002 and one from Q0002 to Q0001 ). We realizethat, since we have limited ourselves to acyclic dependence graphs, incoherent signalsets correspond with cyclic hyper graphs and coherent sets with acyclic hyper graphs.Therefore, requiring coherent signal sets is equivalent to requiring acyclic hyper graphs.However, for e�cient schedules this condition is a prerequisite as we will see in thefollowing theorem. This theorem gives a su�cient condition for the choice of \parts"of a continuous function f in order to compute its least �xed point as e�cient, thatis, with as few iterated function applications as possible. The theorem even guaranteesthat with a \good" choice for the Qi each part f [Qk] of f just has to be applied onlyonce.Theorem 5.4.4 (E�cient Schedules)Let X be a �nite set and f : }(X) ! }(X) be a continuous function on the powerdomain }(X). Furthermore, let Q1; : : : ; Qk � lfp(f) such that:
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Figure 5.20: Dependence graph with optimal schedule (1)
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Figure 5.21: Dependence graph with optimal schedule (2)
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Figure 5.22: Dependence graph with optimal schedule (3)
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Figure 5.23: Dependence graph with sub-optimal schedule
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1. Ski=1Qi = lfp(f),2. Q1 < � � � < Qk, and3. 8i 6= j : :(Qi < Qj ^Qj < Qi).Then lfp(f) = f [Qk] � � � � � f [Q1](;). 2Proof 18 First, we show that f jQi(Qi�1) = Qi for all 1 � i � k. We prove thisintermediate proposition by showing that f jQi(Qi�1) � Qi and Qi � f jQi(Qi�1). Thesubset relation f jQi(Qi�1) � Qi trivially holds by de�nition of f jQi . More subtle isthe proof of Qi � f jQi(Qi�1) for all 1 � i � k, which is carried out by contradiction.Hence, we assume that there exists i with 1 � i � k such that f jQi(Qi�1) � Qi. Asa consequence, there must be a y 2 Qi that is not contained in f jQi(Qi�1). SinceQ1 < � � � < Qk there must be an x 2 Qn for n � i + 1 such that x < y. Thus, alsoQn < Qi which is a contradiction to :(Qi < Qj ^ Qj < Qi) because already Qi < Qnholds, and the assumption f jQi(Qi�1) � Qi must have been false.We now prove the actual proposition of the theorem. By de�nition we have f [Q](x) =f jQ(x) [ x. Thereforef [Qk] � � � � � f [Q1](;) = f jQ1(;) [ f jQ2(f jQ1(;)) [ � � � [ f jQk(� � � (f jQ1(;)) � � � )De�ning Q0 to be the empty signal set, this is due to the above intermediate propositionequivalent to Q1 [ Q2 [ � � � [ Qk, which equals by Assumption (1) of the theorem the�xed point lfp(f). 2Notice that conditions (2) and (3) in the above theorem require that the dependencegraph is partitioned into coherent signal sets. Recall that coherent signal sets are equiv-alent to acyclic hyper graphs.To get an example, we take a closer look at the dependence graphs with their schedules aspictured in Figures 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23. We realize that the �rst three are optimalschedules whereas the last one is merely sub-optimal because we have both Q0001 < Q0002and Q0002 < Q0001 and therefore neither f [Q0001 ]x �f [Q0002 ]x (;) nor f [Q0002 ]x �f [Q0001 ]x (;) equals to lfp(fx).With Theorem 5.4.4 we now have a method at hand to partition a �-Chart speci�cationin an e�cient way. We have seen that e�cient schedules require a partitioning in coherentsubsets of the overall set of signals that is multicast in one instant. Recall that this isequivalent to requiring that the hyper graph that results from this partitioning is acyclic.In addition, as sequential automata are considered as atomic units for partitioning, werequire that the output interface of one automaton never can be separated into di�erentsignal sets. Hence, each of the signal sets can only consist of one or more completeoutput interfaces of one or more sequential automata. In Section 6.2, we will see thatthis property is not only a prerequisite for e�cient schedules, but in addition is generallynecessary to get partitions that can be implemented on a distributed architecture, whereeach distributed part is based on �nite state machines.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented an approach for partitioning a speci�cation in �-Charts to a set of individual parts such that each part potentially can be implementedon a di�erent processor. The chapter has dealt with several topics that though all be-ing related to partitioning are relatively standalone. First, a implementation-orientedstep semantics for deterministic �-Charts has been presented. In contrast to the streamsemantics in Chapter 2, the step semantics of this chapter de�nes instantaneous feed-back obtained by multicasting as explicit �xed point construction and is therefore moreclosely related to implementation and is better suitable to reason about distributed im-plementation. We have proven that both semantics coincide for implementable, that is,(semantically) deterministic speci�cations. In addition, we have shown that distributedimplementation and centralized program have the same behavior with respect to signalpropagation between sequential automata.If a speci�cation shall be partitioned and later on implemented on a loosely coupled dis-tributed processor network, where processors only communicate via one or more busses,but do not necessarily interact in a synchronous fashion, a number of restrictions has tobe made in order to guarantee that the distributed implementation features the behaviordescribed by the original synchronous speci�cation. We have discussed these restrictionsand clustered them into classes of problems that are caused by absences of input signalsand so-called internal and external input signals. For internal input signal an approachfor causality analysis has been proposed.In order to describe the distributed implementation of a �-Chart speci�cation mathe-matically, we have discussed an approach to model the allocation problem, that is, todetermine the mapping of sequential automata to processors and communications be-tween them to busses. Since our approach is based on integer linear programming, it canbe directly used to compute optimal allocations with respect to an objective function.However, communication between distributed components cannot be optimized whilesolving the allocation problem because it is not possible to treat both problems withthe same mathematical concepts. Therefore, it has been demonstrated separately howto obtain e�cient communications by referring to the causality analysis again.
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6 Code Generation
In the previous chapter, we have discussed how to partition a �-Chart speci�cationand how to achieve e�cient allocations and schedules. We have seen that a number ofconditions must be ful�lled in order to guarantee a partitioning strategy that preservesthe original semantics of the speci�cation. In this section, we will recognize that fur-ther problems can occur, and restrictions are necessary when �nally implementing thespeci�cation on a net of electronic control units. In the code generation scheme we aimat, control units are implemented as �nite state machines. This approach guaranteesmaximal exibility for both hardware and software generation. In particular, mixedhardware/software designs are possible. Therefore, our implementation scheme is ap-plicable for Hardware/Software-Codesign. The problems we will discuss in this sectionare due to our speci�c, distributed implementation scheme that is based on �nite statemachines. Using other implementation techniques, the problems discussed in the follow-ing do not necessarily occur. In particular, they can be avoided if one does not targetat distributed implementation, but rather at distributed simulation. The latter is inter-esting if large speci�cations are to be tested in real-time. However, before we discussdistributed implementation we �rst outline a scheme for centralized code generation.
6.1 Centralized Code
In this section, we present a hardware implementation scheme for �-Charts. In contrastto the tools Statemate [i-L90] and Statemate Magnum [i-L97], we aim at a directimplementation, and not at compilation to VHDL code. This direct implementationhas one major advantage: whenever a visual formalism is translated to a high-levelprogramming language like VHDL or C, the compiler is mostly written ad-hoc, that is,without formally verifying that translation semantics and original semantics coincide.This proof is not necessary in our case because we immediately use the semantics ofChapter 4, which we also took for model checking.We are aware of two previous approaches for direct hardware implementations of aStatecharts-like language, presented by Drusinsky in [DY89, DY91]. The �rst one [DY89]described the (centralized) implementation of a Statechart as a tightly coupled net-work of communicating �nite state machines, even if the implementation is on a singlechip. Especially for small and medium-sized systems this scheme pretendedly introduces
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6 Code Generation
considerable communication overhead; in addition, Drusinsky himself admits that it isdi�cult to implement this scheme correctly [DY91].In the second approach [DY91], he therefore suggested to realize a Statechart as a singlelogic block. However, it is not clear how this approach scales to larger speci�cations.Neither of these two approaches is based on a formal semantics. Thus, it is not possibleto formally verify designs based on these approaches. Moreover, neither approach allowsto specify systems with data states.Our implementation scheme is based on the formal semantics introduced in Chapter 4;in particular, implementations are generated from the same transition relations that areused for formal veri�cation of �-Charts with symbolic model checkers. While our cen-tralized scheme also avoids the communication overhead of communicating components,the implementations can naturally be divided into smaller, independent logic blocks,each of them responsible for the value of a single output signal bit.Re-Use of Symbolic EncodingIn Chapter 4, we presented the formal step semantics of �-Charts. It has been shownthat the step semantics of a given �-Chart S can be described as a �nite transitionrelation TransS(x; c; y; c0)where x and y are �nite encodings of the input and output signals, respectively. Thecurrent and next system con�gurations are encoded in c and c0, respectively. A similarpredicate InitS(c) for initialization has been formulated.These predicates are used for the hardware implementation according to Figure 6.1.The input to the logic block consists of the external inputs x, the �nite encoding of thecurrent system con�guration c, and a reset wire. The logic block has the system outputy and the new system state encoding c0 as output. In addition to this combinationallogic block, we need a state register (edge triggered) for storing the control and datastates and an external clock that triggers the �-Chart steps.The logic block is derived in the following way. The transition relation TransS is con-verted to a family of Boolean functions, one for each output signal yi, and one for eachbit in the encodings of the control and data states. The Boolean functions for a bit arederived from the transition relation TransS by existentially quantifying the other outputsignals. This operation can, for instance, be e�ciently carried out with BDD techniques.The conversion to Boolean functions is possible, since for hardware generation we restrictourselves to deterministic �-Charts. The check whether a �-Chart is deterministic canalso be performed on the transition relation TransS (see also Section 4.2.1). As shownin Figure 6.2, the individual Boolean functions can be implemented as separate logicblocks. Note that we have removed the connections for the reset wire to keep the �gureeasy to survey. Indeed, reset wires are needed to all logic blocks Logic1; : : : ; Logicn andSLogic1; : : : ; SLogicn.
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Logicx y

c c0

clk
Register

reset

Figure 6.1: Hardware implementation scheme (1)
Each Boolean function for an output signal contains an abstraction of the completespeci�cation. This is the reason that our centralized implementation scheme does notrequire explicit communication between the logic blocks. The abstraction contains ex-actly those aspects of the complete system speci�cation that are needed to calculatethe signal's value | neither more nor less. As a consequence, the individual Booleanfunctions can be represented with comparatively small logic blocks, much smaller thanthe complete transition relation TransS .
Stopwatch Example
In this section, we apply our implementation technique to the stopwatch example ofSection 2.3.4. Since only a �nite subset of integers is used for the data states in theexample, we can encode them, for instance, with BDDs. For the clock counter in thesub-chart Timer, we employ the standard binary encoding for integers between 0 and100,000; this requires 17 bits. We could represent the ten values for the digit displaysusing 4-bit integers, but instead we have chosen a direct encoding of the seven segmentsfor each digit. This allows us to use a slight, but e�cient variation of the implementationscheme: instead of dedicated output signals for the segments, we use the state encodingitself to drive the display.
Since the watch consists of �ve sequential automata, two parallel compositions, and twofeedback constructions, there are nine initialization and nine transition relations. Thetop level relations, which are those of SStopwatch � (fOng; %Stopwatch), are the ones usedfor hardware generation. The transition relation is then converted to a family of Booleanfunctions. It is not possible, in general, to predict the logic block sizes for a given �-Chart. We can, however, calculate the number of bits needed to encode the data and
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x = (x1; : : : ; xk) y1Logic1

Logicn yn

clk
Register

s1
sm

SLogic1
SLogicm

s0

Figure 6.2: Hardware implementation scheme (2)
control states, and thus the width of the state register:bits((I; O;�;�0; Vl; '0; �)) = dld(j�j)e+ dld(XX2Vl range(X))ebits(S1 � L� S2) = bits(S1) + bits(S2)bits([S]K) = bits(S)where range(X) denotes the range of the variable X. Recall that for model checking andimplementation X has to have a �nite type. Using the above formula for calculating thewidth of the state register that is necessary to store the con�guration of hierarchicallydecomposed charts would yield needlessly large register width. Since at each instant atmost one controllee can be active, we derive to the following formula:bits(A� (�d; %)) = bits(A) + maxfbits(%(�)) j � 2 �dgFor Statemate Statecharts, e�cient state assignments are given in [DY91]. In thestopwatch example, we get ld(2) = 1 ipop for the automaton SStopwatch, ld(4) +dld(105)e = 2 + 17 = 19 ipops for ST imer, and 3 � (7 + 1) = 24 ipops for SDisplay.
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As aforementioned, we directly use the encoding of the local states to control the sevensegment displays and so avoid additional logic to decode the logic for each segment outof a four bit state. Altogether we need a register 44 bit wide.Referring to Figure 6.2 again, the register width is the constant m, in our example 44.The constant k is the number of external input signals. In the stopwatch example, weget k = 2 since the only inputs are for the two buttons on the watch. Finally, n is thenumber of output signals. In the example, n should be 3 � 7 = 21 for the three sevensegment displays. However, since we directly use the state encoding as outputs for thedisplay, our example gives n = 0, since there are no other outputs of the system. Thus,for the example 44 logic blocks have to be implemented. Note that low, med, and timeare internal signals only. Their use is implicitly modeled in the Boolean functions.
6.2 Distributed Code
In the preceding section, an implementation scheme for �-Charts speci�cations on asingle �nite state machine has been presented. It is also a challenging question toimplement the same model on a distributed architecture. As target architecture wetake the one described in Section 5.3. The distributed implementation of a perfectsynchronous speci�cation based on �nite state machines is di�cult and possibly leadsto several problems, which will be discussed in the sequel. The approaches that arefollowed by Lustre and Signal have already been outlined in Section 1.2.Though clock asynchronous languages in contrast permit a much easier programming ofdistributed systems than synchronous ones, they are | due to the draw-backs outlinedin Section 1.2.2 | inappropriate description techniques for reactive systems. The codedistribution we propose for �-Charts is based on the syntactic structure of the sourcespeci�cation. Ideally, to get a distributed implementation of a model, say the centrallocking system, we follow the strategy given below:1. The original speci�cation is transformed step-by-step by applying the re�nementrules of Section 3 to a deterministic speci�cation. Speci�cations that lead to causal-ity conicts (see Section 5.1) have to be rejected, since these conicts correspondto deadlocks in networks.2. When the speci�cation is stable and deterministic and all safety critical proper-ties have been veri�ed through model checking (Section 4), the allocation for allsequential automata and signal transfers has to be found. This procedure is basedon the �-Charts normal form and can either be done by hand or by using the op-timization techniques presented in Section 5.3. As next step towards a distributedimplementation, this allocation now has to be put into practice.Hence, as next and last step one might think that it should be su�cient to simply mapthe transformed speci�cation on the target architecture. After all, we have shown in
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6 Code Generation
Section 5.2.3 that a speci�cation without harmful cycles in any signal graphs of anyreachable con�guration can be implemented deadlock-free on a distributed architecture.Furthermore, we have formally proven in Section 5.4 that a distributed �xed pointcomputation is possible if the speci�cation has a continuous semantics. However, as wewill discuss in the remainder of this section, some further di�culties have to be keptin mind. They occur because our method for code generation is based on �nite statemachines. Thus, in addition to the restrictions made in the previous chapter and whichhave been necessary to obtain deadlock-free communications, yet other requirementshave to be considered. While the problems discussed in Chapter 5 have been relatedto the communication between di�erent sequential automata, in the following, we willconcentrate on problems caused by single automata.Problems caused by Product AutomataEach step consists of a number of subsequent micro-steps, in which one or more paralleltransitions are �red. All single micro-steps considered together build a chain reaction oftransitions. Here, the �rst transition is triggered by an external event, and all subsequentones by the same external event or internal events. One of the basic assumptions of�-Charts is that in every instant each sequential automaton can �re only one singletransition. Apart from the reason to avoid in�nite transition chains, this restriction hasbeen made to get implementable speci�cations since in each clock cycle a �nite statemachine can execute its combinational logics only once. In the following, we will seethat though we have restricted chain reactions within one instant requiring that eachsequential automaton can �re on single transition only, further implementation problemscan occur.

A Ba=b

C Db=c

E Fc=d
fb; cg

S2
S1

S3

Figure 6.3: Problem with distributed implementationWe explain the problems that can arise when compiling a �-Chart speci�cation on aprocessor network by the aid of the example pictured in Figure 6.3. We assume that two
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processors, say P1 and P2, are available to implement this speci�cation. Therefore, twopossible allocation are to (1) either run S1kS2 on P1 and S3 on P2 or (2) to run S1kS3 onP1 and S2 on P2. Of course, the parallel compositions S1kS2 and S1kS3, respectively, areimplemented on P1 by realizing the corresponding transition relation. This is equivalentto implementing the corresponding product automata.

db c
Q1Q2Q1

(a)
db c
Q1 Q2

(b)
Figure 6.4: (a) Incoherent partitioning and (b) corresponding cyclic hyper graph

Obviously, the �rst alternative only requires the transmission of the signal c over thenet whereas for the latter two transmissions, namely the ones of b and c, are necessary(see Figure 6.4). However, this is not the unique and, above all, not the worst problem.Figure 6.5 shows the product automaton for S1kS3 in Figure 6.3. For the input event fagone would expect, according to the formal semantics, the output event fb; c; dg. However,since each �nite state machine can change its con�guration only once (!) between twosubsequent clocks, the de facto output is fb; cg and the successor con�guration (BE,D)and not, as speci�ed, (BF,D). This simple example illustrates the problem we are facing.In Lustre, this problem is solved by so-called \restructuring" of the a�ected program[Hal93b]. In this example, this would mean to forbid the allocation alternative number(2). Through analysis of the corresponding dependence graph, we also are able to restrictourselves to feasible allocations.This can be done by analysis of the dependence graph. Recall from Section 5.4.3 thatwe always obtain acyclic dependence graphs from causality error free signal graphs. Aswe have noticed, this is a prerequisite for distributed implementation. Furthermore,remember that nodes of dependence graphs are represented by signal names. We cannow build hyper graphs from dependence graphs by collecting nodes (= signal names)to hyper nodes (= sets of signal names). Here, we collect exactly these signals namesto one hyper node that are part of the output interfaces of those sequential automatathat are implemented on the same processor. Each hyper node then is just the \outputinterface" of the processor. In contrast to nodes, vertices are not a�ected at all fromthis transformation and we simply retain all dependencies. In the following, this hypergraph will be termed processor graph. If we collect all signals of the output interface of
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Figure 6.5: Product automaton
one single sequential automaton to one hyper node and use separate nodes even whentwo automata are implemented on the same processor, we speak of an automaton graph.In the example (see Figure 6.4), we get the hyper nodes fb; cg and fdg for allocation(1) and fb; dg and fcg for allocation (2). Note that while the processor graph for (1) isacyclic the one for (2) contains a cycle (see Figure 6.4(b)). However, also notice thatthe corresponding automaton graph is not cyclic (see Figure 6.4(a)).As a consequence, we can conclude that processor graphs also have to be free of cycles inorder to enable distributed implementation. Whenever a processor graph is cyclic, oneprocessor and therefore the �nite state machine, that is, the product automaton that isimplemented on this processor would have to realize two or more state transitions withinone instant. Since this behavior is in general impossible for �nite state machines, we haveto avoid cyclic processor graphs by static analysis. Recall our results in Section 5.4.3 andnotice that, due to Theorem 5.4.4, acyclic processor graphs imply e�cient schedules. Asa consequence, the analysis of the dependence graph only has to be carried out once inorder to solve both problems. This is a further advantage of our approach.However, to �nd implementable solutions by analysis of the processor graph is not alwaysa practical solution for control-oriented speci�cations with possibly many con�gurations,since an allocation is static and therefore con�guration independent. To forbid certainallocations due to the above phenomenon might reduce the number of feasible alloca-tions to a minimum. Di�erent con�gurations could require contradictory allocations and�nally potentially no allocation at all would be feasible. Often the unique solution isnot to implement composed automata as a product automaton, but to look for imple-mentations, where the above problem does not arise. Then, the only possible solutionis to implement each automaton by a separate �nite state machine | even if more thanone state machine are implemented on one processor. However, this implementation
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strategy has the disadvantages discussed in [DY91].While the problem discussed above potentially occurs when one tries to group certainautomata together, build the corresponding product automaton, and then implementthis product automaton on one processor, in the following, we will get to know a furtherproblem that may occur just in those cases if two automata are not implemented onthe same processor. Therefore, the phenomenon we analyze in the sequel, is orthogonalto the one discussed above. However, though being orthogonal, we will see that bothproblems can be detected and solved with the same technique that is based on analysis ofthe dependence graph. Here, we do not construct the processor graph of the dependencegraph, but the automaton graph instead. As a processor graph VP collects more signalsof a dependence graph to one hyper node than the corresponding automaton graph VA,it is obvious that VP potentially can have more cycles than VA.Problems caused by Instantaneous DialogFigure 5.10 illustrates a �-Chart whose distributed execution causes problems that areeven worse and cannot be remedied by implementing each automaton as single �nitestate machine as described above. The example is known from [Mar92] as instanta-neous dialog. This example is a monotonic speci�cation, whose signal graph does notcontain any cycles with causality errors (see Figure 5.18). Thus, the corresponding de-pendence graph is acyclic. However, this example nevertheless demonstrates a severeimplementation problem.We assume that the chart in Figure 5.10 is in its initial con�guration (AA,XX) and thatthe external stimulus is fxg. In order to determine the reaction of this �-Chart, one hasto decide whether the internal signals a and y are present in the current instant. Indeed,the only possible step is that both automata change their states from AA and XX toBB and YY, respectively and simultaneously emit a and y. Thus, both internal signalsare present.Since we want to implement both automata on di�erent processors, we now want tounderstand this step as chain reaction. In the �rst micro-step of the step, the upperautomaton in Figure 5.10 outputs fag while remaining in state AA.In the second micro-step, the lower automaton, being triggered by the internal signal a,changes its current con�guration from XX to YY while emitting y. In the subsequentmicro-step, both x and y are present and therefore also the upper automaton changesits con�guration from AA to BB. This is the critical part of the reaction because theupper automaton withdraws its �rst \decision" to �re the self-loop transition.However, it is neither possible that a �nite state machine carries out two state transi-tions in one instant nor that it withdraws the �rst state transition in order to performanother. Though this speci�cation has a well-de�ned semantics and a least �xed-point,namely fa; yg, it is not possible to implement both automata of this example on dif-ferent processors. The only possibility is either to reject speci�cations of this kind orto implement them on one single processor. In the instantaneous dialog example, this
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6 Code Generation
would mean to realize the entire speci�cation on one single processor, that is, by one�nite state machine.Like the problem that was caused by construction of product automata, also this one canbe detected by analysis of the dependence graph. However, in this case, it is su�cient toconstruct the automaton graph because we immediately detect a cycle in this graph. Inthe case of instantaneous dialog, it is not necessary to deal with a particular processormapping in order to get a cyclic hyper graph. Here, the problem occurs because twosequential automata are separated and not implemented on the same processor. Incontrast to the automata graph, the processor graph does not take into account a speci�cprocessor mapping. By the aid of the processor graph, we can determine whether aspeci�c mapping, where certain automata are implemented on the same processor, isfeasible or not.We can conclude that apart from the techniques presented in Chapter 5 the analysis ofautomaton graph and processor graph, respectively is su�cient to determine whetherspeci�c distributed implementations are feasible.
6.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a technique for centralized and later for distributedcode generation. The implementation scheme we aim at is based on �nite state machines.This approach is general enough to build a basis for implementations in both hardwareand software and is therefore also suited for mixed hardware/software designs. Whilecentralized code generation is relatively easy and does not cause any problems, a numberof adverse e�ects can occur in the case of distributed code generation. Recall that theproblems discussed in this chapter are orthogonal to the ones analyzed in Chapter 5. Allthese problems are caused by the fact that �nite state machines can only perform onesingle state transition per clock cycle. We have discussed possibilities to detect theseproblems and to decide whether a speci�c distributed implementation is feasible. Likethe analysis techniques of Chapter 5, the techniques presented in this Chapter are alsobased on dependence graphs that can be computed from signal graphs. Therefore, we canprovide a homogeneous framework of analysis techniques for distributed implementationof speci�cations in �-Charts.It is now an interesting question to ask whether the designer should �rst �nd an (almost)optimal allocation (as indicated in Section 5.3) and then verify whether this allocationis feasible (Section 6.2) when developing a distributed implementation, or just the otherway around. Though, in principle, both alternatives are possible, we propose the fol-lowing strategy. Since the automaton graph can be built independently of a speci�callocation, we suggest to calculate automata graphs �rst in order to evaluate the feasi-ble allocations. It is then straightforward to restrict the number of feasible allocationsin the ILP by introducing additional requirements. If two charts Si and Sj with i 6= j
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6.3 Conclusion
cannot be allocated to one processor but have to be implemented separately, we simplyrequire: KXk=1 xki � xkj = 0
Otherwise, if both cannot be separated, we add the following equation to the modelwithout multiple computations: KXk=1 xki � xkj = 1
In the model with multiple computations we write:KXk=1 xki � xkj � 1
Then, an optimal allocation can be calculated. Finally, examining the appropriate pro-cessor graph, it has to be veri�ed whether this particular allocation is feasible (see Section6.2).Comparison: Centralized versus Distributed ImplementationAfter having presented both centralized and distributed implementation we can nowcompare them with each other. In particular, we will give a classi�cation for reactivesystems speci�ed in �-Charts or any other synchronous language dependent on thetarget architecture. To this end, we briey highlight the restrictions having discussed inChapters 5 and 6 again.To overcome the problems with external input signals of distributed implementationswe have outlined in Section 5.2.2, we have proposed two di�erent strategies. We caneither restrict the feasible trigger conditions to conditions that only can react on sin-gle input signals or we can make assumptions to the system environment by using anrely/guarantee-like speci�cation style. Of course, in principle, a centralized implemen-tation has to overcome the same problem because its input interface also has to collectsignals to events, that is, sets of signals. However, this can be done much easier by aclock signal in the case of centralized implementation. Hence, the problem with externalinput signals can be avoided for centralized implementations. As we have seen, usingthe same clock for all processors of a loosely coupled distributed target architecture isnot possible due to technical reasons. The same argument with the global clock alsoapplies to the problem of dealing with signal absences: using only one single clock in acentralized implementation enables the scanning of signal absences.However, the situation is somewhat di�erent in case of the problems internal input sig-nals cause in distributed implementations. While for centralized implementations it is
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6 Code Generation
su�cient to know that a speci�cation or, more precisely, its semantics, is continuous(recall that monotonicity immediately implies continuity here since we deal with �nitesets of input and output signals), we had to require additionally for distributed imple-mentations that their signal graphs do not contain any harmful cycle in any reachablecon�guration. This is necessary to avoid communication deadlocks. For centralized im-plementations, this kind of causality analysis is not needed. Here, already monotonicityalone is adequate, because monotonic charts always have a least �xed point. In order togenerate a centralized implementation this is a su�cient property. One speci�cation ofthis type is the example with parallel labels a=b and b=a we have discussed in Section 5.1.It can be implemented on a centralized, but not on a distributed architecture. Sincesignal graphs can only be constructed for monotonic charts, the existence of a signalgraph without harmful cycles also guarantees the chart's monotonicity.In addition, in Section 5.4.2, we have realized that it is necessary to require disjointoutput interfaces when partitioning a speci�cation. Here, the interfaces of those partsof the speci�cation that are provided for distributed implementation have to be disjointin order to apply Theorem 5.4.3. Informally, this is necessary in order to determine atany point of the chain reaction which part already has sent a message and which hasnot. In practice, however, this is no restriction at all as signals can be renamed easily.Of course, this renaming is not needed in case of centralized implementations.Finally, all problems caused by �nite state machines and discussed in Section 6.2, ofcourse do not emerge in centralized implementations.
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7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we review the results obtained in this thesis. In addition, we give anoutline of future work in the area of design of reactive systems, as well as their distributedimplementation, with Statecharts-like languages.
7.1 Summary
This work was driven by the idea of supporting a design method for Statecharts thatcovers the design phases description, re�nement, veri�cation, and generation of cen-tralized and distributed code, independently of whether the code is implemented inhardware or software. As a �rst step towards this goal we developed the visual for-malism �-Charts, a dialect of Harel's Statecharts. In contrast to Statecharts and manyrelated approaches, �-Charts overcome many semantic problems inherent in the formernotation. We de�ned a formal, stream-based semantics for �-Charts, discussed di�erentsemantic properties, and showed how to extend the �-Charts core language with syntac-tic abbreviations. The most important example of these is hierarchical decomposition.The core language of �-Charts consists of only three constructs: sequential automata,signal hiding, and a composition operator. Here, the last is the most subtle concept ofthe three. It combines parallel composition and multicast communication in one singlelanguage construct. Starting with a lean core language and then extending it by meansof abbreviation mechanisms has several advantages. First, it eases the task of obtain-ing speci�cations that can be partitioned and implemented on a distributed processornetwork. Second, it eases reasoning about the semantics itself.When de�ning the re�nement calculus for �-Charts we also took advantage of this prop-erty. To support the designer in specifying reactive systems, we made a set of syntacticre�nement rules available to him or her. Each of the rules guarantees that by its applica-tion the overall speci�cation only becomes more concrete, never more abstract. Whethera speci�cation in �-Charts is more concrete than another one is de�ned by its set of in-put/output histories. We say that the �-Chart S2 re�nes chart S1 if its semantics, thatis, its set of input/output histories is a subset of the semantics of S1. This notion ofre�nement is compositional and transitive. Therefore, �rst, re�nements of parts of thespeci�cation are also re�nements of the overall speci�cation, and second, systems canbe developed incrementally. Since all rules are syntactic, the user does not have to carry
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7 Concluding Remarks
out complicated proofs on the semantic level, but can just verify whether all syntacticconditions for the application of a rule are ful�lled. This task can be easily automatedand is an important step towards a system design process that guarantees correctnessby construction.However, not only do we assist the software engineer with a re�nement calculus, but alsoby providing a framework for formal veri�cation of �-Chart speci�cations with modelchecking techniques. We presented a general translation scheme for �-Charts to inputlanguages of model checkers by de�ning �-Charts' behavior by means of �nite transitionrelations. We then went a step further and showed how to translate these relations tothe input languages of two speci�c veri�ers, �cke [Bie97b] and SMV [McM93], and soprovided direct tool support for veri�cation.This work also contributes to the generation of centralized and distributed code fromStatecharts speci�cations. Both compilation techniques are based on �nite state ma-chines and are therefore suited for hardware, software, or even mixed realizations. Whilegenerating centralized code is not complicated, a number of conditions have to be bornein mind if one wants to produce distributed implementations. First of all, we pointedout restrictions that have to be ful�lled in order to obtain distributed implementationsthat have the same behavior as a centralized. Then, we provided a model to describe andoptimize the allocation process. In the allocation process, for each sequential automatonand each communication an appropriate target processor and bus, respectively, is deter-mined. Finally, apart from optimizing the allocation, we also presented a technique tocompute e�cient communication schedules.In summary, the main contribution of this thesis is the development of a lean dialect ofStatecharts that solves the semantic problems of many other related languages, but isstill powerful enough to describe practically relevant systems and is at the same timeappropriate for re�nement, formal veri�cation, and, potentially distributed, implemen-tation while, at the same time, combining all these phases to a seamless design process.
7.2 Future Work
In the design process presented here, we factored out the requirements engineering phase.Hence, there is still a gap between this phase and the state-based description of a reactivesystem with �-Charts. This gap can be �lled, for instance, by applying techniquesthat are based on message sequence charts (MSCs). In contrast to �-Charts, theseprovide a possibility for event- or scenario-based development of a system in its earlydesign phase. In order to get a seamless design process that also covers requirementsengineering, it would be interesting to develop an appropriate MSC-like descriptiontechnique that is based on the same semantic model as �-Charts and therefore canbe automatically translated to an equivalent �-Chart speci�cation. Furthermore, theseMSC-like techniques could serve to represent counter examples and witnesses from model
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7.2 Future Work
checking results, or simply as a front end for the input language of an appropriate modelchecker.Though our model checking results are quite promising, for large applications it mayalso be necessary to further improve the translation to model checkers to obtain evenmore e�cient automatic veri�cation. Another way to achieve more e�ciency here is ofcourse to investigate compositional veri�cation techniques. Here, it would seem thata promising avenue of exploration would be to apply the techniques we presented forpartitioning to compositional proving.Our re�nement calculus only allows the correct re�nement of speci�cations withoutconsidering the preservation of liveness properties. Though the property that \nothingbad will happen", that is, safety properties are preserved after applying one of our rules,the feature that \something good will happen" (liveness property) may be a�ected byre�nement. The reason for this is because the re�ned component in general provides lessinput/output histories than the corresponding abstract one. Therefore, an interestinginvestigation is to extend your calculus by rules that include invariants representingliveness conditions which are true before and after applying it to a speci�c speci�cation.A further interesting direction for future work is the investigation of other compilationtechniques for �-Charts that are not based on the generation of �nite state machines.As for Statemate [Har90, i-L90, HN96, PU97, i-L97], hardware generation techniquesthat are based on VHDL could be envisaged. Since VHDL code generation of State-mate is not very e�cient, our approach could thus gain more importance for practicalapplications.All the aforementioned extensions would further support the user in developing error-freereactive systems. It would also be of interest to give more methodological support. Aninteresting extension of this work would be to develop a cookbook-like methodology forthe development of reactive systems with Statecharts-like languages. We hope that thisis easily possible with the methodological framework we have given in this thesis. Apartfrom more methodological assistance, the approach presented in this thesis could beapplied more easily by engineers working in industry if more tool support was available.Promising future work therefore seems to be the development of prototype tools.Last but not least, we would like to mention once more that a number of those problemswe discussed in Sections 5 and 6.2 and that occur when a distributed implementation isenvisaged, can be avoided when using delayed feedback instead of instantaneous feedbackas the semantic model for communication. Hence, it would be interesting to introducean additional composition operator that is based on delayed feedback. This idea isrealized in the synchronous language \Reactive C" [Bou91], for example. One thus coulduse instantaneous feedback to model local, intra-processor communication and delayedfeedback for inter-processor multicasting. However, it has to be borne in mind that thismeans restricting the number of design alternatives in the early design stage. Moreover,recall that hierarchical decomposition cannot be de�ned by means of a compositionoperator that is based on delayed feedback. In providing di�erent communication delays,
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7 Concluding Remarks
CFSMs [CGH+93a, CGH+93b, CGH+94] even go one step further: they allow arbitraryevent durations and therefore arbitrary communication delays to be de�ned.We hope that interested researchers in related topics feel encouraged to work out someof the here proposed directions for future work.
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